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PREFACE

The program of the Princeton University Plasma Physics

Laboratory for L974 is summarized in this report in reviews of
theory, experiment, engineering and conceptual design. The

following developments stand out:

(1) Experiments on FM-I have demonstrated reduction of
anomalous electron heat flow in a regime with
opposing temperature and density gradients.

(2) The ST device yielded important new insights on

gross plasma stability using multiple x-ray detectors.
A kink-like mode appears on axis for q < I and

results in an explosive secondary mode while the

detaited structure of higher-order kink modes was

also studied. These latter results are in accord

with resistive MHD theory.

(3) ATC has demonstrated the ut.ility of titanium gettering
by permitting hydrogen discharges with effective
Z-values near unity.

(4) The PLT fabrication program is well underway as well
as construction of a 4-MW, 40-keV neutral beam

injection system. First plasmas are still schedul-ed

for the fall- of 1975.

(5) Although the PDX fabrication schedule has slipped,
the time has been used to provide considerabl-e

improvement in the design of the divertor structure.
Fabrication of major components is underway.

(5) The conceptual design of the TCT-TFTR' performed in
collaboration with the Westinqhouse El-ectric Corporation,

is wel-I advanced. The device, approximately twice the

size of PLT, is to determine the physics of reactor-levef
neutral- beam-heated plasmas and to achieve reactor
level power densitj-es of alphas from two-component

D-T reactions.

l_v



(7) Major advances in computer codes for MHD stability,
transport, and particle simulation have been made in
an attempt to explain current tokamak behavior and

yielcl predictions for future devices.

Toroidal research on low-B plasmas continues to be the

Laboratory's major effort.

v



I. TOROIDAT CONFINEMENT EXPERII{ENTS

A. Introduction

During I974, the FM-1 superconducting-ring spherator and the ATC

and ST tokamak experiments obtained a number of highly significant new

resul-ts in the areas of plasma stability, impurity control, and plasma

heating. The ST tokamak was dismantled at mid-year to make way for the

PLT device, which continues on schedul-e for completion in the fa1l of L975.

Detailed design and fabrication of the Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDX)

was begun. A conceptual design was undertaken for the Two-Component Torus

(TCT) device, which is to serve as a tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR).

FM-l experiments have yielded further detailed information on

plasma transport by microscopic instability modes. A particularly important
result was the reduction of anomalous electron heat flow in a region of
opposing temperature and density gradj-ents. The fl-ow velocity of plasma

into the FI"1-1 poloidal divertor was measured by a sound-wave Doppler-shift
method. Impurity ion transport was studied by adding barium ions to noble

gas plasmas; both classical and anomalous impurity diffusion effects were

found. Lower-hybrid heating was shown to be efficient in raising the plasma

electron temperature.

Gross plasma stability on the interior of the tokamak discharqe was

s;tudied on the ST device by means of multiple x-ray detectors. A discovery

of first-rate importance was made: Inside ostensibly stable discharges,
a kink-l-ike oscillation appears at the axis as soon as the rotational- trans-
form there has risen beyond the Kruskal-Shafranov limit. The oscillation
grows to a certain threshold, at which an explosive secondary mode sets in
and level-s the central temperature profile. This mechanism acts as a kind

of "governor" in present-day tokamak discharges to enforce a quasi-steady-

state current profile. The x-ray method was also used to measure the

detailed structure of higher-order kink modes in the plasma, confirming the

validity of the resistive MHD model. The impurity distribution in ST was

studied by radial scans of both x-ray and extreme ultraviolet emission;

there appears to be no very strong axial concentration of high-Z impurities.
Ion-cyclotron heating was applied successfully at the level- of several-

hundred kil-owatts, with resultant ion temperature rises in the 100-eV range.
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The rf coupling was efficient, but the total- energy input was limited
by the evolution of wall impurities.

Feedback stabilization experiments on ATC succeeded in demonstrating

various forms of MHD mode-Iocking, including the interesting case of mode-

locking into a static helical field perturbation. The neutral-beam injection
power was raised to I00 kW, and perpendicular injection into a tokamak

was investigated for the first time. The plasma heat outflow pattern was

examined in detail by means of bolometers. Impurity transport was studied

using laser-produced metal vapor jets for impurity input and a radially
scanning ultraviolet spectrometer as diagnostic. Titanium gettering of
the vacuum wall was found to permit the generation of exceptionally pure

hydrogen discharges, with effective Z-values close to unity.

The PLT fabrication program proceeded approximately as planned. The

toroidal field coils were assembled in place and tested to 35 kG. Construc-

tion of a 4-Mw, 40-keV neutral-beam injection system \{as undertaken.

Considerable improvements were achieved in the design of the PDX divertor
^!-.-^!.--.^ - G^L-.: ^-!.: ^- ^€ *^]^- I^".i ^^ ^^n^^s^h+a 
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of PDX-related experimental and computer studies has been initiated. The

conceptual design of a twice-PlT-size tokamak device, the TCT, was under-

Laken in coflaboration with the lrlestinghouse trlectric Corporation. The

principle objectives are to determine the physics of reactor-like neutraf-
beam heated plasmas, and subsequently to achieve reactor-like power densities

of alpha particle production from two-component D-T reactions.
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B. The FM-l Spherator

1. Introduction

Previous dlvertor experiments on FM-l have shown that poloidal field
divertors function well on toroidal confinement devices. A siurple theoretical

model was developed to explain the experimental resuLts, which was used for
the design of PDX. This past year, the divertor experiments were extended

to test the model further. Plasma flow measurements have shown that the

flow velocity into the divertor is consistent with the ion-sound-flow model

which has been used. Sirnple magnetic field considerations suggested that

the plasma capture in the divertor could be increased further by optinizing

the divertor coil- eurrent. Divertor capture experiments verified this pre-

diction.
Impurity transport experiments were undertaken with barium as a test

inpurity. Indications of both classical and anomalous impurity transport

were found.

Experiments on heating near the lower hybrid frequency rnrere carried

out to ascertain the mechanisms for, and effects of, this heating on a toroidal

device. High el-ectron heating efficiencies (> 50%) were observed along with

rnodest 1 - 2%) i-on heating efficiencies. Extensive wave measurements were also

carried out.
An experimental program was undertaken to determine the effect of mag-

netic shear on the radial structure of the drift-wave turbulence in FM-1.

Computer-correlation techniques were used to determine that the radial
structure of the drift modes was relatively i.nsensltive to shear. The

radial group velocity, which gives rise to shear stabilization, was much

smaller than predicted by contemporary theory. The necessary modifications

to this theory are under consideration.

Electron thermal conductivity measurements were made for both positive

and negative temperature gradients (relative to the density gradient).

The fact that the conductivity was very much larger for positive temperature

gradients was a strong indication that the transport in this regime is due

to the trapped electron instability.
Ohmic heating was tested to determine its suitability for forming a

target plasma for neutral injection.
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2. Divertor Studies

d Flow measurements. The mass flow veloci ty through the outer
dj-vertor throat was measured by propagating ion acoustic waves along the
magnetic field 1ines. Ion acoustic wave pulses rdere propagated toward
and away from the neutrali-zj-ng plate. The flow velocity was determined

by rneasuring the difference in the two propagation velocities. Ion
acoustic waves were ideally suited for this purpose si-nce their phase

and group velocity are near the plasma flow speed. These measurements

are described in detail elsewhere. (Abstracts 1-3).
A summary of the results of the flow measurements is shown in Fig. 1.

High neutral pressures were used in these experiments to cool the ions and

eliminate the strong ion Landau damping of the ion acoustic waves. In Fig. I
the pulse transit time between a fixed and a moveable grid is shorm for
para1le1 and antiparallel propagation as a function of the grid separation.
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From these data, the propagation speed is found to be about I/3 of the ion
sound speed. The data also showed a (rnass)-I/2 a"p"ndence for both the wave

speed and the flow speed. These results demonstrate that the flow into the

divertor is near (and related to) the ion sound speed, in general agreement
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with the simple flow model.

b. plasma capture. The magnitude of the divertor current was changed

relative to other coil eurrents, to optimize the plasma capture in the divertor.

(Abstracts 4 and 5). The optirnum plasma capture should occur when the mag-

netic flux between the separatrix and any obstruction is maximi"zed. This

occurs when the magnetic flux through the inner and outer divertor throats

is equa1.

plasma collectors were positioned to capture the plasma flow into the

divertor, as well as the plasma lobs to the toroidal field colurnn and to an

external l1miter. The ratio of plasma capture by the divertor to the total

plasma loss is shown on Fig. 2, as a function of divertor current.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of total plasma loss
function of divertor coil current.
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captured in divertor as a

At about 5 fu1 of divertor current, the magnetic flux between the separatrix

and the nearest obstacle is maximum. At higher divertor currents the flux

through the outer divertor throat is reduced below the flux through the inner

throat.
For the plasma conditions used in these experiments ' B0% of the plasma

flow across the separatrix could be captured in the divertor. The plasma

01234
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capture will likely decrease at higher electron temperatures, due to the

increase in the cross-fie1d transport. The plasna flow across the separatrix

does not represent the total loss, since some plasma is collected on the

internal ring. In general, L07" of. the pLasrna is lost inward.

3. Inpurity Transport

The objective of FM-l impurity transport studies is to determine to

what extent the classical or turbulent diffusion of impurities is important.

Theory predicts that a strong inward diffusion should exist for irnpurities

with a charge Z which is larger than the background plasura Z. The total
transport of impurity ions will be the result of the superposition of this
classical inward diffusion and any anomalous transport that exists.

Barium neutrals were injected into the FM-l plasrna and ionized to form

aZ= 2 Erace irnpurity inaZ = 1 plasma. (Abstracts 6 and 7). The con-

finement time of the barium was determined from the measured decay of the

barium light. The barium confinement was determined as a function of plasma

density and plasma ion mass. The results are shor,m in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The observed barium decaY
times (solid curves) are shown as a function
of background plasma peak density for various
gases in the FM-l high shear magnetic field
configuration. AIso shown is the barium
confinement in argon with l-ow shear. The
dashed curves are the numerically determined
confinement times for a comparable slab
geometry using the diffusion coefficients
described in the text.
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Several characteristics of the barium transport can be observed.

(1) At low density the barium confinement is comparable to, but some-

what larger than, the electron confinement for plasmas of all ion masses.

(2) The confinement time exhibits a slight plateau at low plasma

density, and then increases with increasing plasma density.
(3) The rate of increase of confinement of the barium with increas-

ing density is roughly proporti-onal to the square root of the background-ion

mass.

(4) At hlgh plasma density, the barium confinement begins to decrease

with increasing density for some background-ion masses.

(5) Lowering the magnetic shear reduces the barium confinement time for

all plasma densities.
The fact that the barium confinement at 1ow density is comparable to the

background plasrna confinement, but shows an increase with density, suggests

that the total diffusion coefficient is the superposition of an anomalous

diffusion coefficient, which dominates at low density, and a classical inward

diffusion coefficient, which becomes important at high plasma densities. The

diffusion equation resulting from this model was solved numerically for a

slab geometry with plasma and magnetic field parameters characteristic of

FM-1. The results of this calculation are also plotted in Fig. 3. The

numerical results agree with the experimentaL results in rough magnitude, as

well as mass and density scaling. However, there is some detailed disagree-

ment between the numerical and experimental results, which suggests that the

model is incompleEe. At high density no decrease in confinement should occur.

The reduction in barium confineurent at high density is likely the result of

the known decrease in background plasma confinement at these densities.

4. Plasma Heating Near the Lower Hybrid Frequency

In the past year, we have measured the electron and ion heating

efficiency at frequencies near the lower hybrid frequency in the FM-1 Sphera-

tor. (Abstract B). An rf generator operating at 68 MHz was used to drive

an antenna structure comprised of two plates out of phase on the exterior

of the plasma separated in the direction along the poloidal field. The
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generator was capable of delivering a maximum of 4 kW to the plasma.

a. Electron heating efficiency. The electron heating experiments were

conducted in the afterglow of a heliurn ECRH plasma, by applying a short pulse

(- 0.2-0.4 msec). Before and after heating the incident rf power was kept low,

so that the final eleetron temperature was typically ( 3 eV. This temperature

r^ras not an upper limit for higher rf powers; the electrons could be heated

up to 20 eV. The temperature was kept low in order to be able to neglect

the energy loss by radiation and ionization. For 1ow densities, Ehe heat-

ing was uni.form across the plasma, while at high densities the heating was

mainly on the exterior of the plasma. When this experiment was performed

in an argon plasma, similar results were obtained. The rf frequency in
both cases was greater than the lower hybrid frequency. Thus, the heat-

ing on the outside does not correspond to absorption at the lower hybrid

resonance 1ayer.

The heating efficiency of the plasma was computed from the rf power

and the density and temperature profiles and the plasma volume. The

^-l ^^*^ "^1"*^ ..'-- ^"-1rro+a'{ frnm o ^o1n"'l ol- inn nf l.ha maonaf i o FialA
PIAOTIIO VVAUIIS W@o Uvurs4Lus

surfaces. The heating efficiency was defined as the energy absorbed by

the plasma divided by the rf energy from the antenna structure. As shor,m on

Fig. 4, the electron heating efficiency was very high and comparable for

both argon and helium.
HEATING EFFICIENCY
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7 43846
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Fig. 4. Electron heating
efficiencies as a function of
density for a helium and an argon
plasma.
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b. Ion heating efficiency. The ion temperature was determined before

and after the rf heating by measuring the ooppler broadening of a helium and.

an argon ion line using a Fabry-Perot interferometer. High-power pulsed ex-

periments (1-2 kW) were conducted in an ECRH pfasma. Low-efficiency ion

heating, between 1-3?, was observed in an argon plasma, while no signif-
icant increase in the Doppler broadening of the helium ion line was observed.

Because the heliun line was weaker in intensity than the argon ion line, a

heating efficiency in helium of less than 2-3% was not measureable.

In addition to the heaLing efficiency experiments described, the onset

of parametric instabilities has been observed. This was determined by

measuring the frequency spectrum as shown in Fig. 5 for a hydrogen plasma

at rel-atively low rf powers in the vicinity of the plates using a shielded
probe.

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

LJ
c))t
J
4

=

t
o

J l'* utn, t
fo " 68 MHz

7 43845

Fig. 5. Spectrun analysis of an rf probe in a hydrogen plasma near
the coupling structure.

At somewhat higher powers, the discrete structure of the spectrum

vanished and a broad turbul-ence was observed around the pump frequency

and at frequencies near the ion cyclotron frequency. The relationship of
the nonlinear decay processes to the observed plasma heating is under

investigation.
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5. Drift Wave Turbulence

Turbulence measurements in FM-l during this year have concentrated

on three areas: (1) poloidal, (2) toroidal, and (3) radial structure

of fluctuations. (Abstracts 9 and 10) .

a. Poloidal structure. Due to the complexities inherent in doubly-

periodic systems with shear of the magnetic field, two approximations

are customarily made in theoretical treatments, a ttquasimodet' analysis

within a magnetic surface, taking into account poloidal dependences and

simplifying radial structure, and a radial nonlocal normal mode approach

which neglects poloidal asymmetries; with the exception of a few limitst

only these two cases have been treaEed. Previously the poloidal structure

in afterglow plasmas has been reported to be localized in the lower-shear

region within the surface; recent measurements with continuous uPPer

hybrid resonance heating have found the fluctuation amplitude to be

roughly independent of poloidal position. This dichotomy may be due to

the dominance of the temperature gradient in the latter case and the

reliance on curvature, etc., in the afterglows wherein the temperature

profiles have relaxed.

b, Toroidal structure. Due to the turbulent nature of the spectrum'

correlalions between signals from Langmuir probes biased to collect ion

saturation current have been computed, fed into the data acquisition

system, processed and displayed. Fi-gure 6 shows the correlation function

between two probes displaced toroidally at the same radial and poloidal

position.

753134

Fig. 6. Correlation between probes displaced toroidally. The
horizontal coordinate is probe separation and the verti-cal the delay
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time r. The probes are adjacent at the maximum of the correlation for
r = 0. The toroidal wavelength is 9.8 cm for this xenon plasma and the
correlation length extends roughly one-quarter of the machine circumference

The toroidal wavelength is well-defined, and is given by the condition
k,, = ) (i.e. r f, = [q where m is the poloidal and l, the toroidal mode

nurnber) when the toroidal correlation length is less than the circunfer-
ence of the machine. The correl.ation length is related to the correla-
tion time by the toroidal group velocity, and is in agreement with theory

[tnhr"" 0 t tgro,rn 0 for Un tt Ba since k, = (1/R) B/Bp) ]. However, the

correlation time is found to be greater than the damping time estimated

on the basis of radial energy propagation.

c. Radial structure. Figure 7 displays the correlation between two

probes displaced radial-ly at the same toroidal and poloidal position. An

inward radial phase velocity is observed, yet no group velocity is apparent.

753135
Fig. 7. Correlation between probes displaced radia11y. Horizontal

coordinate is probe separation and vertical t. For this helium plasma
the correlation is 1.8 cm wide and the period 64 msec.

The asymmetry of the phase veloci-ty may be due to dissipation, reflections,
of the breakdown of the WKB approximation.

It
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6. Electron Thermal Conductivity

The parametric dependence of the el-ectron thermal conductivity in the
trapped el-ectron regime was determined (Abstracts 11-14). The procedure
for determining the electron thermal conductivity Kr was reported in
the l-ast Annual Report. rn order to study the cause of the observed
anomalous transport as well as its scaling, the parametric dependence of
Kr was investigated by changing the electron temperature gradient, as
well at T"r L and n

e

a. The effect of the electron temperature gradient. The previous

measurements were carried out for the condition with the elecLron temper-

ature gradient para1le1 to the density gradient (n" = d ln T"> 0) where

large anomaLous heat conduction was observed. To determine the mechanism

responsible for this anomalous thermal conduction, a negative electron

temperature gradiettt (ne = d ln T"/d ln t" . 0) was produced by using

two different microwave heating frequencies. The initial localization
and sequenced therrnal conduction are shown in Fig. B.
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Fig. 8. The ion saturation current and electron temperature are plotted
agai.nst position 0.1 msec and 1 msec after a heating pulse has produced a sharp
positive and negatlve temperature gradient. The thermal conductivity is much
larger for the positive gradient.
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The ion saturation current profile before heating represents the density
profile because the electron temperature was found to be eonstant over the
plasma volume. When the electron temperature gradient was parallel to the

density gradient (c-band heating), the observed thermal diffusion was sim-
ilar to the previous results. When the electron temperature gradient was

produced antiparallel to the density gradient, the electron thermal con-

duction was small. The K,-value obtained for n"< O is less than 1/20
of the value obtained for n" > 0. (Resistive, collisionless, trapped
electron, and trapped ion drift modes are possible candidates for the
thermal conduction). The observed n.-dependence is consistent with
the trapped electron mode.

b. Scaling of K,. Figures 9 and 10 show the dependence of K, on

electron temperature and shear
DrFf usr0r{

coLL r sr 0NLEss
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0.t r.0
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Fig. 9. Diffusion and thermal conductivity coefficients as a
function of electron temperature.
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The empirical formula based on these results is

K, _ (3-5)D

- fo (1,"/a) (kTe/16 eB)

where the B dependence is based on the LSP result, and Lla Is included

to adjust the dimension of K, By fitting the experimental result, fo

is found to be U800. It may be worthwhile mentioning that for a BTrr Bp

tokamak-like configuration L"/a l"s given bV BO/B'n which leads to

(kr /16 eB )ep
This empirical formula is sirnilai to the poloidal Bohm diffusion of GA

and agrees wlth some tokamak experiments. l{e can made some predictions
about future tokamak experiments by assuming that the observed scaling
1aw may describe the anomalous loss in the trapped electron regime. By

balancing the energy loss with the Ohmic heating energy input, we have

t.(sec) = 0.4 a /z * toL3)L/3

K._f:o

2 (r) ro ,o (r,pee

T"(keu) = L.6 a-1 (r)rp(MA) (ne/2 x 10
13 Ll3
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It should be noted that t is independent of I and T-, and T in-p e' ee

creased \rith an increase in I These predictions are significantly
p

different from those in the Pseudo

andT n12ep

classical regime, where t^ - Il'ep

7. 0huricall-y Heated Plasma

Ohmic heating with a 2 msec pulse (500 Hz) at 100 ' 150 kA was

applied to the microwave produced plasma (t. I 2 * 1011 c*-3 ,

T = 8 - 10 eV and T, = 3 eV) to produce a target plasma for future
el-

neutral-beam injection experiments, as well as to study the instabil-
ities of a current-carrying plasma. Different kinds of optical diagnos-

tics were used to study the radial- profiles of n., Te, fLuctuatlon ampli-

tude, and T-. A light probe was designed to have a spatial resolution-a
of 5 mrn and to detect drift waves.

A hydrogen plasma with a helium ion trace was used to measure T.

and T.. Within 2 msec of the initiation of the OH current, the plasma
l-

density increased to 2 x 1012"*-3. The measurement of the light c rv
(5801 8) indicates that the electron temperature reached 30-40 eV

Doppler-broadening measurements at 4686 A showed that T. increased from

3 eV to 7-10 eV Large-scale oscillation \{ere observed on the light
signal, around the light-intensity-gradien! maximum, where VT. or Vn"

was maximum. The cause of this instability, and whether it is related

to MtD or drift modes is under investigation.
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MATT-1078 Transport and Divertor Studies in the FM-1 Spherator,
Ando, S. Ejima, S. Hsuan, D. Meade, M. Okabayashi,Davis,

and J.
R. Hawryluk, H.
SinnisSauthoff, J. Schmidt,

Plasma confinement experiments were carried out on FM-I with
dimensionless plasma parameters (v^/rr_-, $/6, etc.) and magnetic field
geometries which are similar to paiam6Eers and geometries on existing
tokamak devices. These studies include the effects of trapped particle
and energy transport, and the transport of plasma into a poloidal divertor.

IB 2. MATT-1061 Measurement of Plasma Flow Velocity into the Divertor
of the FM-l Spherator by Using Ion Acoustic Wave Propaqation, by H. Hsuan,
M. Okabayashi, and S. Ejima

The plasma flow velocity into the divertor
Spherator is determined by measuring the propagation
\^/aves. The observed parametric d.ependence of plasma
is consistent with the plasma sheath model, which is
designinq poloidal divertor devices.

chamber of the FM-l
velocity of ion acoustic
flow into the divertor
now frequently used for

IB3 Measurement of Plasma Flow Velocity into the Divertor of the FM-I
Spheratorr* by S. Ejina, H. Hsuan, and M. Okabayashi

The plasma flow velocity into the divertor chamber in the FM-1
Spherator was investigated by exciting ion acoustic waves at the divertor
throat. The difference of wave propagation velocity with and against the
plasma flow provides the plasma flow velocity. The magni.tude .',ap"d parametric
dependence of the observed plasma flow velocity is - 0.3(t^/V)'t'. This is
consistent with the plasma sheath model, which is now freqtrently used for
designing poloidal divertor devices.

*Presented at the Six.te-enth Annua.L Me-e.fir-g od tho AmenLean Phqdica,(- Socie-t4,(Albuquerque, N. M. , Ig74)

IB 4.
,(Poloidal Divertor Experiments on the FM-l Spherator, by J. Sinnis,

M. Okabayashi, and J. Schmidt.

Recent modifications to the poloidal field divertor on the FM-l
Spherator make it possible to vary the amount of poloidal flux, and there-
fore the thickness of the scrape-off layer, that reaches the divertor chamber
fnitial studies without divertor baffling have been directed towards under-
standirrql the processes invc.lved in trainsportiirr,4 plasma to the divertor.
Langrmuir probes and particle collectors in the divertor show that
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the plasma flow can be controll-ed by varying the thickness of the scrape-
off layer and that a significant increase in the particl-e flux to the di-
vertor (factors of 2 or 3) can be achieved by increasing the diverted flux
over the "stand.ard" configuration. The plasma profiles in the divertor
(which will be used to design the divertor baffling) show significant broad-
ening when fluctuations are present in the main plasma volume.

*
Presented at the

(197 4)
$)a.tttLngton, 0. C Mzeting o[ tl,te Amenican Pl,tq,sica,[- Socie-tq,

IB 5. MATT-I078 Transport and Divertor Studies in the FM-l Spherator,
by K. Ando, S. Ejima, S. Davis, R. Hawryluk, H

N. Sauthoff, J. Schmidt and J. Sinnis
Hsuan, D. Mead.e, M. Okabayashi,

Fundamental problems of toroidal fusion devices have been investiga-
ted in the FM-l Spherator. These subjects include the transport due to drift
wave turbulence in the trapped electron regime, poloidal divertor and impur-
ities, and lower hybrid heating"

IB 6.
Sauthoff,

MATT-1070 Impurity Transport in FM-],
and R. J. Hawryluk

by J. A. Schmidt, N. R

The confinement of Z = 2 barium test ions in a Z = 1 plasma was
found to be strongly dependent on density and background plasma ion mass.
Most of the characteristics of the parametric dependence of the barium con-
finement could be related to the super-position of an anomalous outward and
a classical inward diffusion.

IB Diffusion of "High-Z" fmpurity Test lons in FM-l,'k by J. A. Schmidt,
N Sauthoff, and R. J. Hawryluk

Z = 2 barium test ions were injected into a Z = 1 background
plasma in FM-l to determine which processes govern "high-z" impurity trans-
port. Effects related to both classical inward diffusion and anomalous
outward diffusion were observed. At low density, where the classical in-
ward diffusion should be smalL, the barium confinement time was comparable
to that of the background plasma. At higher densities, where the classical
inward diffusion should become important, the barium confinement time
exceeded that of the background plasma by more than an order of magnitude.

7.
R.
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The inward component of the diffusion coefficient scaled roughly as the
square root of background plasma ion mass, as expected theoretically.

*presented at the sLrtzqnth Annua.L Mezting o( thz Ame-nica.n pt+q,sieal
Societq, (A1btrq,-rerque, N. M., 7974)

RF Heatinq Near the Lower Hvbrid Fresuency in the FM-l Spherator,*IB
by J. Hawryluk, P. L. Colestock, S. L. Davis, and J. A. Schmidt.

A series of plasma heating experiments have been conducted in the
FM-l spherator by applying up to 4 kW of rf power at 7L MHz which corresponds
to a frequency near the lower hybrid frequency for a H or a He plasma. The
rf field was excited by two plates driven out of phase on the exterior of
the plasma along the poloidal field. The accessibility of the rf field and
the location at which plasma heating occurs as a function of density for
different gases has been studied. For low plasma densities such that the
rf frequencyf 0J, is much greater than the l-ower hybrid frequencyro,-r heat-
ing of the bulk of the plasma was measured. The heating efficiencf"(plasma
heating power/rf input power) was found to be between 2O-4O2. Only a weak
dependence on plasma density was noted. For high densities such that o - kJ""r
only heating of the outer surface of the plasma was observed.

presented at the Sixte-enth Annua.L Mee-ting o( thz AmetuLcan Pl,Lq,sica,L
Sociztq, (Albuquerque, ll. M., 7974)

IB 9. Radial and Toroidal Structure of Drift Instabilities in the FM-l
Spherator,* kVN. R. Sauthoff, M. okabayashi, and J. A. Schmidt

Radially localized drift modes with long toroidal correlation
lengths have been observed in a sheared magnetic field configuration. fn
the case of argon, which gives a relatively coherent spectrum, the wave
frequencies are found to be multiples of a dominant frequency which de-
creases with increasing toroidal fie1d, B.. The toroidal wave vector
is well defined and also decreases with ificreasing B-. Measurements of the
envelope of the correlation function versus probe poAition give the toroidal
group velocity. The toroidal correlation length increases with B- until it en-
circles the machine, introducing a periodicity constraint. rfre r3aial cor-
relation length is of order of the ion gyroradius and is smaller than the
radial wavelength for most cases.

*Presented at the SixLe-enlli AnnunL MezLLng od the- AmWLcan Plrtq,Sica,L
Societq, (Albuqueroue, N. M., 7974)

8
R
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IB 10. MATT-1097 The Defeat of Shear Stabilization by Peaking of the
Diamagnetic Frequency Profile, by N. R. Sauthoff, M. Okabayashi, and
J. A. Schmidt.

The radial wave equation describing collisionless drift instabif-
ities in plasma is sol"ved including the effects d a peaked diamagnetic
frequency profile. Radially localized fluctuations withno radial energy
propagation are found in cases with sufficiently low shear and large
peaking.

IB 11. MATT-1019 Determination of the Electron Thermal Conductivity
Across Magnetic Surfaces in the FM-I Spherator, by S. Ejima, M. Okabayashi,
and J. Schmidt.

A new approach was taken to measure the electron thermal conductiv-
ity across magnetic surfaces by utilizing localized upper hybrid resonance
heating. The efectron thermal conductivity coefficient measured in the FM-f
Spherator was increased with an increase of electron temperature for T > I eV
The abso.lute value was l-0 - 20 times smaller than the Bohm coefficient?

IB 12. Numerical Study of Electron Trapped Particle fnstabifity,* by
M. Okabayashi and S. Ejima.

Recent experimental resufts of anomalous electron thermal con-
ductivity and magnetic field configuration dependence in the FM-l Spherator
suggest the turbulent stage of electron trapped particle j-nstability may
be responsibfe for the observed anomal-ous loss mechanisms. In order to
estimate the loss rate, the dispersion of electron trapped particle in-
stability is solved numerical-ly including ion Landau damping and velocity
dependence on the elegtron col-l-ision time. The diffusion coefficient
estimated from y____/k is 1/30 - L/200 of Bohm diffusion coefficient de-
pending upon them8tir"r parameters. The numerical resufts for tokamaks and
FM-l Spherator will" be presented.

*Presented at the Six.tzenth Annua.L Me-eting o ( ttte Ame,n Lean Pl,tqrica,(. Soc,4_e,tq,
(Albuquerque, N. M:, I974)

fB 13. Comments on Toroidal Confinement Devices Based on El-ectron Thermal
Conductivity Measured in FM-l-, by 14. okabayashi and J. Schmidt

Recent investigations of the thermal conductivity in the electron
trapped particle regime in the FM-l- revealed that (I) the electron thermal
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conductivity K, i-s larger than parti-cle confinement time by a factor of
3-7, and (2) Kr has a dependence on T^ and shear, while it is similar
to the particle diffusion coefficient'-Dr , The scaling of K, can be
written as K,n"(L./a)(T/168) for the electron trapped particle regime. The
energy confinefienE time of tokamaks for the electron trapped regirne is
estimated for (1) a large circular torus and (2) noncircular cross sections.

bresented at the Six.teenth AnnunL Me-e-ting o( tho Ame.nLcnn Pl'tq,:ical socie-tq,
(Albuqrrerque, N. M. , ]_974)

IB 14. Fluctuations Associated with the Anomalous Electron Thermal
Conductivity in the FM-1, by S. Ejima and M.. Okabayashi.

As reported previously electron thermal conductivity experiments
were carried out by utilizing localized heating at the upper hybrid resonance.
The electron thermaL conductivity was found to be anomalous. Suspecting that
low frequency fluctuations were responsibl-e for the anomal-ous efectron thermal
conductivity, characteristics of the fl-uctuations were investigated. The
experimental conditions and results are the folLowing: (1) the electron
temperaEure gradient parallel to density gradient (n = d 1n T^ /d Ln a_ > 0),
(2) vottol 1 - 10,Vo/or.+- 1, v^/oo^- I - 10, (3) fluctuatiorrstr.r" r"jii*..,*
at dT;/d*lr"*, (4) Ehe"observed frEquency was (0.3 - 1) o*^ (5)the ratio
of K and D was 3-7. These results consistently suggest tiiSt the electron
trapped particle mode is responsible for the anomalous energy 1oss.

*Presented at the SLxte-zyuth Ann"ua.[- lvlozting ad ttrte Amwtean Phqaica.L Sociotq,
(Albuquerque, N. 14., I974)

IB 15. MATT-1023
M. Okabayashi and G.

Vertical Stability of Elongated Tokamaks. by
Sheffield

The vertical stability of an elongated tokamak plasma with infinite
conductivity is numerical-1y investigated under simple assumptions, i-n toroidal
co-ordinates. The rectangular configuration is stable for an elongation ratio
of less than 3 - 4, depending upon the current profile. It is shown that the
stabilization at high elongation ratio is refated to the rotational-transform
constraint.
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C. The Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (ATC)

1. Introduction

Experiments carried out and reported previously have established that
the prec<>mpression plasmas produced in ATC are fairly typical of tokamaks

and that the adiabatic compression works according to the predicted scaling.
Table I, (see pg 48) shows a sunmary of characteristics of ATC hydrogen and

deuteriurn plasma. Such plasmas are suitable for investigation of heating

techniques, and testing of new techniques of measurement and operation.

The principal efforts in I974 were the extension of the neutral injection
heating power to - 100 kW and preparation fc'r experiments at the leve1 of
- 200 kW. In addition to presenting a sunmary of the experiments involving
injection of fast neutral atoms, the following sections are concerned with:
1) observations of soft x-rays similar to the ST results, 2) experiments on

stabil-ization of m = 2 kink-like oscill-ations, 3) conservation of poloidal flux
during compression, 4) bol-ometric measurement of power lost by charge-exchange

and radiation, 5) modification of the vacuum chamber wall by gettering with
titanium injection of impurities as a method of determining transport of
impurities, and 6) the attempted use of an oscill-ating rf magnetic field to
clamp the energy of fast ions.

2. Neutral Injection Experiment-s

We have modified our two Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory ion sources by

instal-Iing curved extraction grids that provide a one-dimensional beam focus

at 2 meters. For our rectangular beam ports, this allows considerabl-e

improvement in injected power. We have thus extended the earlier 60 kW

input power results to 100 kW, producing the ion temperature rise shown in
Fig. 1. It is worth noting that, as we have proceeded to higher input beam

power, a density increase related to beam energy has been observed, and that
the density rise is more pronounced with injection opposite to the plasma

current than with injection parallel to the current. This seems reasonable,

in view of the fact that antiparallel injection does result in a larger
fraction of beam power impinging on the walls, due to somewhat poorer confine-

ment of the injected hot ions. The results of Fig. I were obtained under

conditions in which the electron density rise during the time of injection
is 15%, two-thirds of which is from the beam opposing the current and one-

third from the parallel beam. We find the heating efficiency for the beams
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injected antiparallel to the plasma current to be only 70-80e' of that for
parallel injection.

7 43578

Ti(eV)

fig. 1. Ion temperature
versus time for (a) no beam, but
with source valves open, and (b)
two beams at captured power of
1O0 kW. Beam is on for
20msec<t<30msec.
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t80

The ratio of energetic-ion pressure to plasma pressure is typically
z 0.25, and the corresponding poloidal field B-values are :0.06. These

numbers are similar to those of a DT-reactor alpha-particle population.
The present plasma ion heating rate of : 25 keV/sec would also be appropriate
for neutral-beam heating to ignition or subsequent alpha-particle heating
in an appropriately larger device with tU. -1 sec. It is most encouraging
that in spite of the pronounced anisotropy of the injected population
(i.e., v,, ) vl), the behavior of the fast ions appears to be entirely clas-
sical. we find that fast H* ions lose energy more rapidly than D+ ions,
as expected; moreover, both H* and D* lo"u energy more rapidly when injected
against the toroidal electric field than when injected para1lel to it. The

electric field manifests itself clearly in the decay of neutron production,
for Do injeeted into D* plasma, following beam turn-off. For parallel
injection the neutron decay times are 3-4 msec. Both decay times are accounted
for by the observed fast-ion energy loss-rate. The most important point of
these data on fast-ion deceleration is that no evidence of anomalous energy
loss has yet been observed. This result is of particular importance to the
feasibility of the tttwo-component reactort' approach.
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With an ion source obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory we have

extended the measurements of fast-ion slowing-down rates and neutron production,
both para11el and antiparallel to the electric field, to 25 keV. Again, the
results appear classical.

I^Ie have used a single beam source to inject into ATC at 83o and 97o

relative to the plasma current, i.e., a fixed beam line 70 off the perpendicular

for both direcfions of the plasma current. In this geometry the fraction of
the neutral beam input which is captured by the plasma is reduced relative
to tangential injection, as is that portion of the captured beam which is
initially on confined orbits. For injection at 83o, taking into account the

beam composition at fu1l, one-ha1f and one-third energies, we calculate that
56% of. the neutral beam power is captured on initially confined orbits including
the effects of initial ionization and of initial drift orbits. This compares

with about 804 for tangential injection. As we observe an ion temperature

rise in Fig. I of - I eV,/kW, we would, on the basis of capture efficiency
coupled with the neutral beam power of 70 kW, expect a 40 eV ion temperature

rise. In Fig. 2, we see an ion temperature rise of only 20 eV. We take

this to imply that the ease scattering into the loss cone halves has the

heating effectiveness of the neutral beam.

?t0

7 4397 3

r80

Fig. 2. Ion temperature
increase due to beam injection
at 83" to the plasma current.
The effective beam power input
is - 20 kW.
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For injection ax 977" relative to the plasma current, the heating effici-
ency is considerably reduced due both to bad initial orbits and to the
proximity of the "1oss-region" at the boundary between trapped and counter-
circulating particles. Following the procedure discussed above for 83o in-
jection, we calculate, for 97o, the fraction of neutral beam power on initially
confined orbits Eo be 27%. The neutral beam poner of 70 k!tr and capture
efficiency of 27% thus yields 19 kW input to the plasma. Under these
conditions r/e measured a barely detectable change (AT. < 5 eV) in T. as

shown in Fig. 3. Thus it would appear that the loss region has removed at
least three-quarters of the energy which wou1d, otherwise, have flowed into
the ions.

t70

Ti(ev)

v 4397 4

Fig. 3. Ion temperature
versus time for injection at
97" to the plasma current. Poor
initial orbits and the proximity
of the loss region at - 12Oo has
reduced AT. to < 5 eV.

l--r50

r30
t4 t8 20 22

| (ms)
24 26 28 30

Even under these conditions of somewhat more unfavorable velocity
distribution for the fast ions (v,/v,, >> 1) we have not observed any beam-

relat.ed instabilities. The rather poor heating efficiency is, of course,

a direct consequence of our low poloidal field, coupled with the short
scattering times for these Z : 5 plasmas. Since the hot-ion drift ex-

cursions are, for fixed particle momentum, inversely proportional to plasma

current, there is good reason to think that near-perpendicular injection will,
for larger plasma current, approach the efficiency for heating attainable
with parallel injection.

l'-HV
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3. Soft X-Ray Measurements

Soft x-ray measurements have been used at ATC to obtain information near
the magnetic axis. Either two fixed photo-multiplier and scintillator systems

or two movable silicon surface barrier detectors looking through a conmon

horizontal sl-ot were used. The latter system provided spatial resol-ution
better than 2 cm and temporal resolution better than 0.1 msec. As has been

observed on sr, during discharges of moderate limiter q without large
m = 2 "kink" oscillations, the soft x-ray signal has a triangular modulation
with an amplitude of about 1OB of the total signal and a typical- period of
0.5 msec. This triangular or sawtooth oscillation is associated with an m = 1

oscillation which grows to a maximum at the time of an abrupt decrease of the
detected signal when viewed along a chord through the magnetic axis. The

shape of the modulation is very sensitive to the position of the detector
and is interpreted to depend upon the relation between the viewed chord and

theq=Lsurface.
For discharges with sawtooth osci]lations, the centraL electron

temperature changes its rate of rise near the time when these oscillations
appear. When the limiter q is increased so that sawtooth oscillations
are absent, the central Lemperature rises more smoothly with time. A com-

parison of the center el-ectron temperature obtained from Thomson scattering
and of the x-ray signal is shown in Fig. 4. We speculate that the sawtooth
oscj-Il-ations result in an enhanced energy transport near the magnetic axis
which slows the rate of rise of T^

e
(0).

CENTRAL Te AND SOFT X-RAY SIGNAL vs TtME

Te{o}

X-RAY

753252

Fig. 4. A sharp change
in the slope of the x-ray
detector signal at l-5 msec
occurs at moderate limiter
q and is associated with a
subsequent saturation of
the central electron
temperature and with the
appearance of rel-axation
oscil-l-ations.

q (o)=2.8 q (0).5.0
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The injection of 65 kW of 15 keV Do in a direction opposite the plasma

current had a Pronounced effect on the sawtooth osci.llations as shown in Fig. 5.

In these eight photographs, tr,tro detectors were moved symmetrically up and down

from the midplane by the amounts shown in the left and right columns for
observations l0 msec after the start of neutral injection and for observations
without neutral injection, respectively. Note the clear out-of-phase oscil-
lations of approximately L5 kEz frequency in several pairs of detector signals.
The period increased from 500 msec to B0O msec and the amplitude of the
modulation increased when a neutral beam was injected. Furthermore, the
shape of the modulation as a function of viewed ehord changed in a manner

which is interpreted as an outward shift of the q = 1 surface, due to neutral
injection, by about 1 cm. Such a pronounced shift was not observed for co-
injection with similar injection power.

X-RAY DETECTOR SIGNAL WITH AND

WITHOUT INJECTED NEUTRAL BEAM

BEAM ON BEAM OFF

80

t20

r50 t20

200

753253

Fig. 5. x-ray detector output filtered to remove the slow
increase during a discharge. Different viewed chords are needed
to observe similar patterns with and without neutral injection,
and this is interpreted as an outward shift of the q = I surface
caused by neutral injection" The numbers at the right and l-eft of
the figure are vertical coordinates such that 100 corresponds to
viewing chords 3 cm above and below the center of the discharge.
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4. Toroidal Rotation

An indirect way of obtaining the axial velocity of a plasma into which
an energeEic ion beam has been injected, is to measure the Doppler shift of
the low-frequency fluid modes that are easily made to occur in tokamaks
(and discussed in detail in Sec. 5). The m = 2, D = 1 mode can be observed

with magnetic loops outside the plasma and also by means of the coherent
fluctuations in other quantities, such as the x-ray emission. X-ray si-gnals
also allow detection of the m = lr D = 1 mode near the axis, a mode which

is not readily detectable outside the plasma. X-ray measurements of the m = 1,

n = 1 mode were subject to large scatter, mostly because the frequency before
injection was poorly defined. For the m = 2, a = 1 mode the x-rays and magnetic

fluctuations were completely synchronous. The results following below were

obtaj-ned for a hydrogen plasma of mean density 1.5 x 1013/"*, into which was

injected a deuterium beam of at least 4 A at 15 kV:

Co-injection: Af (m = 1; x-ray) = - 1.6 t 0.7 kHz

Af (m = 2i B0, x-ray) = - f .5 t 0.6

Counter-injection: Af (m = 1; x-ray) = 1.5 t 3.8

Af (m = 2; BO) = * 0.4 ! 0.6

Thus there seems to be a smal1 profile effect which lowers the m = 2 frequency
by about half a kilohertz, which is somewhat less than 10% of the unperturbed

frequency of 6-7 klF.z. The effect of injection is a mean frequency shift
(m = 2 only) of <Af> = 0.95 t 0.4 kHz, which amounts to a toroidal rotatj-on
velocity of ir = 5.4 x 105 cm/sec, or only a few percent of the sound velocity.-a
(The x-ray measurement of the m = 1 mode averages to 1.5 1 1.9 kl/'z, qualitatively
similar, despite the large scatter.)

If the measurement is indeed valid, that is, if the change in poloidal rotation
was about the same for both modes of injection, then it cannot be explained either
on the basis of charge-exchange or ion trapping in the toroidal field ripple.
Defining a momentum confinement time r" = (NeM ;O)/(hMn"f), where the numerator

refers to the plasma and the denominator to the beam, we find rM = 0.1 msec, whi-ch

is more than an order of magnitude less than the charge-exchange time. As to the
second mechanism, the field ripple is too sma11 (< 0.37" at edge) and the ion col-
lisj-on frequency too high relative to that permitted by the theory (by a factor
of 50) for it to be of any account. Ignoring the col1j-sion rate limit, one sti11
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finds a limiting drift velocity in excess of the sound speed, far above that

actually observed. Thus the absence of significant toroidal rotation remains

an anomalous situation.

5. MHD Behavior and Expe rimentswithm=2tr4ode

a. MHD Behavior. Poloidal magnetic field perturbations have been

observed on ATC and are qualitatively similar to bhose observed on other

devices. The s1owly changing, oscillating kink-like modes have structures

of the form

A exp [i (m0 - n0 r)l
mn

where 0 and $ are the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, m and n are

integers, and o is the angular frequency of the rn, n mode. Perturbations with-----a- - ' mn

m = 2r3r4 and n = t have been observed with frequencies in t.he range 5-25 kEz,

the m number being determined with an array of poloidal field pickup coils
spaced 30o apart in the poloidal direction on the other 1B0o of the ATC, and

the n number with 4 coils spaced 9Oo apart in the toroidal direction.
In general, the theoretical prediction is that, as the current is raised,

a mode may first appear when the rotational transform near the magnetic axis

resonates with the mode; i.e., 2rft = n1. When the resonant surface moves out

to large enough radius, the mode becomes stable, the precise limit depending

on the current profile, although for any profile the m = 2 is unstable out to
larger radii than the m = 3. Our findings are that the theory acconmodates the

m = 2 reasonably we1l, but that the m = 3 can stil1 occur when the resonant

surface is beyond the theoretical 1imit.

b. Experiments with the m = 2 Mode. It is, in general, possible to pass

rapidly through the current range in which modes with m > 2 are unstable, and

it is presently unclear that these modes have much effect on plasma transport.

The m = 2 mode, on Lhe other hand, even when it does not lead to the disruptive
instability, still has a deleterious effect on plasma confinement, and its
st.abilization or avoidance must be an important goal of tokamak research.

Operation at currents above the unstable range may be a possibility, but it
has received only brief attention on ATC. Another approach, stabili-zation of

the mode, has been atLempted with feedback and pulsed fields.

- (.r)

mn
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(1) Feedback eriments.

Figure 6 shows one arrangement of control loops and magnetic

pickup coils. The control loops generated a poloidal magnetic

field having m = 2 n = * I symmetry, and unavoidable hiqher

harmonics. However, the results were insensitive to the details of

control- loop arrangement: essentially the same results were obtained

using only the two outermost control loops, and again with two pairs

of loops outside the vacuum vessel that subtended approximately 35o

each in major azimuth. The pickup coil-s were located on the midplane

and oriented to minimize their mutual inductance to the control loops;

opposite coils were connected in pairs, in order to cancel the main

(n = o) poloidal fields, as well as the m = 4r II = 2 harmonic that

may accompany the m = 2. The signals from two such pairs' 90o apart

in major azimuth, were added in suitable proportion to obtain a signal

shifted by an arbitrary amount from a reference phase tied to the

mode. After going through a series of phase and amplitude compensa-

tion circuits, the signal was fed to a half-megawatt amplifier,

transformer-coupl-ed to the control 1oops.
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For a linear system described by a dispersion equation with well

separated zeros, it is easy to see that with weak (low gain) feedback

the perturbed zeros execute circular paths about the original ones

when the loop phase shift is varied from 0 to 2t. The radius of the

circle is proportional to the gain. This is roughly the effect that
was observed, as shown in Fig. 7, although the mode was certainly not

in the linear regime but, in fact, nearly saturated.
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+' Fig. 7. Mode frequency
and amplitude changes as a
function of feedback loop Phase
shift. Curves are least square
fit of sinusoids to data.
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Apart from the practical difficulty of attaining sufficient

isol-ation between pickup coifs and control loops, it is clear that

sensing the mode by the magnetic disturbance produced outside the

plasma is in any case unsatisfactory. The mode may be harml-ess to

the plasma in its earliest stages, but amplifier economy certainly

demands that it be kept to the lowest possible level. It is possible

that x-ray measurements may detect the instability at a sufficiently
low level so as to be useful as control signal, provided the present

feedback results hold at higher loop gain.
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(2) Mode-locking.

To obtain the mode-locking results, the feedback loop was

opened and the amplifier driven from a signal generator. In general,

a control field of about half the mode amplitude at the plasma

surface secures locking; however, the threshold is not sharply defined;

the mode may jump in and out of synchronism before locking to the

control signal, and is locked more easily when saturated than when

still growing.

Whereas the threshold shows little frequency dependence, Fj-g. 8

shows the phase between mode and control signal to vary markedly with

frequency. The phases have been corrected for the presence of the

vacuum vessel, and, in addition, the phase of the pickup coil-s located

near the control field nodes has been shifted by 90o to make it
correspond to the coils near the antinodes. Thus the divergence of
the points at low frequencies impties that the locked mode is no

longer a single rotati-ng wave; a difference in amplitudes observed

at the two locations shows that a standing wave component is generated

which becomes dominant at frequencies below - O.2 f.od", the larger
amplitude occurring at the control fiel-d antinodes. (Note that the

pickup coils shouLd not couple to the equilibrium distortions of the

magnetic surfaces produced by the control fields. )

t drive /tnode
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Fig. 8. Phase difference between locked mode and control
fiel-d versus control frequency. (a) Phase at anti-mode; (b) phase
at node +90o.
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It is interesting that when mode-Iocking occurs, it apparently
takes place throughout the plasma within a fraction of a cycle,
according to the signals obtained from the pickup coiLs and from

x-ray detectors monitoring emission from the plasma core. Presumably,

then, the effect propagates through the plasma on the hydromagnetic

time scale; skin penetration times would be orders of magnitude longer.
The implication of this result would seem to be that the saturated m = 2

oscillations do indeed result from a rotating quasi-stabl_e hel_ical
equilibrium, and that the shear-free rotation around the minor axis
is due to an appropriately varying radial electric field whioh oom-

pensates for the variation of the electron d.iamagnetic drift frequency

with radius.
(3) Mode-locking and stabilization by pulsed fields.

The most usual result of passing a current pulse of sufficient
strength through control loops generating an m = 2, rt = f magnetic

field component is mode-locking at zero frequency. This is shown

in Fig. 9, where the mode amplitude is sti1l small when rotation is
stopped, but where the mode appears ful1y saturated when rotatibn is
resumed. The phase of the stationary mode with respect to the applied
field is difficult to determine precisely, because transient perturba-
tions accompany and obscure the locking phenomenon. In general, it
appears that the field of the locked mode may lag the control- field
by any phase angle from 180o-3500. It is not clear how this result
should be related to the measurements shown in Fig. 6. It may be noted

that the pulsed experiments were done with the external loops because

the internal- ones could not withstand the electromechanical forces.
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Suppression of mode rotation by control pulse.Fig. 9
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Discharges tend to be unfavorably affected when mode rotation is suppressed:

in high-current discharges, which are limited by the disruptive instability'
onset of the disruption occurs earlier, on the average, when rotation is

suppressed; when the control field is raj-sed above the level needed to stop

rotati-on, small-sea1e disruptions occur with increasing frequency. Furthermore'

plasma density, which ordinari-ly rises more slowly -- if at all -- when an

m = 2 kink is present then when it is not, frequently dropped by - L0% during

the 5-10 msec that roLation was suppressed in typical cases.

Under certain conditions it appears that the mode can indeed be stabilized

by the control field. Thus, Fig. 10 shows a case in which the rotation per-

sists, but the amplitude slowly decreases to the noise level over some tens of

cycles. We believe that one of the preeonditions for this effect is that the

mode is only weakly unstable.
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Fig. t0. Mode
stabilization bY control
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6. Conservation of Poloidal Flux

If the ATC plasma were perfectly conducting, the toroidal and poloidal
magnetic fluxes linked by it would be constant during a compression, the
one forcing the minor radius a(R) to vary "" n1/2, and the other plasma current
approximately as R 1. More precisely, invariance of the rotational Lransform
inside the plasma would force the toroidal volume current to scale "" R-l,
and constancy of the poloidal flux outside the plasma ring might require the
induction of positive or negative surface currents. Current distributions
are not readily measured, of course, and experi-mental evidence for the existence
of surface currents after compression does not go beyond the observation that
the actual current rnay differ by as much as 20% from the ideal volume current.
What can be measured, however, is the poloidal flux linked by the plasma, which
is, after all, the primary quantity. To be sure, in an actual compression
lasting some milliseconds, the poloidal flux cannot be exactly constant
since the outer layers of the plasma are resistive on that time-scale, and vari-
ations of up to IO7" in the flux are indeed observed. Thus the real question
is whether the departures from flux conservation are consi-stent with the normal
rate of flux diffusion in a resistive medium, or whether some more radical
mechanism is required. From the analysis of a series of poloidal flux measure-
ments it appears that the normal skin effect offers an adequate explanation for
the observations.

The model in terms of which the results were interpreted is the followi-ng:
perfect plasma conductivity out.to r = c, resistive plasrna for c < r < a, non-
conducting medium for r > a. The radius a is the adiabatically varying radius
. = to(R/Ro)I/2, 

^nd. 
also corresponds to the radius of the aperture. After

an infinitely rapid compression a surface current I" initially flows at
r = a, and then diffuses into r = c. The poloidal flux function rf" associated
with the surface current is unvarying in the central core, so at t = - the
drop in the flux at r = a with respect to its initial value is

At, = 4nRI (c) 7n a/c (1)
s

Experimentally I" is found by comparing the actual current with the

calculated volume currentt I" = f - (Ro/R) Io, and Al!" is the difference in
total poloidal flux linked by the uncompressed and compressed plasmas, corrected

by the flux loss due to the decay of the total current. The latter is taken to
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be the fl.ux change AV that is measured when I" = 0. The test consists of

seeing whether the values of c given by Eq. (1) are reasonable in that they

correspond to the radius of the 100-200 eV isotherm. Plasma conductivity

at that temperature is high enough so that within the compression time very

little diffusion of flux to smaller radii should take place.

The flux linking the uncompressed plasma was measured with a toroidal

loop about 5 cm from the plasma surface, and that linking the compressed

plasma by a loop at R = 39 crn and Z = 13 cm. In both cases the correction

for the leakage flux between loop and plasma was about L5% of the total.

The results of a series of measurements on a 65-70 kA plasma are given in Fig. 11'
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The subscript zero refers to precompressi-on values. The variation in o is
generated by changing the sign and strength of the 0H field at the time of
compression (the OH field is not excluded from the space occupied by the compres-

sed plasrna) .

Most of the data scatter is not random, but we do not know how much comes

from systematic errors that are functions of plasma position, and how much

from variati-ons in the discharge. No laser measurements \^rere made during this
series of measurements. Still, it is clear from inspection of the data (and

substantiated by the linear regression lines plotted in Fig. 11) that 6V increases
with cl, and that an approximate relation between them can be extracted from the
data:

6Y : 0.35 + 0.3 a (3)

The intercept (o = 0) gives a current decay time of 2.5/0.035 = 70 msec, which

agrees qualitatively with a value of 55 msec obtained by extrapolating from the

known precompression conditions. Inserting the value of the slope of 6r!(cx) into
Eq. (1) we find 1n afx = 0.5 or c = 6.5 cm. Radii of 5-6 cm for the hot core

of the conpressed plasma in ATC are completely consistent with laser profiles
obtained on other occasions, so that we conclude that the flux measurements

require no anomalous skin effect for their interpretation.
Proving that no anomalous effects occur is, of course, a different matter,

which would require detailed measurements of the flux function of a kind that

are not likely to be possible anytime soon. So far as the present data is
concerned, it can fit any model of skin-current relaxation which a11ows the

distribution to be sornewhat broader after a compression with positive o, and

narrower after one with negative a; but there is clearly no need to invoke

anomalous effects as long as the normal ones provide a satisfactory and natural
explanation of the observation.

7. Bolometric Measurement of Energy Balance

Gross properties of the energy balance in ATC have been investigated in
terms of the energy loss to the limiter and through the plasma surface. The

energy loss associated with charged-particle diffusion and thermal conduction

was monitored by measuring the temperature of the limi-ters. The radiation and

the charge-exchange losses were detected by a bolometer devised out of a thick
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film flake thermistor, which had a time resolution of " 1 sec. Peak plasma

currents ranged frorn 40 to 90 kA. Some new findings are that (1) of the 60-807.

of the total energy going to the limiters, the greatest part arrives during the

steady-state phase of a normal discharge, (2) at the termination of the discharge'

the energy loss occurs rnainly through the surface via radiation and/or charge-

exchange. The amount of surface energy loss at the termination is larger

than the stored plasma kinetic energy and includes a large portion of the

poloidal magnetic energy for a current Larger than 50 kA. In addition to the

above findings, our measurement has confirmed the typical results of other

tokamaks. These results are as follows:
a. The charged particle loss and the thermal conduction loss are the

major mechanisms for the energy loss in our operating region of the discharge

current.
b. Radiation loss constitutes less than 20% of the total energy loss

before the current decays, with some evidence that the percentage rises with

current.
c. Impurity contamination can greatly increase the radiation 1oss.

This was demonstrated by injecting about L07. of neon into the hydrogen working

gas, which almost doubled the radi-ation 1oss.

d. Disruptive instability also enhances the radiation loss. This was

observed as the disruptive instability occurred, but not in a controlled
reproducible manner.

B. Gettering Experiments

An interesting method of changing the effect of impurities i-n present

devices was suggested by a recent observation on the ST Tokamak. Extremely

unstable discharges which interacted violently with the limifer were often

followed by a series of more stable discharges. The improvement seemed to be

due to coating part of the torus with a layer of metal removed from the limiter.

This was confirmed by flashing molybdenum onto the torus from a rod inserted

i-nto the discharge. Irnrnediately following this treatment, discharges were

observed to have a reduced level of oxygen irnpurity and a lower plasma re-

sistance.
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We have extended these experiments in the ATC Tokamak using a titanium
getter source to deposit a more controllable, renewable metal surface. The

plasma resistance is reduced. Figure 12 shows typieal discharge eurrent and

loop voltage wave forms for both experi-ments. In each case the plasma resis-
tance falls by L5-307" after deposition of the layer of metal. The external
circuit in ST tends to maintain a constant current, while in ATC the loop

voltage is relatively insensitive to the discharge parameters for a given

setting of the controls. In the following paragraphs we will describe the

gettering process and the experimental results in more detail.

EEFORE AFT€R 743489
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Fig. L2. Typical
discharge current and
loop voltage wave forms
in the ST and ATC

Tokamaks showing the
effect of depositing
an active metal layer
on a section of the
vacuum wall.
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The titanium is evaporated from a Varian Ti-ba1l source as shown in
Fig. 13. This is a nearly spherical, hollow shell of titanium heated by
radiation from an internal tungsten filarnent. The sublimation rate can be
varied between 0.01 and 0.5 gm/hr by controlling the filament current,. A

single getter covers about one-fourth of the surface area of the vacuum vessel.
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77cm MAJOR RADIUS TOROIDAL FIELD COILS

7530L7

F.ig. 13. A cross
section of ATC. The
position of the getter
source is shown, (a)
during evaporation,
(b) durinq the discharge.

90cm MAJOR RADIUS PLASMA
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r SHAPING AND COMPRESSI0I{

c0rLs

ADtABATTC T0R0I0AL CoMPRESS0R ( ATC)

Titanium freshly deposited on the surface of a vacuum vessel pumps

certain gilses by chemisorption. The getterable gases include ,2, ,r2, O2,

CO2, CO, and HrO. In a vacuum system of similar gettering and gas-load

conditions, a trapping probability of 0.025 for hydrogen was measured. At a

sublimation rate of 0.25 gn/hr the pumping speed measured at ATC for a single
/,

source is 10* l/sec. Using the above value for the trapping probability' this

indicates a gettered surface area of B * 103 ct2. After the source is switched

off, the surface will purnp 4 Torr 1 (I.2 x 1020 *olecules) before saturating.

To avoid saturating the surface before the discharge, the torus is filled via

a fast pulsed gas valve sorne 5-10 msec before the start of the discharge. In

some experiments a second, slower pulsed valve is used to inject additional
gas into the plasma. Non-gettered discharges with pulsed gas filling are

identical to those usually obtained in ATC with steady gas flow. The total
quantity of gas adrnitted to the torus is less than the saturation capacity

of the gettered surface.
A large fraction of the plasma particles striking the gettered surface

will be neutral atoms or ions with energies ranging from several eV up to

several keV. The trapping probabilities for atomic particles on room-tempera-

ture gettered surfaces are not accurately known, but are expected to be
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larger lhan for molecular particles. Extrapolating data measured for hydrogen

ions on solid ti.tanium surfaces indicates that the trapping probability may

be close to unity. Incident particles with large momentum will presumably

cause sputtering and desorption of previously trapped gas but quantitive data

on these processes for thin titanium films are not available.
Without gettering, the base pressure in the torus is typically

2-3 x 10-7 Torr. With gettering, base pressure as 1ow as 4 x 10-B Torr have

been obtained. There has been no apparent adverse effect resulting from the

titani-um layers on the vacuum vessel.

Some characteristics of uncompressed ATC discharge without gettering are

shown in Fig. 14a, and radial profiles of electron temperature and density,

obtained with Thomson scattering, 25 msec after the start of the discharge, when

a quasi*steady state has been reached are shown in Fig. L4b. The electron
temperature profile is always more peaked than the density profile.
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The measured resistance of the plasma column is typical1-y 4 to 6 ti-mes

larger than the value calculated for a Z = 1 plasma, assuming that the current
density i-s proportional rc T1/2 . Trapped particle effecrs are small (s 2O%)

e
if the increased plasma resistance is assumed to be due to an enhanced co1-
li-sion frequency which is independent of radius and affects trapped and untrapped
particles alike. With this effect of trapped particles included, the ef-
fective collislon frequency implies Z"r, = 4-8.

)
The poloidal 8n = 8fi <ne kr.>,/B[(a), the safety factory q(r) = rB*/RB, (r)

and the electron energy confinement time rE = 3/2 <n. kT.>,/Untn t.t be cal-
culated from the Thomson scattering profiles. These parameters are included

in Table I, (see pg. 48). A]so included, in Table rr, (see pg. 49) is the

parameter Bn .t", ,:(?,which, for a fixed plasma current, is observed to be

a constant for non-gettered discharges. We note that this parameter remai-ns

constant for the gettered discharges. This suggests that the gettering process

does not introduce any new heating or loss effects, although it does extend

the range of plasma parameters, in particulut z"ff.
Within a few minutes of switching on the getter source, there is a dramatic

change in the time behavior of the plasma density, as shown in Figs. 15a and l5b.
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Fig. 15 (a) . The time
dependency of Plasma current'
Ip, loop voltage, Vn, mean line
oE sight dnesitY (P"), drld
central ion temPerature' Ti,
for a typical low-density gettered
discharge in hYdrogen.
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After the ionization of the filling gas is completed, the electron density

decays with tirne, indicating a substantially reduced influx of neutral gas.

The decay Eime of the plasma density can be controlled to some extent by varying

the titanium evaporation rate. This suggests that a large fraction of the

particles diffusing from the plasma is trapped on t.he gettered surface. There

does not seem t.o be any significant release of previously absorbed gas from

the gettered surface when i-t is exposed to the plasma.

The plasma resistance decreases by I57" and the Ohmic power input decreases

by 207. for the gettered discharge. The radial profile of the electron tempera-

ture, as shor,,rn in Fig. 15b illustrates the narrower profile and lower peak

temperature typical of gettered discharges. The ratio of measured plasma

resistance to Soitzer resista,nce (Z = I\ is nors 2"0" corresponding to Z .- = I.4,-E--- " ett
The absence of hard x-ray emission indicates that this low Z"ff i" not due to a

runaway electron current.
The setterins c'! ear.!.r has a dramatic effect uDon t'oth the -r^ecvclinq nnd.-^-* o_ _-_*__J _ - _ _J -

the average ion charge. The other plasma parameters are in accord with the

low density and Io* Zeff as i-nd,icated by the unchanged scaling parameter in
the final row of Table II.

To simulate the time dependence of the density associated with non-get-

tered discharges, we have pulsed hydrogen and other gases from a second valve

into the low density gettered discharge after the ionization of the initial
filling gas is completed. The time dependences and radial profiles of the usual

plasma parameters are shown in Fig. 16a and b for hydrogen. Comparison with Fig. 13

shows that the average density and ion temperature are very similar. The

electron temperature profile is slightly narrowLi, and the peak temperature is
lower, for the gettered discharge. Together with lower measured resistance,
this gives Z .. = L.2. A summary of the measured and derived parameters is" ett
given in Table II which also shows a sunmary for injection of other gases.
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Fig. 15(a). The time dependency of plasma current, ID,
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ion temperature', Ti, for a typical gettered discharge with
additional injection of hydrogen gas.
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For comparison of the relative impurity concentration of gettered and

non-gettering discharges, the o Vr (r72.g 8) and Fe XV (282.4 R) lines were

monitored. A typical time dependence of these lines for gettered and non-
gettered discharges is shown in Fig. 17. The relative impurity concentrations
were normallzed to the values for a non-gettered discharge and are plotted in
Fig. 18 against the value of Z.ff calculated from the measured resistance and

Thomson scattering profiles. There appears to be a good agreement between
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low impurity concentrations and low values of Z"ff for gettered discharges.

We have observed a number of titanium lines including Ti Xx (254.01 f) in
gettered discharges. We do not have an absolute measure of its intensity,
but Z x !.2 places an upper limit of titanirr* < 1Ol0 
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Fig. I7. Time dependence

of impurity lines, O VI (I72.g&)
and'Fe XV (282.4X) in gettered
and non-gettered discharges.
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Fig" 18. Relative
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measured spectroscopical-1y
and normal-ized to the values
for a non-gettered discharge
plotted against Ehe 2"11
calcul-ated from the measured
pl-asma resistance and
temperature profile.
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A11 the results described so far have involved gettering the area of the

torus near the limiter. There is no indicati-on that titanium deposition on the

limiter itself is an important mechanism. We have gettered a section of torus

of similar area 1B0o away from the limiter and observe essentially the same

results and the data from discharges produced in this configuration are

summarized in Table II.
By means of getterlng we have reduced the measured level of the natural

i-mpurities in a hydrogen plasma to give a plasma with Z"r, close to unity, and

then increased Zeff. progressively to the order of 6 by injecting controlled
amounts of heavy gases. These experiments help to confirm the widely held as-

sumption that the enhanced resistivj-ty observed in most tokamak discharges is
caused by impuri-ties. It is import.ant to note that the low temperatures of

the 1ow Z . - discharges are probably due to the lower Ohrnic power input.ett
However, in larger devices with better energy confinement, gettering may make

it possible to produce high temperature Lo* Zeff discharges.

An interesting result, which is related to the behavior of surface

exposed to plasmas, was obtained when discharges were produced in deuterium

after long term operation in hydrogen. The relative intensity of HU and DU

light was measured at the limiter during many discharges and is shown in
Fig. 19 as a function of the number of discharges after the change to deuteri-um.

The date of Fig. 19 are from the "plateau" which occurs after the initial
peak corresponding to the ionizati-on of the filling gas. The 'rplateau" is
usually attributed to ionization of gas which has been recycled. The intensity
of H^ i-s larger at first than that of D^ but after several thousand discharges6-tJ
the situation is reversed. This transition is accompanied by a reduction in
the density increase that occurs during the discharge, similar to the reduction

which occurs when the vacuum vessel is gettered, as shown in Figs. 14(a) andl-5(a).
It should be noted that the intensity of DU light was more than an order of

magnitude larger than that of HU during the initial ionization peak for all

of the discharges from which Fig. 19 was taken.
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Fig. 19. Ratio of H. to D

near limiter in deuteriumFdi"-
charges vs number of shots
after changing from hydrogen
to deuterium as filling gas.
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9. Impuritv In.j ection

In an effort to understand certain aspects of irnpurity behavior in
tokamaks, a new impurity-injection source has been developed. In contrast
with the usual pulsed-gas technique, the new injection produces a short-
duration (300 usec) burst of energetic (typically 5 eV) neutral atoms. The

method consists of irradiating, with a 150 MW (1-2 J) pulsed ruby laser, a

smal1 ( - 1 rnm diameter) spot on a L-2 um vacuum-evaporated film. The laser
beam is directed through the glass onto the film, causing the film to be

vapori-zed and ejected towards the plasma. The mean energy of the ejected atoms

is sufficient to penetrate the scrape-off region in ATC.

The source has been installed on ATC using aluminum as the injected
impurity. Ultravioler radiation from the ionization states of A1 V to A1 XI

has been observed. Within 1.5 msec of injection the average electron density
increases 5%. In the quiescent ATC discharge (no large MHD oscillations
present) Abel inversions of light from A1 IX, A1 X, and A1 XI appear as shells
located at successively smaller minor radii. As a function of time, the A1 IX
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appears first, followed by A1 X and then A1 XI. The spatial and temporal

behavior i-ndicates an inward diffusion of the aluminum at a rate which is
roughly consistent with neo-classical diffusion. This estimate of the dif-
fusion tj-me of nearly shipped aluminum is much shorter than the parti-c1e

containment time in ATC which has been shown to be at least 10 msec.

10. Energy Clamping

The addition to the tokamak configuration of an oscillatory transverse

magnetic f ie1d, i* = U 3* cos($-u-rt), should produce heating of the bulk plasma,

according to a magnetic pumping scheme proposed by Koechlin and Samain. We were

interested in a somewhat different effect, which shou]d become significant
at power levels much lower than Ehose where bulk heating would become

noticeable: namely, the trapping of fast injected ions resonant by the travel-
ing perturbation. If the trap were deep enough, so that ions would not readily
be scattered out, then this would serve as an energy clamping technique that
would be useful in a TCT. This scheme was tried on ATC, using the FM-l 0H

Amplifier to drive 375 A aE L87 kHz through the pre-ionization 1oops. The

loops are toroidal and located symmetrically above and below the midplane,

close to the outer vacuum wa11; they were connected so as to provide a field
of the proper symmetry. It had been thought that the available power was just
enough to get a meaningful result. It was not, and subsequent measurement of
both the driving field and of the actual plasma motion showed that the former

was reduced a factor of 2 more than antieipated by the presence of the vacuum

vessel, and that the latter was only a third (-0.02 nrm) of what the actual
field should have produced. The plasma displacement was measured with an

B mm reflectometer. Hence it is obvious why no effect was seen on the ion

energy distribution, but the reason for the discrepancy between the actual
and the anticipated motion of the plasma remains unresolved.

11. Plans for L975

The extension of neutral beam injection power levels to 500 kW and the

initiation of radio frequency heating experimentsFt 800 and, possibly at
25 Wz are the principal experiments planned for ATC in 1975. The high power

neutral injection experiment will take place during the first half of the

year and radio frequency heating experiments are planned to follow.
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The 800 MHz rf heating frequently referred to as lower hybrid heating,

will have a power levef of about 200 kW. The 25 MHz experiment, which will

have a power level of 4OO kW, is planned to extend the ST resuLts to higher

poloidal fields, which, in this case' means higher plasma current.
In addition to these major experiments, the investigations described

in this report will be brought to completion if possible.

TABLE I. Typical- ATC Parameters

Before
Compression

After
Compression

Major radius R

Minor radius a

Toroidal field Ba

Plasma current Ip
Ion temperature T,

Electron temperature Te

Average electron density i^*e

90

I7
15

60

200

I

cm

cm

KG

KA

eV

keV
13

38 cm

10 cm

46 kc

150 kA

600 kA

2 keV
14 -3

cm1-2 x l0 -3 10cm
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Experiments on the Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor, by
C. Daughney, F. DeMarco, R. A. Ellis, Jr., H. P. Eubank,
Mazzucato and R. R. SmithFurth, H. Hsuan, E

Magnetic compressional heating of a tokamak discharge has been
demonstrated successfully in the Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (ATC). In
addition to these investigations of compressional heating, other basic
measurements have been made on ATC recently. These measurements are of
interest because the ATC incorporates an air-core transformer and dispenses
with the usual copper shell-, two features likely to be found on future larger
devices with smaller aspect ratios. The following topics wilL be discus-
sed: (1) characteristics of the uncompressed discharges in ATC, including
the dependence of B_ on discharge parameters, bolometric measurements of
the energy balance,P*u.rrrr.ments of the concentration of impurities; (2)
MHD behavior and attempts at stabilization of the m = 2 kink-tearing mode.

IC Kink-Tearing Mode Stabilization j-n the ATC Tokamak,* by K. Bo1,
H Hsuan, and R. R. Smith

A partial- stabilization of the m = 2 r rr = I kink-tearing mode has
been achieved by driving a set of magnetic control }oops with a quasi-dc
pulse (3-10 msec). The loops generate m = 2 r D = +1 perturbations of the
poloidal fiel-d (plus higher harmonics), comparable in magnitude to the
amplitude of the mode. Large enough control fields abruptly halt the
rotef i an nf lha mnda :e dalarmi nad l,.rz 6v'F6rhr'l maanal-i n nrnl.ro- =nril nnn-

firmed by the simultaneous disappearance of synchronous fl-uctuations in the
emittecl x-ray intensity.l It appears that the mode amplitude is not reduced,
and there may be an actual- enhancement of such deleterious concomitants of
the mode as the disruptive instability. By contrast, in a plasma only weakly
unstabl-e to the m = 2 mode, it is possible under some circumstances to reduce
the amplitude to zero while the mode continues to rotate. The effect on the
plasma remains under study.

*Bu11. Am. Phys. Soc. L9, 875, oct. L974 - 2A7

MATT-1087 Neutral-Beam Heating in the Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor II,
Bo1, J. L. Cecchi, C. C. Daughney, R. A. Ellis, Jt., H. P. Eubank,
Furth, R. J. Goldston, H. Hsuan, E. Mazzucato, R. R. Smith and P. E. Stott

Resul-ts are given for tangential injection into ATC of two 15 keV
neutral beams with net power up to I00 kW. Fast-ion drag rates and pitch
angle scattering have been measured, the latter to determine Z^... With a
single source we have also injected at $3u and g7u Lo the plasfiStcurrent. At
83'some ion heating is observedi aL 97o the heating is negligible. The
fast-ion energy distributions, observed tangentially, show the severity of
the "loss-region" for counter-circulating particles.

2.
c. s

rc 3.
bv K.
H. P.
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MATT-]-029 Neutral Beam Heatinq in the Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor, (1)IC
by
H.

4
K
P

Bo1, J. L. Cecchi, C. C. DaughneY, R.
Furth, R. J. Go1dston, H. Hsuan, R. A.
H. Stix

A. El-lis, Jt., H. P. Eubank,
Jacobsen, E. l'4azzucato' R. R- Smith

and T.

Experiments have been^conduqted on ATC with tangential injection of
two I4-I5 keV, 3-4 A beams of Ho or Do. The ion temperature rise for both H-
and D+ plasmas is 70-80 eV (i.e., 35-4OZ), consistent with theoretical expecta-
tionp for^charge-exchange-limited energy transport at neutral atom densities
- lgv "*-'. The injected supratherrnal ion population simulates the alpha
particle population of a DT reactor in respect to partial pressure ( - I0%) and
plasma ion heating rate (-20 keV/sec). The injected ions are found to decelerate
in agreement with classical theory.

IC 5. Radia1 Distributions of Impurities in ATCI by J. L. Cecchi

The impurities in ATC are being investigated spectroscopically
using the VW grazing incidence monochromater capable of scanning the cross
section of the ATC plasma. Data from the various lines scanned are Abel
inverted to yield the radial- distribution of the impurity 1ight. Preliminary
resu]ts have been obtained for O and Fe. The time evofution of the radia]
distributions for OVI and Fe XV show the anticipated behavior of a spatially
uniform phase coincident with the initial peak of the particular impurity
light, followed by a shell--like distribution, which peaks at an erlectron
temperal:ure slightly below the ionization for the particular impurity ion-

* Bu1l. ?'m. Phys. Soc. 19, 853, Oct ' L974 - 1A7

lC 5. Evol-ution of Electron Tempei:ature and Density in ATC' by C. C. Daughney

The evoLutions of efectron densiLy and tempqrature for two ATC

discharges are compared. The filling pressure is 10 'Torr of deuterium, the
toroidal field is 14 kG, the discharge current is 70 kA, and the major radius
is 89 cm for both cases. The first case is typical of early ATC operation.
The temperatqqe a4d density on axis rise to their final values of 1-0 keV

and I.8 x l0rrr*-'in only 10 msec and the radial profiles grow in a further
20 msec to absorb this cenfr4l peak. The final grofiles have the typical ATC

dependence--T = f Q - pz)t uia n^ = n^^(1 - p') where I = r/a and a = l-7 cm.

;;; ;;.;"a cate ise8aken after * ""Fi." E? titanium gettering experiments-
The discharge develops in 10 - 15 msec, with no central feature, and then
remains relatively constant for the duration of the disch?{ge.-.In this case
the peak temperature and density are I.O keV and 2.4 x fO'" cfr ", resgegtively,
and the firya)5 profiles have the same radial dependences -- T.=T"o(1-p-)- and

n =n (I-p-) -.eeo

*Fresenre d at The- p.Larmct pltq,sict Divi,sLonctL Me-e,ting o(1 tl+e Ameniccrn Phq.ticct[-

SocLotU, (Albuquerque, N. M.) october 28-31, L974'
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Near-Perpendicular Neutral--Beam Injection into ATC,* by H. P. Eubank,l_c
lf R. Snith, R. A. Ellis and P. E. Stott

rc8 J State Ch -Ex eS ctra in ATC Near the In ecti-on
E

7

Neutral beam injection has been carried out on ATC at 83 and 97
relative to the direction of the plasma current, using a single beam source.
In this geometry, the effects of the "loss-cone".existinq near the boundary
between trapped and counter-circulating particlest -r. ,r.iy "u,r"r". This
is^exemplified by the absence of any detectabl.e ion temperature increase, for
97" -'injection, and by a^marked reduction in energetic neutral flux relative
to 83'-injection. At 83' a small- ion temperature rj-se is observed, which is
consistant with our earlier results employing tangential injection.

* BuIl. Am. Phys. Soc. l-?, 897, Oct. L974 4A2

of Neutral Beam by R. J. Gofdston and H. P. Eubank

Experimental charge-exchange spect,ia near injection energy for 6 ms
injection of a 6-ampere beam into ATC are presented, and compared to theoretical-
predictions based on a solution of the Lineartzed Fokker-Planck eeluat-,ion, whd.ch
takes intoaccount finite beam width, radial dependance of plasma parameters
and detector sensitivity as a function of energy and plasma minor radius. Good
agreement is found using Z (effective) derived from Thompson scaltering and
neutral density found from absolute flux measurements.

The use of a collimated neutral beam and a one-dimensional pinhole-
camera charge-exchange neutra] detector is discussed as a ,.tokamak plasma
diagnostic. Possibl-e uses of the beam and detector are for measuring
T^(r, t), fl^(r, t) and Z (effective) (r, t). An injector ramped in time to
7U keV can"be used as a poloidal- field diagnostic in ATC. Extrapolations
to larger machines are discussed.

* BUII. Am. Phys. Soc. 19, 897, Qcl. L974 4A3

rc9 Laser Beam Production of Slow Neutral-s for Plasma Diagnosti"=l Uy
E. A. Marmar, J. L. Cecchi and S. A. Cohen

A method for producing - 100 Usec pulses of neutral atoms in the
I to 20 eV energy range is devel-oped for the purpose of injecting impurities
into the ATC Tokamak. One micron of a metal which has been vacuum evaporated.
onto a glass slide is irradiated through the glass by a pulsed ruby laseq^beam
of 5 Gw per cm' peak power density. This produces a pulse with up to l-Oro
neutral atoms of the meta''l " The energy distribution is adjustable by changi_ng
the focus or the power output of the faser or the thickness of the film.
Typical energy distributions have a peak at 4 eV and a FWHH of 5 eV. Measure-
ments of the angular distribution show that the beam intensity is very strongly
peaked in the direction perpendicular to the glass slide.

This technique will be used in conjectJ-on with VUV and x-ray
spectroscopy to study impurity diffusion and the effects of impurities on
ion temperature, current distribution, plasma resistivity and plasma stability.

* B uI}. Am. Phys. Soc. 19, 9-73, Act. Ig74 BF4
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lc 10. MATT-I150 observations of Tnternal Relaxation oscillations in
The Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor, by Richard R. Smith

Kink osciLl-ations and relaxation oscillations were studied through
the time dependence of the x-ray intensity integrated approximately from
l- to 10 keV and emitted along narrow lines of sight from the ATC Tokamak. Both
photo multiplier tubes and surface barrier detectors were used. Horizontal
slots permitted scanning the central region of the discharge in a vertical plane
with a resolution of about 2 cm. Peaked T^ profiles and the temperature
dependence of x-ray emission imply that thE center of the discharge causes most
of the signal. This is confirmed by radiaf scans and al1ows investigations
of the internal effects of kink mod.e suppression schemes, which will be
discussed in several examples. Discharges without large kink oscil-lations
produced sawtooth or relaxation oscillations with typical periods of 0.5 msec

and amplitudes f0* of the total x-ray signal. A gas puff during the discharge
caused the period'to lengthen before a large kink mode developed.

rc ll.
and R. A

Titanium Gettering Experiments in ATc,* P. E. Stott, C. Daughney,
Ellis, Jr

Although the importance of the plasma-wall interaction in tokamaks
is wel-l recognized, even if poorly understood, there have been few experiments
in which the surface properties of the wafl have been varied in a controlled
way. Convincing arguments can be made for a clean, degassed wall coated with
a chemically inert surface layer (e.g., gold-plated). An interesting alterna-
tive is a chemically active surface (e.g., gettered layer) which can trap and

retain copious quantities of gas. However, exposure to plasma
bombardment may result in high sputtering rates and desorption of previously
trapped gas. To test these ideas we have evaporated a titanium getter layer
onto a section of the ATC torus. The titanium can be replenished between
discharges and the filling gas can be pulsed in just prior to the discharge or
fed continuously. Preliminary results show that compared to the non-gettered
case, discharges preceded by gettering have higher currents for the same

voltage; Iowered recyling as indicated by decreasing density with time; and

changes in MHD activity.

* presenred ar Ttrre PLalm& Pl,LtjALcL 0iv,ttiona,(- Mze-ting od the Ametticctn Phq'sLea'L

Socie,ttj, Albuquerque' N. M., oct. 28-31 , L974'
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D. The Model ST Tokamak

I. Summary

The high-power wave-heating equi.pment installed at the end of L973

has been used to study wave propagation and ion heating near the first

and second harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency. Mode structure and

wave generation efficiency ( * 90%) are about as expected from theory. At

u/u = 2, ion temperatures (T,,) were about doubled from - 100 eV to - 200 eV.
cl-

Heating efficiency (increase in ion energy/wave) varied from - 459a at lower

wave energy to - 8% at higher wave energy, refl-ecting the leveling off of

temperature increase at high input energy. Most of the wave energy loss

can be attributed to fast loss of high-energy ions through p.fti"t. orbit

loss cones. At the low Ohmic current used for these experiments (required

because of the frequency of the availabl-e power supply) this loss mechanism

is very limiting; at higher currents in larger machines we can expect better

efficiency at higher power input. Instabitities that develop after the

rf pulse are correlated with impurity infl-ux into the plasma; there is

no evidence that the presence of the wave itself produces an inherent

instabil ity.
Studies of x-ray oscillations have detected m = I and m = 0 (internal

disruption) modes near the center of the plasma, which do not affect loop

voltage and B^-1oop signals outside the plasma edge. Rough estimates indicate
U-

that the internal disruptions might fead to transport across the q = 1 surface

of about half the input power. m = 2 oscillations followed sometimes by large

disruptions confirm and add to the results of Hosea' Jobes, and others. The

oscillations are probably due to resistive MHD kink modes with magnetic island

structure, although there is not yet good quantitative agreement with theory,

The radial distribution of higln-Z impurities has been studied by measure-

ments of x-ray intensity in the 2-10 keV range. The radiation intensity is

rather sharply peaked, because of the temperature profile, but is consistent

with a uniform distributlon of Zi the value ofZ in the central core cannot

differ by more than t 50% from the Z averaged over the whole aperture.

Radiation in the extreme ultraviolet has been measured with a silicon

diode array (5-2O i r.ng"). Power radiated in this range is estimated

to be of the order of 10% of the input power in the central core' probably

attributable to line radiation from the L-shell of iron or the M-she]l of

molybdenum.
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The ST machine was shut down at the end of May, so that the room

could be prepared for the installation of the PLT tokamak.

2. Wave Heatinq

Experiments with the new high-power ion cyclotron resonance heating

apparatus (ICRH) were conducted from January until tl.y.1 The earlier (Phase I)
apparatus was changed in three ways for the present (Phase II) higher-power

system: (i) two half-turn coils, separated along the plasma column by

43 cm, were used in place of the single coi1, (ii) the distance between

the coils and the vessel wall was increased from '' 1.3 cm to .4 ctr-r

(iii) the coil feed-through port diameters were enlarged from 3.7 cm to 7.6 cm.

The electrical circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a) , and a

diagram of the geometry (comparing Phases I and II) is shown in Fig. 1 (b) .

The capacitors are variable, 25-200 pF, with IOO kV rating. The half-turn
coils, which run on the inner side (small major radius side) of the plasma

torus, are made of copper and encased within ceramic heat shields. The

ceramic cases are covered by strips of tungsten that serve as Faraday shields.

,A photograph of the coil as installed is shown in Fig. 1(c).

43 cm

c

(NOMINALLY)

2C

HALF-TURN LOOP
:c L

VT'SEL

c0tL

! t ssEL

i t:.sf 1

PBAST N

5ft

Pr1 ol 25 MHz

7 53132

Fig. 1(a) Schematic wave-heating electrical
circuit Capacitors, C, are variable' 25-200 pF'
100 kV rating.

7 33626

Fig. 1(b) Diagram of the
coil configuration. The up-
per half represents phase I,
the lower half phase II experi-
ments.

1 ,. od^*, Q.t a.L,, Fi|tLL CctndenzncQ- 0n Pn-auma PLLUAiluI ctnd Cctntnct.(ted Nuc.Lza'n.

Fu,tion Relzaneh, Tohqo, Jaysctn (Nov. 11-15 , L975), Paper rAEA cN-33/A3-2 i also
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory I4ATT-1094 (I974) -
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7 4427 6

Fig. 1(c) Photographs of the coils insralled in place.
The two half-turn coils are made of copper, encased in ceramic
heat shields. srnall strips of tungsten that cover the ceramic
casing serve as Faraday shields.

The incident and reflected rf power (25 MHz) was measured by direction-
aI couplers and the coil current was monitored by pick-up loops placed behind

the coils. The equivalent series resistanc. (RS = net rf power/coil current
squared) measured in the absence of the plasma, which represents the circuit
loss, was 0.06 ohm; in the presence of plasmar R, was enhanced up to 0.6 ohm,

due to wave generation. This represents a \^rave-generating efficiency of up

to 9O%.

Figure 2 shows results on loading resistance and mode structure, taken

at low power.

@

=-
E

=

E
E
sl

4

Fig. 2(a) Equivalent series
loading of ICRH coils and toroidal
elgenmodes. (a) Loading re-
sistance variation with time.

Fig. 2(b) Plasma densiry
variation with tirne.
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t.2

0.8

=Eo
e.

0.4

0

7 53t25

Fig. 2(c) Loading vari-
aLi-on with CI and toroidal
eigenmodes (sharp peaks
beyond Q=1).

o

0.6

Figure 2 (a) shows the time variation of the loading resistance at Q = u/aci

1.18 (ur on the magnetic axis) as the plasma density varies with time
CI

iFiS. 2 (b) l. Sharp peaks in the loading curve are interpreted as the appearance

of toroidal eigenmod.s2'3 when the density takes on certain values, the wave-

Iength of the waves propagating around the torus become appropriate for

constructive interference and the vacuum vessel acts as a toroidal cavity at
4a resonance.- Similarly Fig. 2(c) shows the occurrence of sharp peaks in

the loading resistance as Q is varied at fixed density. Measurements similar to

those in Fig. 2 (a) were taken at various values of fl-time plane [FiS. 2 (d) ] .

The 1oading resistance is expressed by the degree of darkness of the stripes

in this figure. Figure 2 (e) shows theoretical predictions of the pattern of

eigenmodes (m = -1 modes for .*i*0 minor azimuthal dependence) expected for

the conditions of Fig. 2 (d). Ctose similarity of the experimental and theoreti-

cal results supports our interpretation.

2 Adam, Lt aI-,, Bu,[-L, AJn. Phq,s. Soc. 19, 734 (1974) -

3 D. Getty and J. c. Hosea, B,,LL. hn. Phqt, Soc. 19, 960 (1974).

n a. *. perkins, e,t a.L., ThfuLd 7nt. Sqm. on Tcsn. PLa.tma Con(1. (Garching,
Germany, ]973) paper g-8; J. Adam and A. Samain, Fontenay-aux-Roses' Report
EUR-CEA-FC-57g (1971) 29i F. perkins, SqmpodLun on PLa'sma Heating and In!zc.tion,
Varenna, Editrice, Compositori, Bologna (L972) 20-

0 1.0 t.4
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An array of 22 rf probes was used to monitor the wave fields around

the torus. The theoretically predicted. minor azimuthal modes (m = O, + f)
were observed. Under the conditions in which the fast hydrodynamic waves

were above cutoff (A : 1), the rf probes placed on the sid.e of the torus
opposite the generating coils registered strong signals, indicatinq that the

waves propagate around the torus. On the other hand, under the conditions
of the slow (ion cyclotron resonance) wave propagation (CI : 1) the probe signals
were observed to decay strongly within a distance of I m or so, ind.icating
that the slow waves cannot propagate around the torus (at least under the present

experimental conditions) .

For the heating experiments the device was operated most of the time

at a toroidal field of 16 kG and an Ohmic heating current of 25 kA. With this
discharge the line average electron density was between 0.6 and I.2 x l-013 "*-3
and the peak electron temperature was about 650 eV. The ion temperature with-
out rf heating was less than 100 eV. These non-optimal operating condi-tions

were necessary in order to utilize the existing 25 MHz generator: a low

toroidal field (16 kG) is required for resonance at the second harmonic of
the deuteron cyclotron frequency and the Ohmic heating currenL then needs to
be scaled down to maintain a stable discharge. This results in relatively
poor confinement of heated ions.

The means of assessing ion heating were two charge-exchange neutral-atom

detectors; one of them was located near the rf coil looking perpendicularly at

the plasma torus, and the other on the far side looking tangential-ly. Since

the tangential detector is on the side of the torus opposite the rf coils, it
is reasonable to assume that the entire plasma is heated to a temperature at
least as high as the temperature indicated by this detector. The measurement

by this detector is the one used in assessing ion heating.
7 436L4
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Figure 3 shows a typical ion energy distribution measured by the

perpendicular charge-exchange neutral detector when an rf pulse is applied.

x
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0 ? 1 5

E(keV)

7 46002

Fig. 3. "Two-Maxwe1lian" fit to the perpendicular
charge-exchange neutral atom analyzer data. F(E) is the
detector signal strength at the energy anaLyzet setting
E divided by a known function of E and is proportional
to the value of the distribution function at E with the
proportionality constant iudependent of E. The reciprocals
of the slopes of the two straight lines give ion tempera-
tures of 180 eV and 650 eV.

The measured distribution is clearly non-Maxwellian. fwo straight lines

are fitted to the data points as shown in the figure. The effective

temperature determined from the low-energy part of the distribution is

defined as the "body" temperature, and the one from the high-energy part,

the "tail" temperature. A11 subsequent references to ion temperatures are,

unless otherwise specified, the body temperatures. Therefore, we are being

conservative in assessing the energy content of the measured part of the

distribution function.

4
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Figure 4 shows the time-variation of the perpendicular ion
temperature as the CI = 2 plane comes at different places within the plasma

column.
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Fig. 4. (a)-(c) Time variation of the perpendicular ion
temperature for various positions of the (dueteron) Q=2 plane
within the plasma column. Maximum heating (first peak) occurs
with resonant plane at the center (b). (d) Effect of resonant
heating of impurities. The late peaks are attribuLed to im-
purity influx.
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From Fig. 4 (a) - (c) it can be seen that the temperature increase is largest

when the resonant plAne is positioned at the center. Some heating is

observed even when the resonant plane is completely outside the plasma

tFiS. 4(d)1. This can be attributed to resonant heating of impurity ions;

the CI = 2 resonant planer of 07+ and 06+ are stil-I inside the plasma. Fast

collisional transfer then heats the deuterons (which are measured in the

charge-exchange apParatus) .

The smaller second peak in the temperature appearing at about 9 msec

after the beginning of the rf pulse is caused by the influx of high-Z impurities

from the walls and fimiters. The high-Z impurities increase the electron-

ion coupling and make Ohmic heating more effective. In fact, the electron-

ion equipartition time for these cases is about 9 msec. [This impurity

heating effect must not be confused with heating due to resonant acceleration

of oxygen ions mentioned in connection with the first peak of Fig- 4(d)'l For

all the ion temperature results presenLed here, the rf pulse length was only

about I msec long and the rf and impurity heating effects were well separated

from each other. In the subsequent discussions only the temperature increase

due to rf heating is considered.

An example of the parallel temperature response is shown in Fig' 5 (a) '

r00

AT
(eV )

50

26 30 34 38
I (msec )

7 437 94
Fig. 5(a) An example of the time

variation of parallel temperature at
Q=2. Disruptive instabj-lities were
observed when the energy input into the
plasma exceeded several hundred joules.

t2
E* o, ,(keV/ion)

0
0

7 437 95
Fig. 5(b) Incremental para11e1 tempera-

ture increase due to the re heating at
Q=2. The abscissae, 5,,=(rf power in the
wave) x (pu1se length)7(totat number of
ions in the plasma), represent the
amounts of energy available for heating
(ion density assumed=electron density) .
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Fig. 5(c) The efficiency,
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As indicated in the Figure, disruptive instabilities have been observed

when the energy input into the plasma exceeded several hundred joules. Since

the ion energy confinement time (computed coll-isional power input and

parabolic radial density and temperature profiles) is about 4 msec for these

conditions, the optimum rf pulse length woul-d have been greater than 4 msec.

However, the disruptive instabilities caused by the impurity influx and

subsequent narrowing of the current channel prevented the use of rf pulses

longer than l--2 msec. This was one of the processes that limited the maximum

attainable heating.
In the heating experiments at f1 = 2, the net rf power in the wave field

was varied from - 75 to - 350 kW, and the pulse length from 0.6". L.7 msec.

Figure 5 (b) shows the increase in T,, due to rf heating ranging from 40 eV to
110 eV. The abscissae are values of wave power times the pulse length
divided by the total number of ions (3 electrons)in the machine. This quantity
represents the amount of energy avail-able for heating, expressed in units of
keV per ion. The curve tends to saturate as the available energy per ion
increases, indicating decreasing efficiency. Dividing the energy increase per

ion (assuming ATr = AT,,) by the available heating energy, gives an efficiency
which is plotted in Fig. 5 (c) . This ranges from 8% to 45e. for the present

experiments.

EFFICIENCY (THERMALIZATION )

o
o

a c

o

o

o:ICRH 0N ST (25 KA)
O=NBI ON ATC (65K)

(10 msec )
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A11 the previous results refer to f,l = 2 heating. Measurements at
O = L show a smaller increase in T,,, although the increase in T, was comparable

to f,2 = 2 heating. As noted before, unlike the fast wave (0 = 2) r the ion

cyclotron waves (0 = 1) did not propagate around the torus. It is believed

that heating was accordingly localized near the coi1, and the parallel

temperature detector on the far side of the torus indicated only small temperature

changes.

The dominant mechanism of energy loss in the present experiments is
believed to be the loss of energetic ions through particle-orbit loss cones.

In Fig. 6 the loss cones for the ST Tokamak under the present operating

conditions are sketched in the manner originally due to J. Rome.S (rfri"
particular case was obtained using a computer code written by R. smith. )

2 nsec

8,0

I
0-5 v

f

0.02 v
I

fio.smsec

RT

1600 eV

e,,lkev )

7 43998

Fig. 6. Loss cones of the ST tokamak at I^r,=25 kArBT=16 kG,
presented in the manner due to J. Rome. (These"fesults were
computed by R. Smith.) The oscillograms show signals from
perpendicular and tangential charge-exchange neutral detectors at
E=1600 eV. The much greater E, signal during the rf pulse in-
dicates a strongly anisotropic distribution. Because of intervening
loss cones, most ions are lost before becoming isotropic hy direct
deflecting collisions. The E,, signal therefore decreases n rather
than increasing at the expense of the E, signal, after rf pulse ends.

tr' J. Rome, q! al., Particle Orbit Loss-Cones in Tokamaks TaLk delivered at the
Meeting on tn-"F"ticat Aspect of CTR, Berkeley, April 4, 1974.
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Note that the loss cones extend down a]most to the thermal energy, indicated

by a shaded triangular region near the origin. The wave field acceferates

ions in the perpendicular direction and the distribution becomes stretched

in the vertical direction. In the absence of the loss cones, the energy of

the parallel degree of freedom would increase mainly through deflecting
collisions that alter the directj-on of motion of an ion but keep its energy

essentially unaltered. However, because of intervening loss cones' most of
the energetic ions escape before the distribution becomes isotropic. The

presence o.f loss cones should then reflect upon the relaxation of the charge-

exchange signals after the rf pulse endsi the parallel detector signal should

decay, rather than increase at the expense of the perpendicular detector

signals. The oscillograms of the perpendicul-ar (top) and the parallel
(bottom) detector signals in Fig. 6 confirm these expectations. As the power

input and hence the wave amplitude increases, ions are accelerated to higher

perpendicular energies, thus increasing the energy 1oss. This picture is

consistent with the observed decrease of heating efficiency as the power input

is increased.

Amounts of rf power ranging from several- tens of kW to a few hundred kW

went into the rf field but did not appear as an increase in T,,. Now, according

to the two-Maxwel-lian representation of the ion distribution, the tail of the

distribution contains between 8% and 40? of the total ion energy. This energy

is lost on a time scale comparable to the decay time of the E, signal. From

this, we estimate that some 20 to 2OO kW could be accounted for by this l-oss-

cone mechanism. It must be emphasized at this point, however, that this power

loss is related to the unusually l-ow Ohmic heating current at which the device

was operated for these experiments.

As mentioned before, when the total energy input from ICRH exceeded

several hundred joules, the plasma became unstabfe due to impurity influx"

Thomson-scattering radial profiles of the electron density show that the density

increase first appears at the edge of the plasma and then moves inward ' The

electrons are cooled near the edge while they are heated at the center' leading

to an increasingly narrow current channel. (The j-ncremental density increase

is strongly dependent on machine conditions; it became progressively smaller as

the machine base pressure decreased toward the end of the experimental period')

As the density increased, the one-turn loop voltage rose and finally led to

disruptive instabilities, and characteristic negative voltage spikes appeared'
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Figure 7 shows how the incremental density increase due to a 2,5 msec

rf pulse varied with the toroidal field current.

UNA(t "'"
z.
E
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Fig. 7. Density increase due
to a 2.5 msec rf pulse as a function
of toroidal field current, ITtr.
Arrows on the horizontal axi3- show
values of I-- for which the 0=1 or
0=2 resonrrrttl"y"t for deuterons is
located aL the center of the plasma.
Resonant conditions for various
impurity oxygen ions are indicated
along the curves.

0
l4r0 t8 22

icF (kA)
26 30 34

The arrows at the horizontal axis indicate the values of the current at which

the fl = 2 and fl = 1 deuteron resonant layers are located at the center of the

plasma. A possible explanation for the observed impurity influx is bombard-

ment of the limiters and the wall by energetic deuterons that escape through

the loss cones. However, the dependence shown here is inconsistent with the

picture of deuteron bombardment alone. The maximum is not at the deuteron

resonances but is located between them, the f2 = 2 condition corresponds to a

minimum and the increment at 0 = 1 is rnuch greater than that aE Q = 2- The

resonance layers of various oxygen ions are also indicated in Fig. 7. Although

impurity ion concentrations were at most a few percent (an effective-Z measure-

ment indicated oxygen concentrations of 3? before rf and 5% after rf, while

spectroscopic measurements gave increases of the concentration from 2e" Eo 4s"

due to the rf pulse), the sputtering efficiency of bombarding ions scafes as

Z2M and therefore tn 05+ ion has a sputtering yield 200 times that of a

deuteron at the same energy. It appears from the figure that the 06+ urrd 05+

ions are probably responsible for the central maximum, while the peak at

f,l = I is probably caused ny O4* as well as by deuterons. These ions with l-ow

ionization potentials would be concentrated near the edge of the plasma,

where the confinement is poor. On the other hand, 07+ and 08+ with much
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higher ionization potentials would be concentrated near the axis, where T.

is high; they were, therefore, better contained and were probably contributing
to heating rather than sputtering. It should be added here that the efficiencies
of the resonant acceleration of deuterons and oxygen ions are comparable,

and hence the latter would become as energetic as deuterons under the influence

of the rf field.
A very important question is whether the rf field itseLf was the cause

of the observed disruptive instabilities. There are strong indications that
this was not the casei for example, the instabilities occurred wel-l after the

rf pulse had ended, and the processes leading to instabilities could be simulated

by injecting cold gas into the vacuum vessel through a pulsed gas valve. This

experiment also showed that injection of deuterium gas had no effect on the

plasma stability or the ion temperature, while injection of heavier gases such

as Ne and N^ caused the ion temperature to rise and also caused disruptive
2

instabilities to occur. We conclude that heavier impurities, not the recycled

deuterium, were primarily responsible for the disruptive instabilities.
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3. Plasma Instabilities

Instabilities in the tokamak plasma have been studied by investigating

fluctuations in the continuous x-ray emission. This method has detected the

existence of n = O, Irl = 0 internal disruptions,6 sma]-l- n = 1r III = I and 2

oscillations, and large m = 2 oscilLations preceding a disruptive instability.T

The m = 2 measurements complement and expand measurements by Hosea and
QO

Jobes,u'' itn which magnetic pickup loops and the thallium-beam probe were

used. A survey of conditions under which these various instabilities have

been observed is shown in Fig. 8. The inlernal disruption, preceded by growing

IoH'70kA

I
I

G
coF

o6

7 43297

Fig. B. Instability regimes at
constant Ohmic heating current.
Ordinates are neutraT D" filling pres-
sures (Torr) and abscis3ae are toroidal
fields (kG). Approximate regimes at
which instabilities occur are shown by
shading and lettering:
1d-m=1 instability and internal disruption
2-sma11 m=2 instability

2D-Large m=2 instability and negative
voltage spikes; The 2D limits are
1ow q and high pressure.

q (o )=Z

20 25 30

RUN -AWAY REGIME

B/KG

4535 40

LEGENDT ld - m. I INSTABILITY AND INTERNAL DISRUPTIO{

2 - SMALL n.2 INSTABILITY

20 - LARGE nt2 INSTABILITY AND NEGATIVE
VOLTAGE SPIXES
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7 ,.

von Goeler, Q.t aX-., PLtq,s. Rev. La'tt, 3?, r2o1 (L974) -

von Goeter, Bu.[,L. Am. Phqt. Soc. 19, 8g: (L974).

C. Hosea, at cLL. , Phqt. Rov . La,tt. 30, 839 (1973) .

C. Jobes, J. C. Hosea, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory MATT-982 (I973).
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m = 1 oscillations, is observed at high and low filling pressure. (fn
general, high filling pressure implies high electron density, but the relation
between thern is more complex than linear. Filling pressure is used as an

operational parameter.) At intermediate pressures, the sma11 m = 2 oscil-
lations are observed for values of toroidal field for which the safety factor
at the center, q(0), is greater than one. At the highest values of filling
pressure and lowest values of toroidal fie1d, large m= 2 oscillations occur,

followed by large disruptions; in these cases the oscillations are observ-

able outside the plasma on B, pickup coils, and the disruptions are accompanied

by negative spikes in the loop voltage.
The boundary between the different regions depends on the 0H current and

on the impurity state of the machinei e.8., in a new, not very much outgased

machine the high pressure instability limit for the 2D occurs at a much lower

pressure than in a well outgased machine which has been run for a few weeks.

Figure 8 refers to the instabilities seen at the maximum of x-ray emission.

Depending on how the density develops (decrease or increase) a discharge might

slide from one regime into another.

Figure 9(a) shows the experimental arrangemerrt.l0

TOVABLE
SLOT APERTURE

Be WIN0oW VACUUM

SHIELO PLASMA

7 43153 (a)

Fig. 9(a) Experimental arrangement of x-ray detectors.
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10 ,. von Goeler, et al ., Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory l,lATT-1060 (Lg74)
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An "image" of the plasma column was formed by a slot aperture, and the x-ray
emission from different regions of the plasma was measured by silicon-surface-
barrier detectors, which were moved in the image plane. The oscillograms of
the x-ray emission, shown in Fig. 9 (b) , are typical- for high-density discharges

in the ST tokamak.

2U/cm

l,',rl,,,rl>
0 r00 200

llns

x.8rY
SrsilaL - r' 19cn

7 43Ls3 (b)

Fig. 9(b) Upper: plasma current and loop voltage. Lower: x-ray
signals exhibiting internal disruption sawtooths at different radii
(note time scale change).

The traces exhibit plasma current and voltage and a "sawtooth" oscillation
on the x-ray signals. The sawtooth is inverted in scans taken a smalL distance

away from the center of the coLurnn (e.9., trace marked r = 3.9 cm). Similar
sawtooth oscillations seem to be present also in the T-4 rokamakll and have

also been seen in the ATC Tokamak.l2 Here it is shown that they have the

features of internal disruplions preceded by m = I oscillations.

11 V. A. Vershkov, et. al., Kurchatov Institute Report No. IAE-229I, L973
(Le74).(unpublished), and Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory MATT-TRANS-ll2

12 R. R. Smith, Princeton P1asma Physics Laboratory TM-273 (1974) (unpublished).
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In Fig. 10 are plotted radial scans of various quantities for a typical
high density discharge in ST.
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Fig. 10. Radial profiles of (a) electron temperature and density
profiles form laser Thomson seattering data (l-irniter at r = 12 cm),(b) the safety facror q(r) from laser dara, (c) amplitude AA/A of rhe
internal disruption (sawtooth), and (d) amplitude nA/l of the
sinusoidal m = 1 oscillations preceding the step. rnset oscil-
lograms illustrate the phase relations between various radial positions.
X-ray data are intensities integrated over the chord of observation;
laser data are for loca1 radii.
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In Fig. 1O (a) are shown radial profiles of electron temperature and electron

density, as derived from Thomson scattering of laser light. If the discharge

is nearly stationary (i.e., no skin effects, so that V is independent of r)

and if it is assumed that the inpurity concentration is uniform across the column,

the current density and the safety factor q(r) as a function of radius can

be calculated from the profiles of T.: q is roughly 0.8 in the center of the

plasma tFig. 10(b)l and reaches a value of 1.0 at 4 = 2.6 cm. There is, of

course, some uncertainty in the values for q because the abovementioned

assumptions may not hold exactly. Figure 10 (c) shows the measured relative

x-ray sawtooth amplitude LA/A. The sawtooth amplitude has a node near the

g = 1 point. Outside this node, the sawtooth is inverted. The amplitude is

very small for large radii (r > 4 cm). Simultaneous measurement of the sawtooth

at different radii and at different locations around the torus shows that the

sudden breaks occur at the same times. This indicates that the sawtooth behaves

like an m = O mode; i.e., an expansion in mi-nor radius of the central region

of the plasma column, or "internal disruption. "
Internal disruptions have been observed near the q = 1 surface, both in

high-density discharges near the high-pressure instability limit and in 1ow-

density region, the amplitude of the sawtooth is 3-107. and the frequency is

- 2 klz. In the high-density regime, the amplitude is l-arger, 5-30%, and

the frequency smaller, 7OO-2OO Hz.

Each internal disruption is preceded by a growing sinusoidal oscilLation.
The arnplitude AA of this sinusoidal oscillation is shown tn Fig, 10(d), The

amplitude is very small in the center of the column, has a maximum close to
the q = 1 surface and vanishes abruptly outside the q = 1 surface, Figure 11

illustrates the method for determining the m-number of the mode.

VACUUM
7 43286

Fig. 11. Determination of
m-number of oscillations. Two
detectors look (a) slightly above
and bel-ow, and (b) slightly off-
center at right angles through
the column. The pictures are for
different shots. Case (b) shows
that the waves go in the direction
of the electron diamagnetic drift
(the toroidal field points into
the pl-ane of the picture) .
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Two detectors look (a) slightly below and slightly above the center of the

column and (b) slightly off center at right angles. From the phase relations
it follows that the oscillation is an m = 1 mode. Similar measurements,

placing detectors at different locations around the torus, show that it is also

an n = I mode. Since in Fig. 11 (b) the top trace precedes the bottom trace
(and the toroidal field is directed into the plane of the figure), the mode

propagates in the directj-on of the electron diamagnetic drift. The frequency

v of the waves is close to v* = (I/2rr) (kTleB) (I/p) (dp/d,r) , as determined from

the laser temperature and density at the q = I surfacei it should be pointed

out, however, that no correction for E x B drifts has been made, because the

plasma potential is not known for these discharges. l4easurements by Jobes and
1?Hosea,-" under somewhat different conditions, have shown negative potentials of

the order of T,, but typically smaller.
e

Attempts have been made to compare the experimental results with

theoretical predictions for the m = + internal kink mode.14 Pictures l-ike

Fis. 11 suggest an experimental growth rate y:5.103 =.r-1. The theoretical
linear growth rate depends on the exact radial dependence of q, n, and Tu.

"/tFor parabolic temperature profiles (t" const t ) - T-'- we derive from Eq. (13)

of Ref. L4z

fi
2

3 ?(u"" ., t'\

r) (13 )vtheor

ltr. c. Jobes and J. c. Hosea, Sixtlt Eunoycoan Con(lutzncQ- on Contho['(-zd Fu,sion
(Lnd P.LaAma Phqtic,s, Moscow, 1973, voL. r, I99.

I4-M. N. Rosenbl-uth, Lt. aX., P[+q,s. F[-ttLdrs rc, 1894 (1973).
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where vA is the A1fv6n velocity, R the major radius, Bro the toroidal B in the

center of the column, and r" the radius of the singular surface (q = t). This
4_I

formula gives a value of Yah.o, equal Lo 2'10- sec *, which is larger than the

experimental growth rate by a factor of about 4. The theoretical linear growth

rate does not incorporate toroidal effects and resistive effects- Also the

oscillation is probably already in a nonlinear phase.

The radial profile of the oscitlation amplitude can be compared with the

prediction for the internal kink mode; i.e., displacement t = const fot t I r
ŝ

and E = O for rt r". An analysis ofm= loscillationamplitudes is shown

in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of m = 1 mode with MHD theory.
(a) Measured average x-ray intensi-ty data; the line is a best
fit to the data for an assumed parabolic radial profile of the
unperturbed x-ray source. (b) Measured oscillation amplitude
versus chord radius. The line is calculated, assuming an m = 1
perturbation of the zero-order profile with a displacementg=0.46cmouttot=r" =2.Icm,andq=0forr>r"
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s , the radius of the singular surface

The unperturbed x-ray source profile,
We assume uniform displacement within r
(q = 1), and zero d.ispl-acement outside.
eo(r), is assumed parabolic:

eo(r) = eo(o) (t - ,2/a2)

The parameters e (0) and b are determined by a fit to the measured line-
integral x-ray intensity:

(o) b (r - ,2 762 y3/24
3

e

Anm=lperturbationtoe
in terms of displacement,

r (r)
o

o
(r) then yields an intensity oscillation amplitude

t.

(r+E)=4e (0) E r/b2
2e , (r) = e (r - E) - a 0<r<r

o o o s

I (r) I (4e(0) E/a2)l T
2r2t s1

Fitting the expected shape to the measured oscillation amplitude gives a value

of displacement (E/rs= O.2) that is an order of magnitude larger than that
predicted by a nonlinear theory. It shoul-d be pointed out that resistivity
is not included in the present theory and that it is likety that a tearing mode

version of this instability exists. However, Rutherford has recently
calcu1ated even faster growth rates for the tearing mode.

An attempt has been made to construct a model for the effect of the m = 0

internal disruption on energy transport near the center of the discharge.15
In this model, just before the internal disruption the temperature is peaked at
the eenter; during the disruption there is mixing of the plasma of the center

core, resuJ-ting in a flatter temperature distribution out to a radius somewhat

outside the q = 1 surface, with a very steep temperature gradient at that radius.

15 w. stodiek, gu,LL, An. Pl+qa. Soc. t2, g:o (L974).
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After the disruption the outside perturbation decays rapidly away because

of the steep temperature gradient, and inside q = I the peaked distribution
is gradually re-established. This process then repeats to produce the sawtooth

x-ray intensity patterns of Figs. 9 and 10. (In Fig. 9 the upper x-ray trace
exhibits the fast decay outside the q = I surface.) This sawtooth pattern was

also observed in the temperature by comparing x-ray transmission of two

aluminum filters of different thickness (0.001 and O.003 inch). Figure 13(a)

shows Thomson scattering profiles and Fig. 13(b) representative x-ray signals.

Te'2000 eV

ne= 5x l0l3cni3
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Fig. 13. Energy transport by internal disruption
(a) Thomson scattering measurements of electron

temperature and density profiles and calculation
of q(r) and Ohmic heating power input within radius
r (per unit surface at r).

(b) X-ray signals through 0.003" and 0.001'r A1 filters,
which imply a temperature sawtooth amplitude of
190 eV with 550 psec period.
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Average power input to the central core can be calculated from the current,

voltage, and electron temperature distribution (assuming the E-field and

the effective Z not to be functions of r). Rate of energy flow outward across

the q = I surface can be estimated from the temperature sawtooth anplitude

and frequency (the rather flat density profile makes it reasonable to neglect

An here; on the other hand, some preliminary data from the ATC Tokamak indicate
e

fairly large values of An.; this would be expected for a peaked density
distribution). In the case shown in Fig. 13, the Ohmic heating power put into
the region inside the q = 1 surface is about 75 kW and about half of this could

be transported out by the disruption. These numbers are only rough estimates,

but they indicate that an appreciable fraction of the energy deposited in
the central core of the discharge could be transported out by the m = 0 internal
disruption.

The small m = 2 oscillations are observed at intermediate pressures and

relatively high values of toroidal field, and with profiles such that generally

the value of q at the center is greater than one. Figure 14(a) shows current,

voltage, mean electron density, and x-ray traces on a slow time sca1e, and

Fig. 14 (b) shows x-ray and Br-loop oscillations on a faster time scale.
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Fig. L4. Srnall m=2 oscillations:
(a) current, voltage, mean electron density, and

x-ray intensity versus time.
(b) Simultaneous m = 3 Bo-loop signals outside the

limiter, and m = 2 xYray oscillations inside.
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Profiles are shown in Fig. 15

7 43295

Fig. 15. Radial profiles for conditions of
srnall m = 2 oscillations: I- = 70 kA,
V^ = 3.6 V, &n,- = 12 cm, nl = :S kG, Po =
u (") sr""tr8f,*density andvtemperature"

from laser Thomson scattering;
(b) q(r) calculated from laser tempera-

ture Profile;
(c) rnean x-ray signal intensity versus

chord radius;
(d) m=2 x-ray oscillation amplitude

versus chord radius;
(e) x-ray oscillation phase with respect

to monitor versus radius of point of
tangency of line of observation'
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Compared with the discharge of Figs. 9 and l-0 (m = 1) the central temperature

is somewhat higher, the electron density somewhat lower', the temperature profile

broader, and q(0) is higher for the same total current. The x-ray osciLlations

trig. 14 (b) I were shown to have azimuthal symmetry number m = 2 and toroidal-

symmetry number n = 1 by relative phase measurements like those described for

the m = I oscillations. Simultaneous measurements on a set of BU pickup loops

show that magnetic field fluctuations outside the limiter were not m = 2 but

m = 3, presumably originating from the vicinity of the g = 3 surface. The

profile of the x-ray oscillations has qualitatively the form expected for the

m= 2 mode: an amplitude maximum at the center [FiS. 15(d)] wittr nodes on

either side, at which the phase changes by 1800 tFig. 15(e)1. The phase data

in Fig. 15 (e) slope slightly because the measurement was made by swinging the

angle of observation so that the point of tangency of the line-of-sight moves

0ul
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in azimuth as the chord radius increases. To compare with theory (FiS. L6),

polynominals are fitted to the line intensity data, Io and lrt for the "Dcil

and oscillating parts separately, and inverted to get local source intensities,
e ande

o 2

ors&acE[ErT { oF SHALL h t2 rtrStAEtltty

,",,,.,*l# o*,,ou",

.^,.,.-r /":," J'.u"_... "J6=7 1eo
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76. Comparison of m = 2 x-rdy oscillations withFig
theory.
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These source intensities are then used to get the displacement profile from

the measured oscill-ation intensity, | = er/2 (deo,/dr). Also shown is predicted

shape derived from the linear analysis of Furth, Rutherford, and Selbergl6
(dashed curves). Linear theory predicts a pole at the singular surface, which,

however, at finite amplitudes is smoothed out by island formation. The width

of the island is indicated in Fig. 16. At this point the concept of f, based on

the linear perturbations, breaks down.

The large m = 2 oscillations observed at high pressure and,/or low field
are accompanied by corresponding oscillations on external Br-loops, in the

electron density (microwave-interferometer signal), and on the diamagnetic loop.

In general, these oscillations precede a large-scale disruption accompanied by

sharp changes in average x-ray intensity, negative spikes in the loop voltage,
and even perturbations in the plasma current (figs. 17 and 18).

LARGE m=2 MODE AND NEGATIVE VOLTAGE SPIKES
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Fig. L7. Large m = 2 oscillations: examples of current

voltage, and x-ray intensity. Top, middle, and bottom pictures
differ only by slight adjustrnents in filling pressure,

16 
". 

P. Furth, P. H. Rutherford, and H. Selberg, Phqt, F.Luid's rc, 1054 (1973).
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LARGE m=2 CORRELATION OF
DIFFERENT DIAGNOSTICS

X.RAY
SIGNAL
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Fig. 18. Large m=2 oscil-lations,
showing correlation of x-ray and B^-loop
oscillitions, and the drop in averBge
x-ray signal preceding the negative
voltage spike.
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Fig. 1-9. Profile of x-ray intensity:
dots (.) represent peak intensity and
crosses (x) valley intensity just
before disruption; between the points
of phase change (r=4 cm, 8.5 crn) the
dots become minima and crosses
maxima. The top inset gives profiles
of T^, ro, and q. The bottom inset
illu5traEes truncated shape expected
due to isl-and structure. Bottom trace
of each oscill-oscope picture is a
monitor kep-! at fixed position
(looking through Lhe center).
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Figure 19 shows profites of line intensity of x-ray signal; the upper inset
shows corresponding profiles of efectron temperature and density and of q.

The dots and crosses show the x-ray intensity at the maximum and minimum of the

oscillation just before the disruption. The solid and dashed lines are

drawn through the epxerimental points. The crossover positions at r = 4 cm,

and 8.5 cm represent the points of phase reversal relative to a fixed monitor

that looked through the center (the monitor signal is the bottom trace in each

of the inset oscilloscope pictures). In the region between r = 6 and r = 8.5 cm,

the oscillations are truncated (show #0736 is a good example, or Fig. 17)

for a part of the oscillation period, as shown in the small inset, where the

fractional period cut off is plotted against radius. This distorted shape can

be explained qualitatively as an m = 2 mode with an island structure, as

shown schematically in Fig. 20. Figure 20(a) is a plot of flux surfaces
(rf = const) taken from Yoshikawa's17 "al-"ulation of MHD helical equilibrium
for a cylindrical current channel with an m = 2 perturbation. To make a

comparison with experiment, a source function ftrig. 20(b)] was assumed, of the

form:

e (U)

b+u

b

b (1 - l)/o .I7 4o4)

r/a < O.8

r/a > 0.8

u > 0,

rlr<o

u > 0,2

17 ,. yoshikawa , Pl'tq,s. Rzv. Le.tL, zl , 1772 (1971) '
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where { is voshikawa's function normalized to zero at the edge of the island.
Integrating along chords of observation gives the intensity patterns shown

in Fig. 20(c).
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Rotations of the pattern produces oscillations between the maximum and minimum

lines, with time shapes at different radii as shown" These calculations
qualitatively reproduce some of the features of the observed intensiLies shown

in Fig. 19. Further analysis is being carried out using the tearing mode

patterns of Furth, Rutherford, and Selbetg.16'18

4. Impurities

a. Radial Distribution of Z. Studies of the x-ray intensity in the

3-10 keV region have been used to try to determine the quantity and distribu-

tion of impurities in the ph"*..19 This radiation is mostly recombination,

and the intensity depends on the elements present, the states of ionization,

and the temperature. Attempts have been made both to calculate and to measure

the ionization states of iron.
The measurement of ionization state consists of an investigation of the

K -line shift of iror,.20 The shift results from a reduction in shielding of
CT

the nuclear charge as electrons are removed from the L-shell in the process

of ionization. Figure 21(a) shows a spectlm in the region 6.4 Eo 6.7 keV

obtained in a discharge with 1200 eV central electron temperature.
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The instrument used was a commercially available Bragg Spectrometer with

a LiF crystal, looking tangentially to the magnetic axis of the plasma. Its

resolution can be deduced from the neutral--iron Ko -line 
- 

also plotted in
Fig. 21 (a) 

- 
which was produced by fLuorescence from an x-ray tube. The

indicated classification of the "satell-ites" follows that of Lie and Etton.20

The figure shows that for ST conditions ionization takes place in the L-shefl'

which contains 2 to 5 electrons at Te = 1200 eV.

These measurements are compared with calculations balancing ionization

and recombination. The computations of Jorda.r21 indicate that dielectronic
-1'lrecombination is the dominant recombination process, with odi.l = lO -- to

-11 1
3.I0 " cm",/sec in the range of interest. The calculations, however, refer

to the solar coronai at the higher densities of the tokamak, diel-ectronic

recombination may be somewhat reduced. Recent cal-culations of Mertz , eL uI.,22

confirm this. On the other hand, in the tokamak, the lifetime of the ions is
important. Typical values of L/nor, where t is the appropriate particle

- -'11 -l',)confinement time, are in the range l0 '- to lO -o. Probably somewhat larger

va1ues should be used in a comparison with the recombination rate, because an

ion recombines in the outer, cooler plasma regions rather than at the wall.
In Fig. 2I(b) is plotted the relative population of various ionization states,

as calculated by Jordan.2l These calculations probably overemphasize the

population of helium- and lithium-like states, which have smaller dielectronic

recombination and are probably determined more by particle foss. The rel-ative

intensities of the Ko satell-ites can be determined from the concentrations,

if the excitation functions are known. Cal-culations by Cowan,23 b.".d ort
)a-

Gabriel's'= theoretical considerations, give Ka- spectra qualitatively very

similar to the observed ones. Perhaps quantitative agreement might be

established in the PLT Tokamak.

Knowing the charge state of the ions, we can calculate the emitted

recombination radiation and can compare x-ray and vacuum-UV determinations

of the amounts of impurities. The measurements agree within a factor of 2,

the x-rays tending towards somewhat higher concentrations than the vacuum UV.

20
T

A

R

A

N. Lie and R.

Jordan, M(tn.

(,

Nctt.

Elron,Phq.t. Rzv. A 3, 865 (r97r)

R. A,stn. Soc. r4B, r1 (1970) .
2I

22

23

L. Mertz, et a1., private communication.

D. Cowan, private communication'

H. Gabriet, Mon, Nctt. R. Artn. Soc. 160, 99 (L972)
.A
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Representative x-ray intensity data are shown in Fig. 22. Figure 22(a)

shows Thomson-scattering measurements of electron temperature and density

profiles taken at a time (70 msec) during the steady-state part of the discharge.

(a. )
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Fig. 22. X-ray and extreme UV in-
tensity profiles. (a)Electron tempera-
ture and density profiles. (b) Radiation
intensity versus chord radius. Crosses
(x) are measurea FiEy intensity at
tr=3.1 8; circles (o) are corresponding
calculated intensities of Z=1 brems-
strahlung normal-ized to central value
by a factor of 50. Solid line is
measured extreme UV intensity; dashed
line is calculated Z=I bremsstrahlung
(O-fS 8l normalized by a factor of 400.
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In Fig. 22(b) the crosses (x) show relative x-ray intensity (at tr = 3.1 A)

observed along chords at three different radii; the circles (o) are the

corresponding relative radiation intensities calculated from the temperature

and density profiles, assurning a uniform distribution of impurities. The

normalizing factor for absolute intensity at the center is 50 times the Z = L

bremsstrahlung intensity. Interpreted as recombination radiation, these data

g1e Z = 7) i therefore we conclude that the concentration of impurity is uniform

to within a factor of 2.

Evidence on impurity distribution afso comes from the x-ray osciLlation

measurements discussed above. The m = 1r D = I oscillations extend to about

r = 3 crTrr and according to MHD theory should be bounded by the q = 1 surface.

Assuming the loop voltage to be independent of radius and using Spitzer

conductivity, we find the value of 7 within the central 3 cm radius to be equal

to that for the whole aperture within an experimental error of t50e".
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Our x-ray intensity profiles are similar to those in the T-4 Tokamuk,25

which are attributed to impurity peaking in the center. This explanation does

not apply in the ST plasmas. The difference is that the T-4 temperature profile
(determined from x-ray measurements) is apparently much broader than the ST

profile (from Thomson scattering).

b. Extreme-UV Radiation. Some data have been taken with a new diagnostic

instrument designed to complement the x-ray and vacuum UV data with measurements in
the extreme UV range (5-20 8l.tt This instrument consists of a windowless version

of a commercially available sel-f-scanned array26 of128 silicon diodes, each measuring

- 0.0005 x 0.040 cm. This array is placed behind a slit designed for good space

resolution; a set of thin metal filters arranged on a wheel gives some crude

spectral resolution. Some further description of this instrument is given in
Ref.19.

Typical results are shown in Fig. 22(b) with the x-ray data taken for the

same run, after a fairly extensive opening of the ST machine. Vacuum UV

measurements for this particular discharge are not available, but past measure-

ments show that such a discharge has oxygen as its dominant impurity , - J-O%,

with smal-Ier amounts of iron, - O.2e" and molybdenum, - 0.34. The efectrical
behavior of the discharge and the electron temperature and density profiles show

the character expected for this type of discharge.

In Fig" 22(b) the solid line shows the measured spatial distribution of
the emission pJ-otted versus chord radius. The dashed line is cafculated as

follows: from the electron temperature and density profiles' the Z = L

bremsstrahlung intensity has been integrated from O-15 i, integrated along chord,

and plotted against chord radius. This has been normalized to the observed

intensity at the center by multiplying by a factor of 400.

The region of emission is extremely narrow, corresponding approximately

to the flat-topped region in the temperature profile. As discussed above, the

x-ray measurements (t < ). . a Rl indicate that this strong peaking cannot be

attributed to a concentration of high-Z material in the center. The possibility

'5 ,. A. Vershkov and S. V. Mirnov, Kurchatov Institute Atomic Energy Report
IAE-2298, (Moscow, L973)i also Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory MATT-TRANS-11-3 (1973)

26 RL L28A/L7 and RS-2C/L28A, Reticon Corp., Mountai-n View, California.
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that the signal is due to visible light from a reflection or incandescent

spot on the vacuum wall is excluded, because the entire signal was elj-minated

by inserting a 0.5 mm piece of polished calcium fl-ouride, which cuts out the

extreme UV and transmits the visible light over the entire region where t-he

d"iodes have any sensitivity to visible light.
The emission appears to be stronger and narrower than expected from

bremsstrahlung or recombination radiationr and therefore is most probably line

emission. If the observed radiation is line emission, the strong intensity
peaking can be explained by assuming that the radiation comes from ions that

are produced only at temperatures above about 1200 eV. A crude determination

of the energy of the emitted photons can be obtained from absorbing filters.

A 0.0013 cm Be filter attenuates the signal by a factor of 4, and a 0.0043 cm

AI fi]ter by a factor of 8. From Be and A1 transmission curves it can be con-

cluded that most of the racliation lies to the long-wavelength side of fZi. Of

the radiation transmitted by the Be filter, about hal-f must lie in the region of
U

the Al K absorption band from 4 to 8 A. The exact source of the radiation
tt

cannot be determined without better spectra] resolution, but there are lines

from the L-shell of Fe and from the M-shell of Ivlo in this spectral range.

In Figs. 23(a) and (b) are plotted, respectively, the diameter (full width

at half heiqht) and relative peak intensity of the emission versus time.

8

(a)

7 43642

Fig. 23. (a)Time variation
of full width at hal-f height of
extreme W signal from sil-icon
detector array. no filter; x
13 micron Be; o 4.3pA1; +
1200 eV contour. (b) Relative
peak intensities for same
conditions as for (a).
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It can be seen that at 30 msec the width is even l-ess than that shown in

Fig. 22(b) (t = 70 msec) and increases in time. The radiation first appears

at about the time when the center of the plasma reaches 1200 eV At first,

the profil-e width is about that of the I2OO eV contouri later it broadens with

time, but not as much as the 1200 eV contouri this might be expected if the

center intensity increases disproportionately because the increased temperature

in the center brings in more lines at shorter wavelength. The increase in

intensity with time is expected if the effective diameter of the radiating source

increases as the temperature increases. It is not consistent with a concentra-

ting of high-z impurities into the center.

A crude estimate of the power radiated in the O-15 :. region and of the

number density of the emitting species can be obtained as follows. From the

known sol-id angle of the slit, the peak observed emission intensity is approx-

imately O.45 W/cm2, i.e., 0.075 W,/cm3, using 5 cm as the diameter of the emitting

column. When absorption of the diode silica coating in the 1Z i region is taken

into account, and a correction is applied for the effect of scattering and x-ray

fluorescence, it is concluded that O.2 W/cm3 is a reasonable estimate for the
o

emission in the spectral region from 0 to 15 A.

Using this value of radiated power ('- 0.2 W/cm3) and assuming a highly

allowed An = I transition (the II.g i fi.,. of Fe Xxff, for example), the number

densJ-ty of the emitting species is calculated to be - 2 x 1011 .*-3 ( - Ie" of

electron density). In view of the crudeness of the estimate, this is in reasonable

agreement with the vacuum-Uv and x-ray measurements.

Further development of the silicon diode technigue, coupled with crystal-

spectrometer measurements, can be expected to be very useful in analyzing the

radiation in this important extreme UV region.
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MATT_1022
Hinnov

Theinterpretationoftheplasmabehaviorinthevarious
devices of controlled-thermonuclear-reactions research, of which the
tokamak is a particularly interesting example, has been vitally dependent

on quantitative atomic-physics data. Determination of plasma composition,
electrical- resistivity, radiative-energy losses, recycling rates (and

hence the confinement times) would be impossibl-e without the knowledge
of the energy levels and transition rates of various atoms. In the past,
the light elements, primarily H, He, o and c, about which reasonably
adequate data exist, have been of substantial importance' However, with
increasing plasma temperatures and confinement times, metallic elements
such as Fe, cr, Mo, w, and others are becoming increasingly prominent;
in many cases the necessary basic data are inadeguate or completely absent'
In this paper, we review the type of data and measurements that have been

useful in the past cTR research, and point out some of the areas ot t'e'/Lnn

inCOgnrtCt that will be of acute interest in the future.

*
Tr\ t

by J. Adam,
Plasma Loading and Wave Generation for ICRH in the ST Tokamak,

W. GettY, W. Hooke, J. Hosea, F. Jobes, R. Sinclair, and

H. Takahashi

Pfasmaloadingandwavegeneratj-onfortwooutofphasehalf-
turn loops operating at 25 MHz are being investigated on the sT Tokamak ^
at power levefs up to I Mw. The equivalent serils resistanc..RS ='rf/ttrt,
measured as a function of g = 6/6-. (r=0) and plasma densrty, rs
found to be in good agreement witfiathe predictions of the cylindricaf
theory. R^ values as high as several ohms are obtained at high densities

Jgr-vr-ng wave generation efficiencies well above 9O?. Loading near f,l = L and 2

i= uppuruntly independent of power level. Measurements of g- - al 20

Iocations about the torus reveal the predicted wave generati!fil U = O'

*I slow waves in the vicinity of 0 = 1, fi = -1 fast waves after the expected

onset (usuall-y CI : 1), and m = O, +1 fast waves for higher fl' Toroidal
eige.mode" .".o*pinied by large loading are detected for the fast waves

when the damPing lengths are long'

*presented at the Szccsnd ToytLctt,L Cctn(enznca- 0n RF ?La"tmct Hzating,
(Lubbock, Texas/ June 22-24, L974)

ID 3. MATT-1107 Mode Conversion and Harmonic Generation at the Upper
Hybrid Layer, by J. J. Schuss and J- C- Hosea

The Role of Atomic Physics j-n the Quest for CTR

A theoretical understanding of harmonic Aeneration at the upper
hybrid layer is important to the employment of this mechanism for poloidal
fiel-d measurements in tokamak plasmas.* We have formul-ated and numerically

IR. Cano, er al ., Sixth Eunoytzan Con(enoncL on Con'tlLoX.Lzd Fu'tic;n ctnd Pntt'tnct

Plnq,Siet (Moscow, 1973), vol. 1, P. 195-
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solved equations that predict the complete conversion of an extraordinary
wave into a Bernstein wave at this layer; the backward Bernstein mode is
absorbed in the vicinity of the cyclotron layer. [fhis absorption offers
a method of electron heating in toroidal plasma.l This sol-ution predicts
the backward harmonics and power jrevel found experimentally, which were
not predicted by previous theory.- This solution also possibly explains the
local harmonic signal observations of the French experiment.'

2t. Fidone, et al. , Phq,s. FLwLd's M, 737 (1971).

3*. Cano, et a1., EUR-CEA-FC-613 (France, Sept. , I}TI).
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II. TOROIDAL DEVICE FABRICATION AND DESIGN STUDIES

A. Princeton Large Torus (PLT) Fabrication

A detailed consideration of the PLT fabrication program is to be

found in the section of this report concerned with engineering. Here we

report only on some highlights.
As the year began, we had arrived at a stage of fabrication where, for

the first time, some preassembly of components was underway. A major

accomplishment, earJ-y in the year, was the comptetion of all toroidal field

coils, on tj-me and on cost. A second important event was that the OH

Rectifier/Switch system met all specifications during full power tests at the

factory.
The initial assembly of the substructure and structure at C-site was

begun three weeks later than the schedule date, which had been set almost

two years earlier. Of the three weeks, two were due to fabrication delays

and one was to allow for some last-minute experiments on the ST Tokamak.

The disassembly of the ST and initial PLT site preparation went smoothly,

but an additional two weeks' delay developed when some problems developed

at final assembly of the structure.
An intensive program directed toward recovering schedule resulted in

the beginning of TF coil power tests (in final toroidal configuration) only

one week behind the original schedule. These tests showed the coils to be

thermally satisfactory, but also showed deflections under load to be several

times the calculated values. It was not clear whether these increased

deflections could have serious consequences, but it seemed prudent to make

extensive further measurements before concluding power tests at year end.

The year also saw the successful completion of a one-meter diameter,

hard-vacuum sealed, high-alumina ceramic break for use in the PLT vacuum

vessel. Nothing even approaching this size has ever been done before any-

where in the world. The vacuum vessel itself was completed, assembl-ed into

a torus, and demonstrated to be mass-spectrometer leak-detector tight.

This complete system was delivered to the assembly site just before the end

of the year.

During the year both the OH and SF power supply systems were delivered

by their manufacturers and installed at PPPL by the install-ation contractor-

At year end, final acceptance tests were underway on both systems.
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A major disappointment was the failure to obtain a satisfactory

casting for the PLT center column. Repeated efforts to salvage the casting

were unsuccessful, leading finally to abandoning this approach. ft was

consequently necessary to design and construct, on a crash basis, a

temporary column which was used during rf coil power tests and which will

be used to provide the required pre-load on the OH and SF windings at

assembly and for first operation of the machine. A new demountable.permanent

center column is now in the design stages. It will be installed upon

completion fate in 1975.

During the year (October) approval was received to begin work on the

power supplies for neutral beam injection in PLT. These are to permit injection

of up to one megawatt of 4O-keV neutrals from each of four guns operating

simultaneously. The system is scheduled for final operation in October of

L976, but may be accelerated.

Finally, considerable effort has gone into the planning and initial

fabrication of a great variety of diagnostic instrumentation. The goal is

to have virtually all standard diagnostics ready to 9o at the time the machine

assembly is complete. Some of these are relatively simple, but others, such

as a Thomson-scattering laser system that gives a temperature profile in one

shot, are sophisticated advances in the state of the art'

Our current expectations are that first plasmas will be available in the

fall of L975.
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B. Poloidal- Divertor Experiment (PDX) Fabrication

The PDX proposal, Special Report 74/2, was approved in June 1974.

Presently the device is scheduled for operation in October L977 with a

total fabrication cost including escalation and contingency of 17.3 ni1-

lion dollars. The status of PDX engineering is given under major projects'

in the Engineering and Development section of this report.

The fundamental objective of the PDX device is to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of poloidal divertors, magnetic lirniters and other techniques

for controlling irnpurities in large high-ternperature coLlisionless tokamaks.

PDX has been designed with a large degree of experimental flexibility that

will allow several poloidal divertor configurations, plasma startup se-

quences and plasma cross-sections to be easily investigated.

Assuming that the PDX divertor experiments are'successful, PDX will
provide a unique toroidal plasma which can be used to:

(1) Determine confinement scaling versus collisi.onality using

divertor control of the effective Z and neutral beam con-

trol of Plasma temPerature.

(2) optirnize the plasma cross-section under conditions of

relatively "f1at" current distributions which are pro-

duced using magnetic lirniter control of the skin effect

and divertor control of neutrals and impurities.
(3) Study the effects of two-component plasmas in a neutral-

free environment.

A key feature of the PDX device (Fig. 1) is the demountable toroidal coil
system, which all-ow the internal divertor coils and vacuum vessel to be

assembled as a sub-unit, and then allows the toroidal field (TF) coil
system to be assembled around this sub-unit, using the TF coil-joint
clamp.
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753247
Fig. 1. Isometric View of the PDX device.

This assembly technique allows simultaneous fabrication of the

toroidal and poloidal coil- systems, resulting in a shorter total fabrica-
tion time than that achi-eved using the PLT poloidal coil fabrication
technique. Other features of PDX are an air-core ohmic heating trans-
former, internal divertor coils, and a bakable vacuum liner with
titanium gettering in the divertor burial chamber. The torque frame

structure is 15 feet high and 26 feet in diameter. The vacuum vessel

volume is 3.7xLO7 cm3, which is five times the volume of the PLT vacuum

vessel.

The overall size of PDX was chosen to make maximal use of the

existing pourer supplies at PPPL. A11 of the l-arge motor generator

sets will be required for the TF and DF systems. Also, the PLT OH

and vertical field por{rer supplies will be used for the corresponding

fields on PDX. PDX will be located in the high-bay area now occupied

by ATC and rM-l.
The basic parameters of PDX are summatized in Table I. Neutral

beam heatine (2-4 MW) will be provided, using the PLT high-voltage

1-
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power supplies, thereby allowing the plasma temperature to increase into
the 2-4 keV range, according to estimates using the "6-regime'r tokamak

transport computer code.

TABLE I

PDX Parameters

Pl-asma

minor radius a

maJor radius R

toroidal field BT(R)

plasma current IO(O = 3.6)

plasma temperature* (Ti = T.

ohmic heating

1 MW auxiliary heating

plirsna densi,ty, n"

corrfinement time* (tO an)

* estimated from transport code

(6-regirnr: model) .

Heating

Ohtnic heating
nerrtral- beam

Diverted

47 cm

145 cn

24 kc

500 kA

Undi.verted

57 cn

145 cn

24 kc

700 kA

)

1-2 keV

2-4 keY

4-8 x 1013

0.3 sec

-3
cm

0.3 MI.I

4.0 MI^l G 0. 3 sec
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The present poloidal-coil system is shown in Figure 2, for the standard

5oo kA plasma current r r,' Eq Et Et

t,a

:
9
E

o6 08 7 5327 8
RAOIUS {TETENSI

Fig. 2. The PDX poloidal coil- system.

This design is substdntially irnproved over the initially proposed PDX

design, with regard to both physics and engineering requirements. The

divertor field (DF) coils are driven by two of the large generators

and provide the basic four-l-obe divertor field structure. The equilibrium
field (EF) is driven by a prograrmed power supply and provides the vertical
field required for plasma equilibrium. A doubl-e-inside divertor, with a

"D" shaped plasmar can be produced by simply increasing the EF current
above the value used in Fig. 2, while a double-outside divertor, with
an "inverse D" shaped plasma, is produced by decreasing the EF coil current.
The plasrna discharge is initiated at a major radius of 1.15 meters by

causing a hexapole nul1 in the poloidal field to form transiently at this
point, array from material wa11s or lirniters, using the pulsed nul1-fie1d
(NF) coil system, As the plasma current increases, the compression field
(CF) coil current is increased, to provide the proper shape for the vertical
field and hence the plasma, as the plasrna moves from R + 1.15 meters to
1.45 meters. This start-up sequence maintains a very nearly linear rel-ation-
ship between the plasma current and plasma cross-sectional area inside the

divertor separatrix, thereby providing a linear expanding magnetic liniter
suitable to suppress the skin effect. During thls start-up phase the
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plasma has a 'rD" shaped cross-section, and the divertor separatrices of
the double-inside divertor pass comfortably through the divertor throats.
Standard round plasmas with currents up to 700 kA can be generated simply

by not energizing the DF, CF and NF coil systens. The present ohuric heating

system is capable of inducing 900 kA p1-asmas (Z = 1), lasting for longer
than 0,5 sec with a risetime of 30 msec.

The present divertor field design has a 10-15 cm wide divertor scrape-

off entering the divertor burial chamber. This will all-ow the fornation of
a shielding divertor! on the basis of either the usual plasna particle loss
or by means of external plasma sources.

The divertor baffle structures are still being designed but will
probably be nade from titanium sheets, since tests at PPPL indicated no

flaking of titanium filns that were evaporated onto titanium plates. Also,
measurements of the stickl-ng probabil-ities of room-temperature molecular

and atomic hydrogen on titanium films indicated sticking probabilities for
nolecular hydrogen of 52, while atomie hydrogen had a sticking probability
of at least 20%. An experiment is being designed to investigate the

pumping speed of a model divertor chamber that is fed with warur (20 eV)

hydrogen plasma. This test should give us a reliable estimate for the

pumping speeds of the PDX divertor.
Studies of vacuum surfaces are an important part of PDX operations.

Presently we are studying the sputtering of various wal1 materials. Theoret-

ical studies of plasma behavior in a divertor tokamak using the computer

code are described in the theory section, along with studies of the MHD

equilibrium and stability of PDX plasmas.
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(- T\d^-f'6mndnanl Torrre (TCT) Cnncantrr: I l-laqi an

At the beginning of I974, PPPL and Westinghouse Electric Corporation

undertook a joint conceptual design study for a tokamak fusion test reactor
(TFTR), based on the two-component-torus (TCT) principle. By JuLy 1974, a

preliminary conceptual- design of the TCT device was in handl (fig. 1).
This design was selected by the Atomic Energy Commission for submission as

a proposal for a TFTR device, to be constructed at PPPL.

120 kev D

80 kev D

INJ ECTION,

THEN COMPRESSION

r&.re 3-! Iri'errr.

7 43494

Fig. 1. Pre-
liminary conceptual
design of TFTR.

75 3030

Fig. 2. Typical
operating scenarios
of TFTR.

!g,ti

;
r-roiorDAL vAcuu(

3-roaotDAL fiato (ot[9
t-oHffr( HlarN6 frElo co[
5-fauroarrur FrarD co,r
6,Otvrcl rorouE fRAta

The device parameters of the JuIy 1974 conceptual design are given in
Table I. Some typical operating scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 2.

MAJON

Te = 0,9 kev Tr=4.7 leV Te' 6O keV

R
(o)

c. t.2

AXIS

VACUUM VESSEL

Te = 0,9 kev

R

FORMATION

LIMITER 80keV D

Te = 3.5 kev

80keV D

PREHEAT

l50keV D

Te = 6.0 kev

150 keV D

BREAK -EVEN
E XPT

(b)

c. t.5

1-Two Component Torus Joint Conceptual Design Study, Plasma Physics Laboratory
and Westinghouse ELectric Company, July 1974.

I.O MA
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In initial operation, the TCT is envisaged as a device for investigating
the physics of large "hydrogen" plasmas. After attainment of the desired

plasma objective" (T" > 5 keV, D.E t l-013cm-3="") the TCT is to be

operated with tritium plasmas and injected deuteron beams, giving approxi-

mate energy break-even (in terms of fusion power relative to injected power),

and generating alpha-particle densities comparable to those in standard

tokamak fusion reactor designs (i.e., a few tenths of a watt p"t .*3). The

relatively high fusion power density and low n'r"-reeuirement for break-even

are obtained by virtue of the two-component principLe.2 Extensive recent

work on the theory of the TCT is reviewed in Section IIIB of the present

report.
During the second half of 1974, the TCT conceptual design was refined.3

While the basic parameter objectives and design features of the July study

were maintained, a number of improvements and simplifications were intro-
duced, and more detailed designs and cost estimates were prepared. In
particular, the generator facility was redesigned to increase its versatility.
The December study concludes that the physical size of the device should

be reduced somewhat in order to effect necessary economies, and that this
could be done by a rearrangement of the TCT coil- systems. Further design

refinements, incorporating this idea are currently in progress.

2-J. M. Dawson, H. P. Furth and F. H. Tenney, Phq.t. Rzv. La-tL,26, 1156 (1971)

3'Two Component Torus Joint Conceptual Design Study, Plasma Physics

Laboratory and Westinghouse Efectric Company, Addendum 1, December I974
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TABLE 1.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
TCT RNFERENCE DESIGN

VACUUIVI VESSEL
Inner Minor Radius
Major Radius
Material
Construction

TOROIDAL FIELD COILS
Number
Construction and tYPe

Inner Bore
Maximum Field (at inner bore)
Coil Current
Flattop Time at Maximum Field
Stored Energy

OHMIC HEATING COILS
Type
OH System Fl-ux Swing CaPacitY
Plasma Current CaPabilitY
Plasma Current Rise
Plasma Current Duration
PrimarY Current: for 1.0 MA Plasma

for 2.5 MA Plasnta
Primary Induct:d Voltage Capability
Stored Energy

EQUILIBRIUM FIELD COILS
Type
Flattop CapabilitY
Coil Current: for 1-0 MA Plasma

for 2.5 MA Plasma

NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION SYSTEMS

Number
Plasma Heating Injectors
Total Plasma Heating Beam Current
Fusion Reaction Injectors
Total Fusion Reaction Beam Current

POWER SUPPLIES
Capabil-ity of Stored Energy Source
Total- Energy Storage CaPabilitY
Peak UtiIitY Power Demand

1.2 m

2.8 m

AISI 305 SS

Bellows, Ring-stiffened shell-s

20
Inconel-sti ffened,
cooled copper
3.2 m

107
71 kA
1 sec
1548 MJ

water

Water-cooled coPPer,
13. 8 vol-t-seconds
2.5 MA

50 msec
0.5 sec
14.2 kA
27.5 kA
115.7 kV
39.8 MJ

Water-cooled coPPer
0.5 sec
15.0 kA
2r-2 kA

6-80 kV Systems
5l_0 A, Do

2-150 kV Systems
72 A, Do

540 MW

3.40 MJ
30 MW

aar core
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III. THEORY

A. Introduction

The past year was characterized by the unusually large fraction of the

theoretical division's effort that was devoted to the interpretation of
results from the major experiments, and to problems arising in the conceptual

design of future devices. Thus, most of the MHD group were involved in

detailed equilibrium and stability computations in connection with the PDX

device, and our code development program in this area progressed weLl. The

low-frequency microinstability work had many points of contact with results
from FM-I. In addition, a substantial analysis of possible high-frequency

velocity-space microinstabilities in the TCT was completed. In rf heating

theory, attention was focused on the interpretation of the resuLts from the

ICRH experiment on ST, and on a calculation of parametric threshoLds for

lower-hybrid heating, as is proposed for ATC. In particle-code simulation,

initial results were obtained for cross-field transport in a toroidal
geometry, and for transport from low-frequency microinstabilities.

This report has been divided into four sections: Equilibrium,

tability, and Transport; P1asma Heating; Computer Simulation - Particle
and Fluids; and Theoretical Research under the Air Force Contract.

B. Equilibrium, Stability, and Transport

1. MHD Analytic Theory

Several analytical studies have considered the effects of noncircular

cross-sections on the maqnetohydrodynamic stability of a toroidal plasma.

In connection with a 1arge, ongoing computational program, these cafculations

should be useful- in understanding the stability of complex configurations

l-ike the PDX experiment, and in prescribing the most favorable cross-section

for plasma confinement. The Mercier criterion for ideal MHD interchanges

was evaluated for a large-aspect-ratio, uniform-current tokamak with arbitrary

ellipticity and small triangular distortion, taking account of the geometry

of the vacuum region (Abstract III B 1). This work supported the conclusion

that small triangular distortions can stabilize such a configuration. The

ideal m - 1 internal kink mode was found to be stable only for q > I on the

axis in a tokamak with small ellipticity (Abstract III B 2), and the growth
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rate in the elliptical case was found to greatly exceed that for a cir-

cular cross section. The stabilizing infLuence of favorable toroidal curva-

ture on this mode in a circular tokamak would thus be negligible in an el-

liptic tokamak. A straight plasma column with a rectangular free boundary

was found to be stable to infinitely long (k = 0) rigid displacements

(Abstract III B 3). However, a displacement with a smalL m = 3 perturba-

tion led to instability. An extensive study of resistive MHD modes in an

arbitrary shaped torus led to a better understanding of the relations among

the ideal interchange, the resistive intercharge, the tearing mode, and a

new modified tearing mode (Abstract III B 4). Sufficiently favorable

average curvature was found to stabilize all of these modes. The criteria

obtained in this work were incorporated into the computational program

(Abstract III D 13). Another analytical work closely related to the

computational program (Abstract III B 5) used a Lagrangian technique'

and a naturaL coordinate system, to study the ideal MHD stability of a

straight, elliptical plasma column with uniform current and mass densities.

Coupling between kink modes and Alfv6n waves was found to be destabilizing-

2. Microinstability
The work on low-frequency microinstabilities was primarily focused on

the linear theory of the dissipative trapped-electron modes and on the non-

linear evolution of the dissipative trapped-ion instability. For the dis-

sipative trapped-electron modes a detailed analysis of the mode structure

along the field lines indicated the existence of a class of "ballooning"

modes in the case of weak shear (Abstract III B 6). The effects of finite-B

on the trapped-electron instabilities was also determined (Abstract III B 7),

and it was found that the coupling to a1fv6n waves leads to significant

stabilizing effects at sufficiently short perpendicular wavelengths- For

the dissipative trapped-ion mode the nonlinear evofution of the instabil-

ity was investigated both analytically (Abstract III B 8) and numerically

(Abstract III B 9). The basic saturation proeess studied here was the non-

linear transfer of energy from the long-wavelength instabilities to short

wavelengths, where ion bounce resonance damping dominates. A different

nonlinear mechanism arisi-ng from anomalous velocity-space scattering was

also considered (Abstract III B 10) and found to aid in stabilizing the
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longer wavelength modes. Except for the finite-B analysis, conclusions of
much of the above work, together with a discussion of the effects of shear

on the dissipative trapped-electron mode, were summarized in an IAEA Tokyo

paper (Abstract III B 11).

3. Two-Component Tokamak

The stability of two-energy-component plasmas to velocity-space modes

and finite-medium modes has been examined in detail (Abstract IlI B 12-15).

For tangential or isotropic injection and for injection speeds less than the

Alfv6n speed, al-l velocity-space modes are stable, with the possj-ble exception
of weak loss-cone modes in the case of a plasma with Z.r, >> I (Abstract III-B
L2-I4). The only beam-driven finite-medium instability occurs in the ion
branch of the shear-A1fv6n wave. This mode arises because of resonances of
the A1fv6n frequency with harmonics of the beam-ion VB drift freqrrency (Abstract

IfI B 12, 14, 15), and would result in a flattening of the beam profile near

the magnetic axis.
Finite ion temperature can significantly increase the fusion gain of

two-component plasmas, because of energy dispersion and changes in fast-ion
drag and beam-plasma reactivity (Abstract III B 15). A Fokker-Planck code

has been used to follow the energy dispersion and pitch-angle scattering
of beam-injected ions during a slow-radius compression of the tokamak plasma,

and the resultant fusion energy gains have been compared with analytic calcu-
lations (see Abstract ffl D 2I). The operation of a two-component plasma in
which the suprathermal- component is produced by harmonic ion-cyclotron
resonant heating was investigated, and the performance found to be less favor-
able than that of the beam-injected scheme (Abstract III B 17).

A pulsed tokamak reactor was considered in which a fractional-sized
plasma core is heated to ignition by means of injected beams and major-radius
compression, while the buLk of the cold plasma is ignited by means of a pro-
pagating thermonuclear burn. For large plasmas, fusion energy gains much

greater than 10 can be achieved with pulse times - 5 seconds (Abstract lfI B 18) .

4. Transport

Certain aspects of neoclassicaL transport theory were further extended.

For an axisymmetric tokamak it is well known that poloidal rotation decays
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rather rapidly, especially in the more collisionless regimes, but that

toroidal rotation decays much more slowly. With a small non axisYmmetry, such

as a field ripple, it was shown that toroidal rotation also decays rapidly.

(Abstract III B 19). Small non axisymmetries of the kink-mode type, with

amplitudes similar to those commonly observed, were shown to lead to signifi-

cant superbanana-type diffusion in the collisionless regimes typical of

future experiments (Abstract III B 20). In connection with impurity dif-

fusion in tokamaks, the neoclassical theory was completed with a detailed

treatment for the Pfirsch-schluter regime (Abstract III B 21).

The anomalous transport observed in the computer experiments of Okuda

and Dawson (particle simulation) has motivated a re-examination of the basic

theory of fluctuations and transport in magnetized plasma (Abstract III

B 22, 23). Thus far this investigation has been confined to the regime of

very strong fields where the low-frequency (o < v) long wavelengths

(k-rp,< 1) hydrodynamic fluctuations dominate the transport because of their

long autocorrel-ation time. It is found that the usual hydrodynamic description

(where the transport coefficients are local in space and tine) must give way

to a general non-Markovian one (where the transport coefficients are nonlocal

in space and time). In this non-Markovian description the hydrodynamic

fluctuations themselves contribute to the transport coefficients determining

their regression.
For example, the anomalous ion-shear viscosity p has been studied from

the point of view of the Generalized Langevin Equation. In the renormalized

bilinear mode-coupling approximation of this theory, the result is

(i'" ts + zu tl) L/2
p (k, s) 2(s+2pk

The result is essentially the same^ as those obtained from the simpler Landau-

placzek method and is in excellent quantitative agreement with the particle

diffusion coefficient and mode autocorrefation function as given by Okuda

and Dawson. Because of the long lifetime of the hydrodynamic modes, it is

predicted that the momentum flux autocorrelation function decays ." t-I-

These long-time taifs have been observed in the computer experiments. The

<u2rrtz nn)t/' e+n2 . /u|,"r-t"
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heat conduction mode has been treated in a similar fashion. We are now able

to extend the theory to weaker magnetic fields and hence to regimes where other

classes of fluctuations (hybrid waves, drift waves, etc.) may dominate the

transport.
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rIIB 1. MATT-1063 Localized Magnetohyd.rodynamic Instabilities in Tokamaks
with Noncircular Cross Sections by J. L. Johnsorr, K. E. Weimer, E. A. Frieman

Evaluation of the Mercier stability criterion indicates that
localized modes should impose few constraints on the possibility of using
tokamaks with noncircular cross sections. The importance of the details
of the geometry in the vacuum region is noted.

IIIB 2. MATT-1059 fnternal Kink Mode in a Diffuse Pinch with a Noncircular
Cross Section, by Guy Laval

It is shown that the internal kink mode is no longer
marginally stable within the kink mode order in a plasma with non-
circular cross section. For a step current density with a small ellip-
ticity, the internal kink mode becomes unstable as soon as the rotational
transform exceeds 2n close to the magnetic axis.

IIIB 3. MATT-I063 Infinite Wavelength Kink InstabiLities in Uniform Current
Cylindrical Plasmas with Rectangular Cross Sectionr* by M. D. Rosen

The magnetohydrodynamic stability of a free-boundary straight
plasma column with a slightly elongated rectangular cross section,
carrying a uniform axial current, is investigated analytica11y. Axisymmetric
modes (n = 0) , for which the circular cross section case is marginally stabfe
(m = 1) are considered. Stability is found for a rigid vertical displacement,
in good agreement with numerical results. However, a vertical displacement with
a small additional m = 3 like perturbation, localized near the plasma surface,
Ieads 'to instability.

* Atso presented at the SixteentL Annua.[- Mze,ting o,[ the AmwLcan ?l+q,sica,L
SoaLe,tq , L97 4.

IIIB 4. MATT-1068 Resistive Instabilities in General Toroidal Plasma
Configurations, by A. H. Glasser, J. M. Greene, and J. L. Johnson

Previous work on resistive instabilities is extended to

N.B. Thz Sixtzzn-th Annua.L PLa.tma Phq,sic's Meoting od tl,tz Amenicctn Phqrieal
SocLe,tq was held in Albuquerque, N. M., from October 28-31 , L974.
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finite-B systems. Let
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A = qrrx'r-xrv,,r , 6 ji.ircz i !, x, r, and J are the toroidal and
poloidal magnetic field and current fluxes, primes denote derivatives
with respect to the volume V, and brackets denote field line averages.
The ideal MHD interchange is stable if D+H-L/A<O. The resistive inter-
change is stable if o+n2.0. Relations to the tearing mode and a new
overstable mode are established.

IIIB 5. Kink Instabilities in Low Pressure Uniform
Axial Current cal Plasmas w rh El c Cross Sectionsr*by
R. L. Dewar, R. C. Grimm and J. L. ,fohnson

The desire for axisymmetric tokamak configurations with higher B

and stronger ohmic heating currents at a fixed rotational transform, together
with the observation that non-circular plasma cross sections may alleviate
trapped particle instabilities, has motivated interest in configurations
with non-circul-ar cross sections. Detailed study of the magnetohydro-
dynamic stability of systems with realistic current and density profiles
is not analytically tractable. For this reason we are developing a com-
putational program to study the nature of the most unstable modes in such
devices. It is essential that the development of the program be coordinated
with analytic work on tractable special cases, where the analytic work can
provide an indication of the accuracy of the numerical program. Analytic
studies of such special cases are also useful because they produce insight
into the physical mechanisms at work in the system. In the spirit of the
above remarks we have investigated the magnetohydrodynamic stability of a
straight plasma column with elliptic cross section, carrying a uniform
axial current, by extremizing the Lagrangian of the system using a natural
coordinate system based on the magnetic field lines. Stability criteria
and eigenfrequencies are derived analytically for systems with uniform
mass density inside the plasma. It is shown that coupling between kink
modes and Alfven waves, prod.uced by noncircularity, is a destabilizing
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effect. A technique for solving the problem numerically is also discussed
and used to demonstrate the effect of a spatially varying plasma density
on the growth rate.

* Suytpl-ement to the Au,sttta.(ian Phq,sLc,Ltt, rc ns74)

IIIB 6.
Tang, P

Mode Structure of the Tr -Electron Instabili * by I{. 14

H. Rutherford, E. A. Frieman, and C. S. Liu

The mode structure of the dissipative trapped electron instability
along the magnetic field l-ines is analyzed, and the effectiveness of shear
stabilization is examined within this new framework. In the weak shear linit
the eigenmode equation to lowest order has the same form as the integral
equation encountered in the trapped-ion mode problem. A variational procedure
yields the solution for the orbit averaged potential which maximizes the
growth rate of the instability. To satisfy the requirement that the potential
and its derivative be continuous, we include the ion sound term and solve
the resultant differential equation as a boundary layer problem in the
region of the field maximum, where the lowest order solution breaks down.
For a step magnetic field this weak shear problem can be solved exactly
without recourse to the above perturbation formalism. Modifications of
these results when the shear increases are determined.

*Bu,U.. l,n. Pl+ry. Soc. 19, 866 (Ig74); also presented at the Sixtze-ntl+ Annul-
Mee,ting o( the- AmwLcan Phqtica,L Socie,tq, (Ls74).

IIIB 7. Trapped-Particle Instabilities in Finite-B Tokamaks,* by P. H.
Rutherford, C. S. Liu, W. M. Tang, and M. N. Rosenbluth

Since B, the ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure,
generally exceeds the electron-ion mass ratio, m/M, in tokamaks, the coupling
between the A1fv6n and low frequency electrostatic modes can lead to signif-
icant effects. These electromagnetic modifications, which are usually ignored
in dealing with trapped-particle instabil-ities, are taken into account in
our analysis. In the trapped-electron regime, it is found that such effects
are stabilizing for both the well-known temperature gradient driven collisional
instability as weII as for a universal (finite ion Larmor radius) type dis-
sipative mode. The effect of shear is also treated within this context and
stability criteria obtained. In ad.dition, a new poloidal A1fv6n mode associated
with the presence of trapped ions is found and its properties analyzed. Non-
linear effects of these modes on plasma diffusion are calculated using energy-
momentum conservation and the maximum bound on the available free energy.

* Bu,U-. Am. Phut. Soc. L9,866 (L974); also presented at the Sixtoenth Annua.t
Meeting o( the- AmenLca.n Phq,sica.L Soc,Le,tq, (rs74,
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IIIB 8. MATT-1096 Nonlinear Saturation of the Trapped-Ion Mode' by
P. H. Rutherford, R. E. LaQuey, S. M. Mahajan, and W. M. Tang

A nonlinear model of the collisional trapped-ion mode in tokamak
geometry is presented, in which the energy in long wavelength instabilities
is transferred to short wavelength modes which are then damped by ion bounce
resonances. Near marginal stability, the saturation of a single unstable
Fourier mode is computed. Far from marginal stability, steady-state non-
linear solitary waves containing many Fourier modes are found. Particle
transport is computed in both cases.

IIIB 9. Nonlinear Evolution of the Turbufence Arising from the Trapped-
fon Instability, * by R. V. Lovelace and W. M. Tang

The nonlinear evofution of plasma density fluctuations arising
from the trapped-ion instability is analyzed with a model based on continuity
equations for trapped ions and electrons and a quasi-neutrality condition
(a similar model was first proposed by Kadomtsev and. Pogutse). For typical
frequencies, Re (ur) = k--v*, much less than the electron trapping rate we

find., Y

a2N AN

2 (1)
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ar-YN='L
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where N is the fractional ion density fluctuation- in a reference frame moving
in the y direction with speed v*i Y = Y (k,,) is the linear growth,/damping
rate including Landau damping; * and B are'constants; and the coordinates
(x, y) , (r,",r0). The time evolution of N has been followed over long
periods (>y f by numerical integration of (1). A valuable cheEk on the
numerical solutions is provided by an "energy equation'r for <N-> which
is derived from (l). For cases where the B term is negligible a class
of analytic 2D solutions of (1) have been found and these are compared with
the appropriate numerical solutions-

Am. Phry. Soc. L9, 867 (1974)

IIIB 10. Ion Cyclotron Instabil ity Resul-tinq From Ion-Trapped Particle
Mode,* by M. N. Rosenbluth and H. L. Berk

The trapped-ion mode results essentially in an interchange of
trapped ions, while untrapped ions and electrons remain Maxweffian. The
deviation of the trapped-ion distribution from Max,vellian will give rise
to an anisotropic velocity space distribution that can cause instability
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at the ion cyclotron frequency and its harmonics. These oscillations in
turn can limit the amplitude of the low-frequency trapped-ion instability
by causing an enhanced rate of scattering of the trapped ions to passing
orbits. As a result, in some ci-rcumstances, the nonlinear radial diffusion
due to the trapped-ion mode can be lowered from that predicted by assuming
that the local density gradient needs to be destroyed.

ng on TIqeon-e,LLca,L A,sytec-t's 06 CTR, (Sherwood
Meeting) Berke1ey, Calif., April 3-5, L974.

IIIB lI. MATT-1075 Stability Theory of Dissipative T -Electron
and Trapped.-Ion Modes, by P. H. Rutherford, W. Horton, Jr., D. W. Ross,

Frieman, R. E. LaQuey, R. V. Lovelace, S. MW. M. Tang, H. L. Berk, E. A.
Mahajan, and M. N. Rosenbluth

This paper treats topics in the linear theory of dissipative
trapped-electron instabilities, and in the nonlinear theory of the
dissipative trapped-ion instabilities. Stability criteria are obtained
for dissipative trapped-electron modes in a tokanak-type magnetic field
with shear. In the important case where the mode is driven by the electron
temperature gradient, and neglecting "balIooning" effects, shear is found to
stabilize the mode if typicalLy r^/L- > 0.1 (r/2R)'/" d.Lnr^/dg,nn, a condition
that can be attained. With weak 'sbeEr, it is shown, howevEr, that the mode-
structure along the field can exhibit substantial "ballooning." The dis-
sipative trapped-ion mode, which is not shear-stabilized, is considered
in its non-linear regime. Including nonlinear E x B motions, exact station-
ary trapped-ion-mode solitary-wave solutions are found, in which the wave
energy in longer azimuttral wavelengths passes to shorter-wavelength com-
ponents that are strongly damped by ion bounce, resonancesi the amplitudes
are sufficiently reduced that a diffusion lower than Kadomtsevrs is in-
dicated. As a second nonlinear mechanism, anomalous velocity-space scat-
tering due to the development of an unstable loss-cone type ion distribution
function is considered; this mechanism raises the effective ion collision
frequency and increases the stability of the longer azj-muthal-wavelength
modes.

IIIB 12. MATT=1088 Two-Enerqv-Component Toroidal Fusion Devices, by
R. M. Kulsrud, H. L. Berk, H.
Rosenbluth, P. H. Rutherford,
Mirin, M. E. Rensink, and C.

Furth, D. L. Jassby, C. S. Liu, M.
H. Tenney, T. Johnson, J. Killeen,

Horton, Jr.

P.
F.

N.
A.A

w

Injection of a superthermal ion component into a toroidal plasma can
raise the fusion power density to levels considerably higher than those
attainable in ordinary one-component plasmas. As a result, energy break'even
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in D-T can be attained in bulk plasmas with nt-values as low as 1013cm-3="",
at temperatures of -5 keV. The optimal energy of the superthermal ion com-
ponent is in the range 100 - 200 keV; injection-energy requirements can be
reduced by adiabatic compression prior to or during the reaction phase. The
appropriate ratio t of fast-ion pressure to bulk-plasma pressure is about 0.5.
fhe stability of two-component tokamak plasmas has been examined, and is found
to be favorable for parameters of practical interest.

Stabili tv of an Ion Beam to Veloci ty Space Instabilities, * byIIIB 13.
P. H. Rutherford, M. N. Rosenbluth, H. L. Berk, N. R. Sauthoff and C- S- Lr_u

The steady state distribution of an ion beam injected nearly parallel
to the magnetic field and slowing down in a background plasma has been in-
vestigated for possible velocity space instabilities. The beam is a sma1l
fraction of the overall plasma density, and hence, stability can only be
produced from inverse dissipation arising from the resonances at

Ull = (ar-nrrr.r) /kll . For long wavelengths, the dominant instability term comes

from the n = -1 resonance, but it is difficult to find particles that resonate
at this velocity. For example, waves corresponding to the fast
branch would resonate a minimum particle velocitV V11 = 1.5 (3) rlt

where V, is the Alfv6n speed), which corresponds to an injection energry far
higher than has been contemplated. The n = O resonance can cause instability
for the low-frequency fast Alfv6n wave, if VA . ull , a condition that may at
times be satisified in two component systems. this is a weak instability, and
the quasi-linear theory predicts the relaxation of the distribution to one that
damps this mode. The shear A1fv6n wave will not be destabilized by the n = O

resonance because ttre wave polari.zation produces an extremely small matrix
element that is dominated by electron Landau damping. Similar1y, any destabiliz-
ing tendency of loss-cone-like resonances tend to be stabilized by electron
Landau damping.

on TLLeltLatico,L Mytec,t's 0d CTR (sherwood
Meeting) Berkeley, Calif. ' April 3-5, I974.

IIIB 14.
Energetic

Microinstabilit v Theory for Toroidal Plasma Heated bY Intense
Ion Beams'* bY H. L Berk, W. Horton, Jr., M. N. Rosenbluth, and

P. H. Rutherford.

A survey is given of possible microinstabilities in two-component
neutral-injection-heated tokamaks. ft is concluded that infinite-medium
velocity-space modes should be quite strongly stable, and possible instabil-

fven-Whistler
.vA,
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ities of the shear-Alfv6n finite,-medium modes should be localized to near
the axis.

Sqmytotiun on Plaama Heating in Tct,Loida,t 0eviee's, varenna, rtaly, (1974)

IIIB 15. Drift-A1fv6n Instability in a [\r'ro-Component Tokamak,* by P. H

Rutherford and M. N. Rosenbluth

Typical parameters of proposed two-component tokamaks have beam
energies TO such that r',/f,,i-I-0-20, and beam velocities vO_such that
rb.rA ri this case, T-he-drift-A1fv6n wave that rotates in the sense

of the ion d.iamagnetic drift can be destabilized by resonances o=oo5r
where tob i" the local V B drift of th-e beam ions, if the latter
is in thg unfavorable sense. With uniformly unfavorable curvature of
order R', neglecting shear, and assuming that electron Landau damping
is the dominant stabilizing mechaglqm, the stability cog{ition is I 

=

%ttlrt. < (r,/R) (k.oo) " (m./mrB) t/ " , where pb = (mrTo) " '/eB, ilte
beam Larmor radius. With the same curvature assumption, but including
shear, the most unstable modes have low m and become localized to a
width r^ around the maqnetic axis, with stabilitv condition
r < Ei ,oor^u/'/3Ng=s/4 (drnq/dr )3/2(rar"r3/4-1m"/nr)'/' where ro
is the beam'-iadius. This stability condition is quite severe, although
a proper treatment of the beam resonance in a variable-curvature torus
gives substantial improvement.

* Mee't'Lng o( the Ane^ican Phq,sica,L
Socie,tq (1974)

IIIB 16.
Tenney

Enhanced F. Val-ues for the TCT * by E. A. Frieman and F. H

previous calcutations of the ratio F of fusion energy produced to
the injected beam energy in a TCT were based on the slowing down test
particle calculation of Sivukhin. We here report on a more detailed
numerical calculation of F based on an analytic solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation for an isotropic source of beam particles. The assumption
is also made that beam-beam interactions are negligible. The major new
effects in the present calculations are (1) electron and ion velocity
space scattering effects, (21 corrections to the drag coefficients and
(3) corrections to the reaction rates resulting from the relative velocity
between beam and background ions.

The results indicate that a significant enhancement of F over the
previously reported values exists over a wide range of injected beam
energy WO and background plasma temperature.

* Presented at the
Pl+q,sLcoL Socie-tq Q974)

Pla'sma Phqaiu Mee,LLng o( tl,te Amenican
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Maximum Power Gains of Radi
t Tokamak Reactors,* bY D- L. JassbY

Driven Two-IIIB 17.
Componen

Trro-energy-component fusion reactors in which the suprathermal
component (D) is produced by harmonic cyclotron "runaway" of resonant
ions are considered. In one ideal case' the fast hydromagnetic wave

at o = 2rrl^^ produces an energy distribution f (ur) constant (up to W )

an"i i""if;8." "rr deuterons which then thermalize and react with th8ax
cold tritons. rn another ideal case' f (t'r) ! constant is maintained by
the fast wave at 0J = trl ^. If one neglects (1) direct rf input to the
bulk-plasma electrorr= SHa tritons, and Q) the fact that many deuterons
are not resonantly accelerated, then the maximum ideal polver gain is
about 0.85 Q_ in the first case and 1.05 Q_ in the second case, where

A is the *J*i*um gain in the beam-injectidn scheme (e.9., Q- = l'9 at
tn = lO kev). When unavoidable rf interactions with the butk plasma

aFe taken into account, it seems that -the cyclotron runaway phenomenon nay
find its most practical use in the heating of 50:50 D-T plasmas to ignition.

*presented at the Six.teenth Annun'[- PLa.tma" PhqtLu Mee.ting od tlte
Amen Lean Phq,sica.L SoaLe"tq (L974')

IIIB ]-8. Maximization of Energy MultiPlic ation in a Pulsed Tokamak

Reactor * by P. H. Rutherford' H. P. Furth, D. L. JassbY

we consider a D-T pulsed-ignition tokamak discharge that is
terminated prior to appreciable plasma energy deposition on surround-
ing waIls. The total fusion yield is limited to -5 times the a-energy
that can be retained in the plasma for B- < R/a. To reach high energy
multiplication Qr we ignite a fractionaltrsized tokamak core and allow ttre
thermonuclear burn to propagate outward into a plasma mantle of radially
increasing density. To meet the core ignition condition {nro I 2 '
lol4cm-rsec at 13 keV) in minimum slze, our model specifies that B

should start at the MHD limit and follow it during the burn, with P

T r T. p constant. The current I is programned to maintain q = constant.

f? tf,"tir,itial and final radii are ao and a*r then Q - 5 [ (a*,/ao)' - t] .

Large gains can be made over pulsed Ignitioii with fixed a, n and rrariable
T. For illustratlve parameters: R = 12 m, Bt = 60 kG; ao = 2m, io =

lol4cm-3, I = 13 MAr we obtain e = 35 with a 3.5 sec buri time and a
24-GJ yieldT

?resented at the
AmwLcan Phq*cal Soe-Letg (re74)

PLatma Phq,siu MeeLLng o[ the
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ITIB 19.
by E. A.

Effect of Maqnetic Field Ripples on Toroidal Plasrna Rotation,*
Frieman and K. T. Tsang.

We have extended the work of Rosenlcluth, et a1., for an
axisymmetric toroidal system in the banana regime to include (a) intermediate
and collision-dominated regimes, and (b) the effect of small magnetic field
ripples in all three regimes. The results for ttre collision-dominated regime
reduce to those found by Hazeltine with the addition of a new term resembling
the classical perpendicular viscosity modified by a Pfirsch-Schluter factor.
In the intermediate regime, results for the case with zero temperature gradiellZtZ
have been obtained. In (h) gur result for the banana regime is 8urlDt = - 16.56"'
G(o),(r,/R) x (B*v-. )/(s^il'vl' (u-u-) where ur- = 3.57 x (cr')/ (CB^), 6 is the
ripple size; ovafid c(d) ar6'the safie as that #hich appeared in Cofrnor and Hastie.
This result is qualitatively in agreement with that of Rosenbluth but appears
to be a more detailed calculation.

*presented at the SLrtee.nth Annua,L Meeting o( thz lnwican Phq,siea.L Socie'tq,
(Le74)

IIIB 20. MATT-LO26 Neoclassi cal Diffusion in a Hel-ically Perturbed
Magnetic Field, by J. A. Krommes and P- H. Rutherford

Neoclassical particle diffusion and heat transport are discussed
for tokamak-like devices in the "banana" regime (V^.. < 0r.) with helically
perturbed magnetic fields, such as might be producEd*ly kink-like instabilities-

IIIB 2]-.
by P. H.

MATT_1039
Rutherford

Impurity Transport in the Pf irsch-Schliiter Resime,

It is shown that the classical inward diffusion of high-Z
impurities in toroidal plasmas is enhanced by the Pfirsch-schliiter effect.
Numerical transport coefficients are evaluated. Typically, both density
and temperature gradients are found to produce inward impurity diffusion.

ITTB 22. lation Functions and T ].na
Magnetic rield , by C. Oberman" and J. Krorunes

The generalized Langevin equation of Mori is used to derive
a closed set of equations for the time-dependent correlations functions
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of the ttydrodynanic modes of plasma in a strong magnetic field. From these
correlation functions, transport coefficients are deduced. The linear theory
is augmented by mode-coupling terms in order to extract the collective contri-
butions to the transport.

presented at the Sirteenth Annus,L tteeLLng ctd the AnwLcan PltgaLcaL Soc'Le.tq,
(re74)

IIIB 23
by C. R.

Fluctuations and Cross-Fie1d Transport in Guiding Center Plasma *

Oberman and J. A. Krorunes

A generalization of the Rostoker ttreory of fluctuations, developed
by Williams and Oberman, is applied to the two-dimensional guiding center plasma.
Formal expansion in the plasma parameter recovers to lowest order the results
of the random phase approximation. This predicts a convergent diffusion coef-
ficient, thus correcting a result of Tay]-or and Thompson. However, strong
wave-wave interactions invalidate the expansion; the random phase approxima-
tion is believed to be i.nadequate for the guiding center model. The electric
field autocorrelaLion is computed. Landau and cyclotron-like damping due
to like-unlike and like-like particle pairs compete with diffusive processes as
temporal damping mechanisms. The fluctuation spectrum is used to compute the
test particle diffusion coefficient.

* presented ar the Annua.[- fitte.e,ting on Tl'LeotLQ.tica,[. A,sytec'tt o(t CTR (sherwood
Meeting), Berkeley, Calif., April 3-5, 1974.
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c. Plasma Heating and Parametric Instabilities

Both fundamental and applied research on plasma heating via absorption

of waves has been pursued during the past year. These studies impact on a

wide range of experiments: tokamaks, Iaser-fusion, and basic laboratory re-

search devices.

Abstracts III C l-3 describe theoretical calculations of the rather wide

variety of damping processes gennane to wave heating of tokamaks near the

ion-cyclotron frequency. The theory presented in Abstract III C 4, sets

forth the equations whictr govern the evolution of the ion velocity distri-

bution under rf heating. These equation$ have been incorporated into

Fokker-planck codes of ion-velocity space diffusion which show good agreement

with the ST ion-cyclotron heating expr:riment.

Heating of large tokamaks by waves.near the lower-hybrid frequency has

been found to be quite sensitive to the wave launcher geometry; Abstract

fII C 5 details the reasons.

Abstracts III C 6-8 deal with the heating of a Tormac (toroidal cusp)

device in which magnetosonic waves steepen into shocks. The final electron

and ion temperatures are comparable.

parametric instabitities continue to be of importance in plasma heating

schemes. Abstracts IfI C 9-10 deal with parametric instabilities near the ion-

cyclotrorr frequency. These are of importance in ion heating of laboratory

multipole devices.

In Abstract III C 11 and 12, there is given a simple but quite general

method. f<:r computing the contribution of induced emission to the wave-kinetic

equations; describing parametric interactions. The induced emission often

far outwe:ighs the Cerenkov (Abstract III C 11) or longitudinal bremsstrah-

lung emission (Abstract lII C 12).

The influence of density gradient, and in the case of expanding (laser-

pellet) plasma, velocity gradient, on the threshold condition and growth rate

of back- and side-scatter instabilities is considered in Abstract III C 13,

for both slab and spherical geometry. Inhomogeneity limits the spatial extent

of the resonance zone where the three-wave is satisfied. It is concluded

that for presently available laser powers decay of the incident electromagnetic

wave into two plasmons at quarter-critical density and the decay into a plasmon
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and phonon at the critical density are dominant absorptive processes whereas

the Brillouin scattering (decay into another photon and a plasmon) is important

in the underdense region.

Electromagnetic radiation obliquely incident on a density gradient is

resonantly transformed into an electrostatic wave at the singular point where

o (x)= 0J . This converted wave is much enhanced in amplitude over thepo
incident wave and can serve as a pump for parametric instabilities. In Abstract

III C 12, iJhe oscillating two-stream instability is examined near this singular

point taking into account the pump shape as well as the plasma inhomogeneity.

The structure of the unstable modes (incipient caviton formation) is given as

well as threshold and growth rates
Abstract III C 15 represents a beginning to the study of tokamak-type

plasmas consisting primarily of ion beams: the "Colliding Beam Torus". The

concept has certain advantages, but tlre plasmas tend to have velocity-space

instabilities.
Three further abstracts (Abstract fII C 16-18) are concerned with partially

neutralized E-layers. Abstract III C 16 is concerned with the Vlasov stability
of a magnetically confined nonrelativistic layer. An .0 = 1 diochotron instabil-
ity is found which is not revealed by the cold fluid analysis. The equilibrium

of a thin relativistic E-layer with a narrow spread in canonical angular momen-

tum is studied in Abstract IfI C L7. It is found that even when vrlyo is smaLl

the influence of self-field can be large in determining the radial thickness

whereas their influence on the mean radirrs is smaIl. The work of Abstract

IfI C 18 shows that it is possible to determine the electron distribution
function for the aforementioned situation when the synchrotron radiation spectrum

is known (or measured).
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fon-Cvclotron Heatind of Tokamaks: Theoretical Considerations
*

IIIC 1.
byF.W Perkins and M. S. Chance

This paper deals with the linear and nonlinear interaction of
waves in the ion-cyclotron frequency range with a tokamak plasma. The

propagation and absorption of both the torsional ion-cyclotron wave and
the compressional magnetosonic wave are discussed. The ion-cyclotron wave
is absorbed by a mode-conversion proeesses near the surface of the plasma
in the vicinity of ttre launching coi1, while the magnetosonic wave fills the
entire toroidal chamber and is absorbed by hot plasma effects. Nonlinear cal-
culations show that ample heating can be obtained by the magnetosonic wave

with wave energy densities three orders of magnitude below the thermal energy
density of ttre plasma. The spatial diffusion resulting from these waves is
negligible.

* nce on RF PLatma" Hea.t'Lng, Ameniean Phq,sLea'[-

Societq, (Lubbock, Texas, L974)

IIIC 2. Ion-Cyclotron Heating of Tokamaks: Wave fntensities ilndloagi.ng,*
UV f. W. Per

Collisionless absorption of magnetosonic waves in tokamak plasmas
yields ion heating when the frequency coincides with either the fundamental
or second harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency and electron heating by
transit-time magnetic pumping throughout this frequency range. We show that
the colLisionless wave damping decrements are very large compared to the
expectqd energy loss rates in tokamaks so plasma heating can be carried out
wi-tn Ez/gnnt ! l0-3. Such small wave intensities do not produce important
nonlinear effects but can produce two-component tails as computer simulations
show. We also show theoretically that the loading of the slow efectromagnetic
ion-cyclotron wave is much less than the fast wave and agrees qualitatively
with experiment.

*Presented at the
(Albuquerque, N.

Mee"ting o( the Anenican Pl'tq,sica'L Socie,tq,

rrrc 3.
and J.

M L97 4)

On Radio Frequencv Heatinq of Tokamaks,* by F. W. Perkins, F. TroYon
L. Sperling

Ttro results are presented: (1) calculations of the nonlinear
effects of heating by magnetosonic waves in tokamaks and other devices, and
(2) the damping of lower-hybrid waves in tokamak geometries. Three types
of non-linear processes are induced by magnetosonic waves: (1) velocity
space diffusion, (2) real space diffusion, and (3) parametric instabilities.
We will present quasilinear equations giving the velocity space diffusion,
argue that real space diffusion is negligible, and identify a parametric
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instability which occurs for pump f4equencies in the ion-cyclotron frequency
range. The damping of lower-hybrid waves in a plasma with varying magnetic
field intensity (so that there are many regions where o-, -o = klp,r+no^i)
is shown to be the same as the Landau damping try unmagnBlizea ionAl.ll cr-

* Presented at tjne AnrutnL MeeLLng on Tl'Leo,Letica,L l"syte.c,ts o'( CTR (sherwood
Meeting), Berkeley, Calif, April 3-5, L974.

IIIC 4. MATT-1094 Wave Generation and Heating in the ST Tokamak at the
Fundamental and Harmonic Ion Cyclotron Frequencies,* by M. Chance, J. Adam,
H. Eubank, W. Getty, E. Hinnov, W. Hooke, J. HoseEI, F. Jobes, F. Perkins,
R. Sincl-air, J. Sperling, and H. Takahashi

The feasibility of employing wave heating at frequencies in the
vicinity of the ion cyclotron frequency and its harmonics to supplement ohmic
heating in future toroidal reactors is being investigated theoretically
and with experiments on the ST Tokamak. This work demonstrates that heating
by cyclotron absorption of fast magnetosonic waves is an efficient and at-
tractive supplementary method from the viewpoint of both physics and the
availability of high power rf generators

*a1so presented at the fi|tLl CondUtenee on ?La.tma ?hq,sic,t and Contno%ed
Nuc,Lean Fu.tion Rueaneh (Tokyo, Japan, L974)

IIIC 5. Heati of Tokamaks to Thermonuclear tures
Electromagnetic Waves in the c ty of the Lohter-Ilybrid Frequency, by
F. Troyon and F. W. Perkins

We derive the accessibility conditions for waves launched at
the plasma boundary to reach the center for frequencies above the lower-
hybrid frequency, taking into account both propagation and linear damping.
For typical tokamak parameters, the operating range of n,, = k,,c/u is at
best very narrow when the slow, electrostatic wave is launched, shrinking
rapidly as the temperature increases above 5-10 keV. The fast Whistler
wave leads to a less stringent condition, but requires a high density at
the walt. It is shown that a non-selective launching structure leads to
peripherial heating.

rt Presented at the Mee,LLng o[ the Amenican Phq,sica'L SoaLe,tq,
Albuquerque, N. M., 1974)

IIIC 6.
Shocks,

MATT-1071 lon Heatinq in a Train of Orthoqonal Maqnetoacoustic
by A1len H. Boozer

The deposition of energy from a train of magnetoaca(u$t&-s waves,
which have steepened to form shocks, is considered in a collisionless plasma.
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It is shown that an initially lower ion temperature tends to rise to a value
comparable to the electron temperature.

IrIc 7. Magnetoacoustic Wave Heating of cuspsr* by A. H. Boozer

Magnetoacoustic wave heating is the primary heating method
under consideration for the toroidal line cusp, Tormac. Results are
presented on the interaction of the plasma and the heater circuit and on
the theory of wave absorption. The plasma-heater circuit interaction is
given in a model which assumes complete absorption of waves during their
first transit of the plasma. Under wave.absorption theory, it is shown
that if a train of low-frequency orthogonal magnetoacoustic waves damp

by steepening into collisionless shocks, then the ions are heated at
least comparably to the electrons.

presented at the SLvteenth Annua.L Meeting od the AmenLcen ?hqtiea.L Socie.tq,
(Albuquerque, N. Yt., L974)

IIIC 8. Wave Heating of Plasma in a Toroidal Cusp (Tormac),* by
Morton A. Levine, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Charles C. Gallagher,
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories and Allen H.
University.

Boozer, Princeton

A two pole toroidal line cusp is formed and filled with a 7 eY
plasma with 1O15ptc1s/cc by preionizing and compressing a gas in situ. A

toroidal magnetic field is trapped within the plasma. Previous Tormac ex-
periments have indicated the ptasma density is near uniform across with a

sharp pressure drop in the sheath. The plasma is estimated to have an 8 cm

minor diameter and a 32 crn major diameter. A hydrogen-helium gas mixture
is used. Waves are launched into the plasma using a 700 kHz time varying
poloidal magnetic fielct. Spectral line intensity measurements indicate
the electrons are heated to 40 eV and line broadening measurements of He 4686
indicate an ion temperature near 40 eV The temperature measurements cor-
relate with primary circuit measurements and show that better than 50% of
the electrical energy is absorbed by the plasma

^H\XX. Am. rhAA. Soc. L9, 928, (re74) .

rrrc 9.
P1asma,

Parametric Excitation bv Masnetosonic Waves in a Multispecies
* by F. W. Perkins, J. L. SPerling

Magnetosonic waves propagating near the sum of two of the ion-
gyrofrequencies in a multi-species plasma can excite the decay instability
into two electrostatic ion-cyclotron with kr9, t;' 1, where 0, is the ion-



?resented at the
(Albuquerque, N.
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gyroradius. Excitation of this instability may be an important mechanism in
heating the ions of multispecies plasmas in which normally T^ >> T.. The
presence of density and magnetic ii"fa gradients are shown tt affeBt tfre
dispersion of electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves and their excitatj-on by the
decay instability. Nonlinear aspects of the instability are discussed.

Mze,ting o'( the AmwLean Phq'tiea't- Socie'tq,
M., 7974)

IIIC IO. MATT-LO27 Parametric Excitation bv Maqnetosonic Waves in a

Multispecies Plasma, bY F. W. Perkins and J' L' Sperling

A magnetosonic pump wave propagating in a plasma with two ion
species decays into two electrostatic ion-cyclotron modes at a threshold
significantly less than those needed to excite parametric or modified two-
stream instabilities in a single-species plasma when T^,/T, t 1. The pump

wave frequency must somewhat exceed the sum of the ion"gyiofrequencies.

IIIC 11. MATT-1041 General Theory o f Enhanced Induced Emission in Plasmas,

by C. Oberman and G. Auer

A simple formalism yields a general expression for the enhanced
induced emission in plasma influenced by a strong electromagnetic or electro-
static punp. Applications to sr:bcritical Brillouin, Raman, and other resonant
and nonresonant interactions are given.

IIIC 12. MATT-1073 Enhanced Induced Emission for Stimulated Raman

Scatter inq in Plasmas, by Gerhard Auer and CarI Oberman

It is shown how longitudinal bremsstrahlung can be included in the
formalism for caLculating the enhanced induced emission of high-frequency waves
in a plasma influenced by a Punp fielcl .
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Trrc 13. Raman and Brillouin Scatter of Elec tic Waves in
r.nhomogeneous Pl byC.S.L u, Marshall N. Rosenbluth, and R. B. White

Raman and Brillouin scattering of an electromagnetic wave in an

inhomogeneous, expanding plasma are studied. Application to taser-peIlet ir-
radiation is considered.

* Phys. Fluids 17, 1211 (L974).

IIIC 14. Oscillating Two-Stream Tnstabilities at the Singular Point of
Obliquely Inc u, ermanI

For radiation obliquely incident onto a plasma slab with increas-
ing density, it is resonantly transformed into electrostatic plasma wave
at the singular point where o^(x) = 0)^. This converted plasma wave is gener-
ally much enhanced over the iBcidentowave and can serve as a pump to the
parametric instabilities. Here we examine the oscillating two-stream in-
stability near this singular point, taking into account the electrostatic
pump shape as well as the plasma inhomogeneity. The structure of the unstable
modes are Airy-function-like with modified envelope, propagating mainly along
the density gradient. The threshold and growth are derived. The comparison
with the oscillating two-stream instability at the cutoff for normal incidence
is made.

*Presented at the Six.tee.nth Annua.L MeeLLng ct( the AnenLcan Pl+q,siea,t SooLetq,
(Albuquerque, N. M., 1974)

IIIC 15. Current Driven Instabilities * by R. w. Landau

We have included counterstreaming currents along the magnetic
field in our previously derived dispersion relations for the various k, ,
almost electrostatic, T, = O instabilities. We find that for a T = T- = T_
plasma that there is instability for arbitrarily 1ow-8, Lf, for the electron
stream V_> .g (2t/n_)I/2. This criterion becomes weaker as B increases and for
large-B increases and for large-$ ttre limit of Bornatici and Lee is recovered.
When only the rions stream, there is instability in the low-B limit, if
V*t.9(2T/m*)'/o, which gives Weibel's result for the ',ion cyclotron in-
stability." fn general, when the full (not electrostatic) dispersion re-
lation is considered, much larger growth is obtained for l-ower values of
streaming.

presented at the Six.teentl,t Annu-o"L MeetLng o[ the AmwLcan Pl'tq'sica.t- Soc,Le,tr1.
(Albuquerque, N. M., L974)
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Kinetic Theory of the Diocotron Instabilityr* by S. M. Mahajan
Davidson.

Stability propetlfes of a magnetically .confined nonrelativistic
parlially neutralised E-layer to electrostatic perturbations of the form
O (*, t) = 0 (r)exp(il,0- itrrt) are discussed. The anal-ysis is carried out
for a^thin E-Layer, i.e., a/Ro)) l; The dispersion rel-ation is evaluated
for fo (H, Po ) = const o 1tt-i^) o(Pn - P^) where H and P are the total
energ! and e5nonical angular m6mentufi of"the eLectron respectively. The
E-layer is found to be unstable, a result which contradicts the earlier
theory of Nocentini, et al. It is found that unLike the cold fluid descrip-
tion of the diochotron instability, the Vl-asov stability analysis predicts
instability for .t = l mode. The mechanism for instabil-ity is similarrto"
that of-the negative qrasq instability. The analysis is valid for 0<ur1/orl
.f1-sj=t--'t'"'E-i-:-"?i;: i;-;h; fractional neutral-ization. p' c

*Presented at
(Albuquerque,

the Sirtzewth Annua.t Meeting o.( the AnenLcan Phqticol Socie'tq,
N. M. , L974)

Equilibrium properties of intense rel-ativistic nonneutral, E-layers
are studied within the framework of the steady-state Vlasov-Maxwel-l equations.
The analysis is carried out fog*an infinitel-y 1-ong E-1-ayer aligned paral1-el
to a uniform magnetic field B;^"a-, assuming that the E-layer is thin (radial
thickness is sma1l in compariHon-#ith the mean radius Rr.,) and v/yn << I (v =
Budkerts parameter, and Tnmcz = electron energy). Equilibrium prdperties are
caLculated for the class df thin E-layer equil-ibria in which aL1 eLectrons
have the same canoniqaL angular momentum Po but an arbitrary distribution
in energy H, i.e., f:(H,PA) = R.F(H + e,i,n)-6(Pe -Pn) where Rnr 0n and Pn

are constants. One 5f th6 most"inportant features-of the andlysis is that
the influence of equilibrium seLf fields on the radial thickness of the E-
layer can be large, even though v/yn << 1 is assumed and the self-fiel-d
corrections to the mean radius of tHe E-layer are smal1.

rrrc 17. l"lATT-1086 Intense Relativistic Nonneutral E-LaYers I-Equilibrium
Theory, by R. C. Davidson and s. M. Mahajan

IIIC 18. Determination of Relativistic Electron Microstate from
the Synchrotron Radiation Spectrum' by S. M. Mahajan and C. R. Oberman

It is shown that a knowledge of the synchotron emission spectrun
for a thin ring of relativistic electrons is sufficient lnformation to re-
construct the microscopic distribution function that self-consistently
generates the ring equilibriun.

*Plr"r" Physics, !9, LL47-LL53 (L974)
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D. Computer Simulation

1. Particle Codes

Most of the particle code effort was devoted to the study of plasma

transport across magnetic fiel-ds for both quiescent and turbulent states. Initial
work on the transport in toroidal systems was carried out. Some work on the
theory of simulation modeLs was also carried out.

Code Development: A particle code in a toroidal magnetic fie1d was

developed which makes use of a Monte Carlo collision operator to simulate
collisional processes. A 2 I/2 dj-mensional eLectrostatic simuLation code in a

toroidal- geometry was developed to follow the tokamak discharge for a short
time. A 2 L/2 dimensional bounded, inhomogeneous plasma model was developed

to study drift waves in both uniform and sheared fields. A slab model was

developed to study the trapped electron instability in a mirror field.
Probl-ems investigated: Several- topics in the theory of heat and par-

ticLe transport in a quiescent plasma were studied. Energy transport due to
plasma oscill-ations was studied numerically and theoreticalJ-y (Abstracts III D l-,2)

confirming the importance of this process. Some preliminary results of numerical
simulation on drift waves and trapped-electron modes were reported (Abstract

III D 3). The work on toroidal transport confirmed the neoclassical diffusion
picture, and indicated the importance of modifications due to convective trans-
port (Abstract III D 4). The effects of density and temperature gradients on

thermal convective celLs were studied, showing that viscosity destabilized the
flute mode (Abstracts III D 5,6).

A detailed computer measurement on the damping of convective cells and

lower-hybrid modes to turbulent diffusion was carried out, indicating necessary

modifications of turbulence theory (Abstract III D 7). Several review talks
were given on the computer study of pJ-asma transport in magnetic fields: at
the IAEA Conference in Tokyo (Abstract III O 8); ALbuquerque APS Conference

(Abstract III D 9); and Third U.S.-Japan Seminar, Kyoto, Japan (Abstract III D 10).

Considerabfe effort l^ras made on the theory of particle-cod.e plasma

simulation (Abstract III D 11), and on treating collisions in multi-dimensional

simulation (Abstract III D 12).

2. MHD and Fluid Codes

Continued progress was made in the development and application of
our equilibrium and. stability codes. The toroidal axisymmetric equilibriurn
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code was modified to include parameters for localized instability criteria for
systems with finite pressure. This was used to investigate the MHD properties

of various plasma configurations, particularly those of the PDX device to be

buitt at Princeton (Abstracts III D 13, l-4).

A major thrust of our work was the development of stabil-ity codes for

axisymmetric toroidal configuration via the 6W method. For maximum efficiency
in our numerical schemes, we carefully chose a naturaf coordinate system based

on the magnetic field lines and decomposed the perturbations into components

selected to match the polarizations of the different modes as closely as possible

(Abstracts III D l-3r 15). Because of the considerable amount of algebra involved,

we made use of slzmbolic programming to check the analytic form of the potential

and kinetic energies (Abstract III D 16). We adopted Galerkin's method for

extremization of the Lagrangian, and chose a finite element expansion scheme

to describe the radiaf variatj-on of the modes; the choice was shown to be more

useful and accurate than a corresponding global expansion scheme when focal-
ized modes are encountered (Abstract III D 17). We have generalized our

computational code for the straight, elliptical pressureless case to include

the effects of finite pressure and finite wavelength, while preserving our

analytical equilibrium by retaining the constant axial current and similar

elliptical magnetic surfaces (Abstract fII D 18). We used this code to study

thd effects of field line curvature, pressure, and finite axial wavelength on

the stability of kink modes (Abstract III D 19), and we afso determined the limits

of the continua expected in the sound and A1fv6n wave spectra (Abstract III D 20).

3. Fokker-Planck Code

Improvements and modifications of the Fokker-Planck code in spherical

coordinates were continued. Impurity ions, compression terms, !,nA corrections,

D-T collision cross-sections, and nuclear reaction rate routines were incfuded.

Following this, the code was used to simulate the TCT device at various tempera-

tures, beam energies, and 2.66 (Abstract III D 21). A major improvement of the

program was accomplished by using Legendre polynomi-al expansion methods, instead

of straightforward numerical- integrations, to compute the Rosenbluth potentials.

The new version was further generalized into a multiple species code, which

follows the time evolution of distribution function of two or more species

simultaneously. The code is currently being used to investigate the properties

of neutralized colliding-beam toroidal fusion reactors.
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Another Fokker-Planck code in cylindrical coordinates was also dev-

eloped. In addition to the usual Coulomb collision terms, it includes a loss
cone and rf heating terms. The code was employed to study the ICRH heating
experiment in the ST Tokamak. The results agreed qualitatively with experi-
mental observations.

4. Transport Code

The tokamak transport code was extensively developed during 1974 with
PDX and TCT design problems especially in mind. Major developments were:

inclusion of diffusing impurity ions with rate equations and radiation losses

for high-Z metallic impurities; development of "divertor boundary conditions"i
self-consistent inclusion of heating by the slowing down of high-energy beam

ions created by neutral injection; inclusion of adiabatic compression of the

beam ions. The impurity and divertor studies were applied to PDX (Abstract LII D 22),
and the beam injection computations were carried out in connection with TCT

design (Abstract III B 12, and Special Report 74/3).
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IIID 1. Energy Transport Across a Magnetic Field by Plasma !ilaves,* by
J. Canosa and H. Okuda

Rosenbluth and Liurs recent asymptotic treatment of cross-field
energy transport by plasma waves has been extended to include explicitly and
in some detail the influence of the magnetic field magnitude and of the plasma
size on the energy transport. In the limits of infinitely large magnetlc
field and plasrna size our results approach asymptotically the first-order
results. A 2 I/2-dLmensional (two positions and three velocities) particle
code has been used to simulate wave energy transport. For strong magnetic
fields, the computations verify the theoretical prediction that energy trans-
port by plasma waves increases slowly with the magnetic field, and that in
the limit of large field amplitudes wave transport dominates classical co11i-
si-onal transport. For weak fields, the sirnulation shows that collisional
transport is more important than wave transport, also in agreement with the
theory.

xPrLuented at the SLx.teentLt Annua.L Moe.ting o( tl+e Amenican Plrtq'sLca.t- Soe,Le.tq

Q974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 2.
Waves,

MATT-1084 Energy Transport Across a Magnetlc Field by Plasma
by J. Canosa and H. Okuda

Cross-field energy transport by electrostatic plasma waves has
been studj-ed theoretically and numerically for a plasma near thermal equili-
brium. Energy transfer by plasma waves is significant in a high temperature
plasma where colllsional transport is 'luite srnall . For strong magn.etic
f ields (rrrc ) uln) , the sirnulations ver:lfy the theoretical prediction that
energy t::ansport by plasma waves increases slowly with the magnetic field'
and that Ln the lirnit of large field magnitudes wave transport dominates
classical collisional transport. Furthermore, in a strong magnetic field the
relaxbtiorr of the temperature by wave Eransport rnay resuLt in an anisotropic
velocity distribution. For weak fields (oo > rdg), the simulation shows that
collisional transport is more important thbn wave transport, also in agree-
ment with the theory.

IIID 3. Numerical Simulation on Drift Waves and Trapped Electron Instab-
ility,* bY Y. Matsuda and II. Okuda

A 2 I/2-D particle simulation model for simulating low-frequency
drift waves and trapped electron instability has been developed Eo study the
associated turbulent transport processes. For the coll-isionless drift waves'
both quiet and non-quiet starts were used in a uniform magnetic field. For
a strongly unstable case, turbulent diffusion continues until it wipes out
the initial gradient. A square mlrror magnetic fieLd and a Monte-Carlo colli-
sion operator are introduced to simulate the trapped electron mode. It is
found that the azimuthal potential due to trapping tends to rotate the plasma
radially which tends to mask the t.urbulent transport associated with the
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instability. Various methods to stop plasma rotation will be shown with the
results of simulation.

,\ PtLue-nted a.t tl+e SLxte-e-nth Annua.L Mee,ting o(1 thz Amen Lcan Pl,tqdica.L Societq
(L974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 4. Numerical Sirnulati-on of Neoclassical Diffusion and Convective
Cells in Tokamaks ,,k by K. T. Tsang, H. Okuda and Y. Matsuda

We report here the result. of a set of numerical experiments
devised to observe the neoclassical diffusion across a tokarnak fie1d. A straight
field rvith tokarnak-type spatial variation plus a sma1l poloidal field that
generates the rotational transform is installed in a Monte Carlo scattering
particle simulation code. Our result shows a clear distinction of banana,
plateau and Pfirsch-Schliiter regimes for an axisymmetric tokamak. Enhance-
ment of the neoclassical diffusion over the classical value is roughly
in agreement with theory. For nonaxisyrnmetric tokamak with small ripples,
additional enhancement of diffusion due to superbanana in very low collision
frequency regime is observed with the desired v-' dependence. After repro-
ducing neoclassical diffusion using Fokker-Planck collision operator effects
of long wavelength collective fluctuation (convective cells) are now being
investigated and will be reported.

*Ph-QAznted at the Sixtee,nth Annuo-L Me,e.ting o( the Amenican Phq'sieaL Socie,tq
(L974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 5.
and H.

Effecrs of Gradients on Convective Plasma Diffusion * by M. True
Okuda

The effects of density and temperature^gradients of the 2-dimensional
di_ffusion due ro convecrive ce1ls g^=i1a(D1/1wn!/uf,i)l have been srudj_ed
analytically and by numerical simulations. The linear analysis shows that,
in the presence of VN, lhe ion flute modes become unstable due to viscosity
[o=oion + ikiDll(o+ai/ui..)]2, while rhe convecri.ve modes are unchanged. when

VT is present, lhe co4vective modes grow (rrr = +j-k?Dr) while ion flute modes
are st;ble (o=urforr-ik?Dr). Numerical simulations in 2-dimensions (b..8=0)

verify Lhese instabilities showing the enhanced diffusion. These instabil-
ities provide two counter examples for the usual estimate of diffusion
coefficient in strong rurbulente theory D, = y/k? , since the instability
is driven by diffusion.

xPtLuente-d at tl,rz Sixteenth Annual Mee,tLng o( tl,tz AmenLean ?hq,sica.L Socie-tq
(L974). Albuquerque, N. M.
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IIID 6. Larse Anplitude Convective Cells and the Low-Frequency Electro-
static Instabilities * by H. okuda

Convective plasma diffusion due to thermal vortices (rrr=-ikfp1) in
a uniforn plasma is considerably-reduced in an inhomogeneous plasma because
the fluctuation energy at o=-il?ui shifts to ion flute mode at o=tl* from

convective cells (o*/klur:105 for n = 1614"*-3, T = 1 kev, B=50 kG, k,gi S l).
However, since the net charge or the electric field associated qith the
srable drift oscillation is quite sma1l l@\k/8r = T/2(t+u$i/nz)), it appears
that quite a modest amount of superthermal charge imbalance- across density
gradi-ent and magnetic field will dominate drift oscillation, thereby causing
a^large diffusion. One sufficient condition for this to occur will be
k,Dr: o* where D, is the particle diffusion due to superthermal cells. It
is possible that - superthermal cell does not see the gradient, then the
condition will be much weaker. Results of 2D simulation with superthermal
convective cells excited across B and the gradient show an enhanced diffusion
regardless of Lhe gradients, indicating weak dependence on (S2)k and B of D,.

Superthermal convective ceIls and enhanced transports appear
inherent to magnetically confined plasmas due to various causes such as
plasma formation and low-frequency electrostatic instabilities (drift, flute,
trapped-particle) which build up charge imbalance across B and Vn. In order
to study the formation of convective ce1ls, saturation amplitude and particle
diffusion associated with the low-frequency instabilities, we have simulated
a current-driveq, low-frequency drift instability. The most unstable mode

;r;;;;;;;_"i-irZjr../4nr - s'o 'iir, o, - ogl-assical. saturation level seems to
be 1ow (t2/4rnf s 10-3) and the dominanE saturation mechanism appears the
disappearance of gradient (change of distribution) rather than orbit diffusion
for strongly unstable ease (v1 s rrltr) .

* presented at the AnnuaL Me-e.ting 0n TLlolrLa,ticaL Atytoc,t's 0(\ CTR (sherwood

Meeting), Berkeley, Calif., April 3-5' 1974.

IIID 7. MATT-1051 Turbulent Damping of the Convective Cells and the
Lower Hybrid Waves' by H. okuda, C. Chu, and J. M' Dawson

A detailed numerical study has been made for the turbulent damp-

ing of the convective cells and of lower-hybrid waves for a plasma near
thermal equilibrium. It is found that some of the theories of strong tur-
bulence, taking into account the diffusing orbits of particles, are inade-
quate for describing the observations; observations are, however, in good

agree*ent with the linear dispersion relation with a turbulent diffusion
coefficient.
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IIID 8. MATT-I076 Theory and Numerical Simulation of Collective
Transport of Plasma in Magnetic Fields, by J. Canosa, J. Krommes, C.
Oberman, H. Okuda, K. Tsang, J. M. Dawson and T. Kamimura.

Numerical and theoretical studies have been rnade on the trans-
port of particles and heat in collisionless plasmas in rnagnetic fields for
both quiescent and turbulent states. The following problems have been
investigated: (1) A systematic kinetic theory of hydrodynamic fluctua-
tions in a strong magnetic field has been developed to study the particle
diffusion due to thermal convectj.ve cells. (2) Effects of density and
temperature gradients on thermal convect.ive cells; they are found to de-
stabilize both the ion flute and the convective cells. (3) Effects of
mirroring magnetic field on convective diffusion; they are found to in-
crease the diffusion significantly even for open field lines of force.
(4) Turbulent electron heat transfer due to short wavelength ion fluc-
tuations near the lower-hybrid frequency; this may be irnportant in a
collisionless plasma. (5) Heat transfer due to emission and absorption of
electrostatic plasma waves are studied theoretically and by simulationl
agreement has been found for a strong magnetic field case. (6) Particle
diffusion in a toroidal nagnetic field due to collisions (neo-classical
diffusion) and due to collect,ive effects is studied by numerical simu-
lations. Neoclassical theory agrees well with the numerical results when
the long wavelength collective modes are suppressed.

IIID 9. Numerical Studies on the Transport of Plasmas in Magnetic Fields,*
by H. Okuda

Numerical and theoretical studies have been made on the trans-
port of particles and heat in collisionless plasmas in magnetie fields
for both quiescent and turbul-ent states. The problems being investi-
gated are: (1) Particle diffusion due to therrnally excited convective
cel1s for both homogenous and inmomogenous plasmas in which density and
temperature gradients drive the plasma unstabl-e. (2) Cross-field heat
transfer due to the turbulent electron motion associated with the short
wave length ion fluctuation at the lower-hybrid frequency. (3) Heat
transfer due to electrostatic waves in both thermal and turbulent plasmas.
(4) Particle diffusion in a toroidal rnagnetlc field due to collisions
(neoc1-assical- diffusion) for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric sys-
tems and due to thermal convective cel-ls which are enhanced by the presence
of trapped particles. (5) Turbulent transport due to ]ow frequency
electrostatic instabil-ities, specifical-ly the drift instability' in. a

uniform magnetic fiel-d, and the collisj-onal trapped electron instability
associated with the mi-rroring field in toroidal systems.

* presented ar rhe SLx.tzen-th Annua.t Mze,LLng o( tlte Oivi'sLon o( PLa.tma

Phq'sLc,t od tl'te AmwLcctn PLtq,sica'L Socie.tA, (Albuquerque, N. M., L974).
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Numerical Studies of Plasma Transport in Magnetic Fields,* byIIID 10.
H. Okuda

Several topl-cs of the numerical and theoretical studies on
plasma transport in magnetic fields will be discussed. (1) Convective
cells in a non-uniform two-dimensional plasma; it is shown that the
convective cells (ur - -ik?D,) couple lo the ion-flute modes (o = urforr)
which destabilized the 1-ow-frequency oscillations due to viscosity
(o - +k?D,). (2) Turbulent electron heat transfer due to ion-fluctuations;
it is shown that the short wavelength ion J-ower-hybrid fluctuations may
cause anomalous electron heat conduction if the leve1 of fl-uctuations is
high enough. Series of simulations verlfy this process. (3) Heat Lransfer
due to emission and absorption of electrostatic plasmar oscil-l-atl-ons is studied
numerically and theoretically; it is found that this process produces an
anisotropLc velocity distrlbution in a collisionless plasma. Agreement
between theory and simulation is found to be very good. (4) Neoelassical
diffusion and convective in a toroidal geornetry; a model is developed to
study the neoclassical- diffusion and the convectlons is a tokamak using a mode
Fokker-Planck operator in addition to the sel-f-consistent fields. Neo-
classl-ca.L theory of diffusion gives good agreement with the slmulation re-
sults on.Ly when the long wavelength collective modes are deliberately suppressed.
Enhancemr:nt over the neoclassical transport appears due to the convective
motion ar;sociated with the 1ow-frequency, long wavelength convective cell-s.
(5) Some preliminary results on low-frequency, micro-instabilities (drift-
wave and drift-wave type node) will be discussed.

x Pnete.n-ted at. the 3nd Ll,S.-Jalcan PLatma Pl,tq,sic,t Seminalt, Ktloto, Jaytan, (L974)

IIID 11. MATT-1093 Theory of Plasma Simulation Usj-nq Multipo]e-
Expansion Scheme, by Liu Chen and Hideo Okuda

Nonphysical grid effects in plasma simulation using the Multipole-
Expansion scheme and Gaussian-shape charge particles are studied anal-ytically
in one dimension. General expressions for the linear dispersion relation,
fluctuation spectra, energy, and momentum conservations are derived and then
compared with those of the Cl-oud-in-Ce1L (CIC) scheme. The results indicate
that generally the Multipole-Expansion scheme and its subtracted version have
less'grj-d effects and, hence, are consl-dered to be better than CIC.

IIID 12. Collisions in Multidimensional Plasrna Simulations * by Y. Matsuda
and H. Okuda

Collisions in multidimensional plasura simulation models using
finite size particles are studied numerically and analytica1ly. Drag and
diffusion of particles in velocity space are measured and are compared with
the theoretical predictions for two-, two-and-a-ha1f-, and three-dimensional
models. For two- and three-dimensional models, the measurement agrees reason-
ably well with the theory. For two-and-a-ha1f-dimensional model, it is shown
that the coll-isions strongly depend on the choice of the angle between mag-
netic fiel-d and wave vector due to the llmited phase space availab1e for
scattering the particles in the model. For a strongly magnetized p1-asma with
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o^^ > o-^ , the effective collisions are significantly reduced for a simu-ce De
lation irlasma when a ? po (a = particle size, pe = gyroradius) in contrast
to a real plasma where the effective collisions increase slowly with the
magnetic field.

,\ PrLQ,6e-nted aL tl4e Mzeting on Patt-tic.Le CIdQA, Berkeley, Calif ., Dec. 4,
L97 4.

ILTD 13. MATT-1095 Study of Maqnetohydrodynamic Modes in Tokamak
Confi ations with Noncircular Cross Sections by M. S. Chance, R. L.

Jardin, J. L. Johnson,
Dewar,
B.A. H. Glasser, J. M. Greene, R. C. Grimm, S. C.

Rosen, G. V. Sheffield and K. E. Weimer

Stability criteria for locali,zed instabilities for both ideal and
resistive models are derived and evaluated for general axi-symmetric con-
figurations. A numerical scheme for determining the spectrum in these
configuraticns is developed. Application is made to the special case of an
elliptical cylindrical plasma column, with finite pressure and length, carry-
ing a uniform axial current.

IIID 14. Numerical Study of Equilibriurn and Localized Stability Properties
of Axisyrnmetric Toroidal Configurations,* by K. E. Weimer, R. C. Grimm,
S. C. Jardin, and G. V. Sheffield

In design studies for the PDX device being built at Princeton
University, it is useful to investigate the MHD properties of specific
configurations. We solve numerically the usual (x) = RJ$ equation for
a reasonable prescription of the pressure and poloidal current distributions,
given the total toroidal current. The boundary conditions are fixed by
specifying currents in external coj-ls so that no conducting boundary is
required. We evaluate the criterj-a for localized instabiliLies for both
ideal and resistive models.

,tPttQAented at thz Sixteentt+ Annua.X- Mzzting od tl+e Amenican ?hq'sica.[- Socie,tq
(1974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 15. Techni-ques for Study of MHD Modes in General Axially Symrnetric
Toroidal Configurations,* by R. C. Grimm, M. S. Chance, J. M. Greene,
J. L. Johnson, B. Rosen, and K. E. Weimer

Earlier programs for strrdy of tokamak stability have been ex-
tended to include toroidal effects. We adopt a natural coordinale systen
based on the magnetic field lines and decompose the perturbatj-ons into
components selected to match the poLatLzations of the different modes as
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nearly as possible. This enables us to study the spectrum and shape of
the perturbations for frequencies extending over many orders of magnitude.

x PtLQ-sented at the Siiteenth Annual. MeeLLng o( tl+e- AmetuLean ?hqtica.L SocLe,tq
(L974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 16. Use of Symbolic Prosrammine in Code Construction for Studving
MHD Modes i-n Toroidal tems * by B. Rosen, J. M. Greene, R. C. Grimn,
and J. L. Johnson

Use is made of the MACSYMA system to calculate the analytic form
of the potential and kinetic energies, 6W and K, in toroidal geometry. The

Lagrangian displacements are decourposed' in a non-orthogonal coordinate
system chosen to make the secular matrix have a band strucfure. The cal-
culation is carried out in terms of vectors I components appear only when
the vectors are explicitly expressed in terms of the basis vectors. Ex-
tensive use is made of the patterm-matching facilities of MACSYMA for this
purpose. Pattern maLching is also used to evaluate the Fourier integrals
arising from the insertion of Fourier series for the displacements together
with the specification of the equilibriun.

x PtLeAented a-t tlne Sixte-entl+ Annua.t Meeting o$ the- Amet'Lcctn Phq,sica.L Sociztt|
(1974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 17. MATT-1099 Numerical Study of the Maqnetohydrodynamic Spectra
in Tokamaks Usinq Galerkin's Method, bY R. L. Dewar, J. M. Greene, R. C

Grimm and J. L. Johnson

A computational technique is described for determining the ideal
magnetohydrodynamic spectrum and its associated eigenfunctions. The method
is suitable for axisymmetric toroidally confined plasnas with arbitrary
cross sections. Using the special case of a long, straight, elliptical
plasma column with 1ow pressure and uniform axial current where analytic
results are available, a study is made of the efficacy of two different
choices of expansion functions. The use of a finite-element representation,
keeping only a smal1 number of terms, is shown to provide a good descrip-
tion of the system.
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IIID 18. Numerical Determination of Mode Spectra in a Finite Straisht
Tokamak with Uniform Axial Current and Elliptic Cross Section,* by M. S.
Chance, R. C. Grimm, J. M. Greene, J. L. Johnson, and K. E. Wei,mer

trIe have generalized a previ-ously reported computational program
which gives the mode spectrum for sma1l perturbations from special low-
pressure equilibria. The present generalization incorporates the effect
of finite pressure and finite wave length but retaj-ns the constant axial
current and similar elliptic magnetic surfaces of the previous calculation.
This nodel is appropriate for studying ballooning effects associated r^r.ith
variations of field line curvature along a magnetic line. For this model
we can determine the limits of the continua expected in the wave spectrum.
We give a eomparison of the numerical results with these predictions, as
well as typical eigenmodes associated with instabilities.

?rpresented at the Mze.ting on TLtzon-elica.L A,SytecLt 0'6 CTR (Sherwood

Meeting), Berkley, Calif. April 3-5, L974-

IIID 19.
by I"I. S.

MHD Modes in Straight Tokamaks with Elliptic Cross Sections,*
Chance, J. M. Greene, R. C. Grimm, and J. L. Johnson

A numerical procedure for investigating MHD stability by ex-
tremizing the Lagrangian is applied to the case of a straight plasma column
with elliptic cross section, carrying a uniform axial current, and embedded
in a vacuum with an arbitrarily placed conducting wall. The plasma pressure
is taken sufficj-ently large, and the periodicity length small, that all the
modes of the spectrum must be treated together. By examining the structure
of an unstable kink mode as the ellipticity of the column is i-ncreased,
we investigate the importance of ballooning effects associated with varia-
tions of line curvature along the magnetic field.

,\ ?rLuented at t!+e Sixtzenth Annua,t- filee,LLng od tl,te AmenLcan Phqaica,t Soc'Le,tq
(L974). Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 20. MATT-1054 Fluid Simul-ation of a Low Pressure Toroidal Plasma
Usinq Axi tric Field-Line Coordinates, by R. C. Grimm and J. L. Johnson

A numerical model is developed to study the confinement of 1ow-
pressure plasmas in axially syrunetric co4figurations with arbitrary shaped
magnetic surfaces. The equations contain the effects of resistivity, plasrna
inerti.a, and pressure gradients in that the magnetic fields, although
assumed static, can be self consistent. The Lax-Wendroff seheme is used
to advance the plasma density and velocities in time. Applications include
demonstration that classieal expressions for diffusion are valid when there
are small plasma flows, and study of the propagation of acoustic and
geodesic \^raves in levitrons.
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IIID 21. Fokker-Planck Simulation of Compressional Energy-Clamping of
Beam-Injected Ions in a Tokamakr* by R. M. Kulsrud, D. L. Jassby, and
Y. C. Sun

A multi-species, 2-D code that numerically solves the Fokker-
Planck equation over a mesh in velocity space is used to follow the velocity
distribution of ions injected at energy Wo parallel to the toroidal magnetic
field of a tokamak, and subjected to slow major-radius compression. The
compression rate is optimized to "clamp" the energy of the injected ions.
In simul-ation of the proposed TCT device (Q = 1.5), slow compression is
followed by thermalization of the fast ions. The Fokker-Planck calculations
for W- = 115 keV, no^ = 4x1O13cm-3, T^^ = 3.5 keV (precompression),
compr8ssion period St76 *""", give Q 9of.38 for Z = I and Q = I.24 for
Z = 3, with Fe impurity (D beams on T target). Analytic expressions for
a nonscattered beam give Q = I.46i the smbller values in the 2-D simuLation
are due to the smaller energization experienced by the perpendicular
energy components. The observed energy dispersion, up to 35 keV, has
insignificant effect on Q.

*Presented at the Mee.LLng o( tl+e Ame,niea"n Phq,siea,L Soe.Le,tq
(L974), Albuquerque, N. M.

IIID 22. MATT-IO79 The Effects of Impurities and Maqnetic Divertors on
High-Temperature Tokamaks, by D. M. Meade, H. P. Furth, P. H. Rutherford,
F. c. P. Seidl, and D. F. Diichs

A one-dimensional tokamak plasma transport code has been
adapted to include impurity influx, stripping, radiation, and diffusion,
as well as the usual processes of hydrogen plasma and heat transport,
recycling at the boundary, and multi-generation charge-exchange. Neutral-
beam heating, adiabetic compression, and divertor boundary condj.tions are
included as optionaL features. rllustrative computations are given for
present-day and next-generation tokamaks. The problems of impurity control
are discussed, and two technical- approaches are examined in greater detail:
the transient cold-plasma shield, and the poloidal divertor.
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E. Theoretical Research Under the Air Force Contract

Research has been carried out in a number of areas which are

supported either partially or ful1y by the Air Force Contracts. Research

on numerical simulation, plasma heating, or parametric instabilities is
described in other sections. The remainder is summarized here.

1. Laboratorv Plasmas

Ono and Kulsrud have used the Fokker-Planck code to numerically derive

the damping rate and frequency of ion-acoustic waves in the presence of
collisions. They have derived the entire curve for collisional rates ranging

from strong collisions to weak collisions for T" = 4Ti, 2 I!, T!, T./2. These

results agree well with known theory in the limit of strong and weak collisions.
Johnston (Abstract III E 1) has developed an oscillating center formalism

for studying two-wave particle processes such as nonlinear Landau damping

and Chen-Porkolab coupling. This formalism treats these phenomena as

modified induced scattering processes and obtains the rates for these processes

in compact form. Perkins has reviewed the variety of parametric instabilities
in their various applications and isolated the remaining problems (Abstract

III E 2). Williarns and Liu have discovered a new nonlinear mode conversion

process in inhomogeneous plasmas (Abstract III E 3).

2. Space Physics and Astrophysics

Perkins has derived the basic equation for the study of plasna density

striation in the ionosphere (Abstract III E 4). These density striations have

important applications for space communications.

Cohen, Dewar, and Kulsrud have been studying the hydromagnetic turbulent

spectrum in the solar wind. Dewar and Cohen have shown that the decay

instability can modify the spectrum in an important way (Abstract III E 5)

causing the spectral index to spectrum to steepen with distance from the sun

(Abstract III E 6). Cohen and Kulsrud have completed their theoretical study

of the long term evolution of non-circularly polarized A1fv6n waves. They

have determined the constants which determine the final circularly polarized

state (Abstract III E 7).
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IIIE I.
Theory

PPL-AP-80 Oscillation-Center Formulation of the Classical
of Induced Scattering in Plasma, by Shayne Johnston

Particle trapping in the beat potential produced by the mixing
of two coherent waves lies outside the domain of the conventional weak-
turbulence theory of induced scattering in plasma. In this paper a reformu-
lation of the theory is presented which is applicable to this extended domain.
The formulation is based upon arcanonical transformation to "oscillation-
center variables" due to Dewar,- and affords in particular a simpler method
for deriving the "linear" matrix elements of weak-turbulence theory. This
method is first illustrated in the problem of the induced scatterj-ngi of
longitudinal plasma modes. The power of the method is then usefully exploited
in two nore difficult situations, namely the cases of electrostatic waves in
the presence of a uniform magnetic field, and electromagnetic v/aves in an
arbitrarily relativistic plasma. The apptication of the transformation to
the extended strong-interaction regime is demonstrated.

IIIE 2. Parametric Instabilities: Nonlinear Optics in Plasmas,* by
F. W. Perkins

Intense monochromatic (pump) radiation propagation in a plasma
is subject to a wide variety of instabilities, depending on the nature of
the pump wave, the geometry of the plasma, and the details of the nonlinear
coupling. Nonlinear wave phenomena have been invoked in many areas of
plasma physics: magnetically confined laboratory plasmas, laser-plasma
interactions, ionospheric modification, and pulsars. This talk will attempt
to survey the recent results and point out unresolved problems.

tMaAlnLngton Mzeling o(\ the Amenics"n Phq,sicaL Soe,Le,tq, April 22-25, Lg75

IIfE 3. Harmonic Generation of Obl Incident Radiation on a
Nonuniform Plasma * by E. A. Williams and C. S. Liu

At the point where the frequency of an el-ectromagnetic wave,
obliquely incident onto a plasma of increasing density, equals the local
plasma frequency, the el-ectromagnetic wave is resonantly transformed into
an electrostatic plasma wave. This plasma wave can beat with itself to
generate an electromagnetic wave at twice the incident frequency, corre-
sponding to a two plasma + one photon process. The generated harmonic
peaks at 90o to the incident.Wave, consistent with experimental- observa-
tion. . Thg electric field.E\"t of the seqqnd harmonic is given approximately
by tn(2)t2/gnnt - 3 x to'4(vr"/c)2tt"/xo)a/3t"ln/eTrnT)2, rr,.r" r, -is 

gradient
scale length, giving about 18 harmonic Aeneration for the experimental
parameters of Lee, et a1., again consistent with their observations.
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*16ttL Annua,L PXn'sma PI'u1,s LcA Mzeting od the Ameniea"n Phq,siea.L Socie,tq,
October 28-31, L974, Albuquerque, N. M.

IIIE 4. PPL-AP-78 A Theoretical Model for Short-Scale Field-Aligned
Plasma Density Striations, by Francis W. Perkins

The short-scale (- 3 m), field-aligned plasma density striations
found in ionospheric modification experiments are generated by the plasma
turbul-ence resulting from ion acoustic-prasma wave parametric decay
instabiLities. The field-aligned geometry results from the fact that
nonlinear \.tave coupling arises from thermal, Ohmic heating terms rather
than pondermotive force (radiation pressure). The theory shows that
field-aligned striations increase rapidly in intensity as the wavelength
increases--in agreement with experiment.

IIIE 5. PPL-AP-72 On the Backscatter fnstabi litv of SoLar Wind Alfv6n
Waves, by R. H. Cohen and R. L. Dewar

A coherent Alfv6n wave propagating along the equilibrium magnetic
field is unstable against decay into an A1fv6n wave traveling in the
opposite direction and a sound wave [sagdeev and Galeev, 1967]. The
stability of incoherent Alfv6n waves against this mode decay is considered,
assuming that the sound waves are damped.*, The criterion for stabilizing
waves with power spectral density rr- - k-N is N > 1. The results indicate
that solar wind Alfv6n waves are stAble in the wavelength range considered
in Mariner V observations, although a mild instabitity is predicted for
Ionger wavelengths.

IIIE 6. PPL_AP-73 Mode Decav and Gradients in the rnterplanetarv Magnetic
Field Fluctuation Spectrum, by Ronal-d H. Cohen

Resonant mode decay can lead. to selective degradation of portions
of a broadband spectrum of Alfv6n waves [Cohen and Dewar I974). This effect
may be responsible for the observation lSmith, L974) that, in Pioneer 10 data,
24-hour variances in the magnetic field component fluctuations decrease with
distance from the sun faster than l-hour variances.
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IIIE 7. PPI-AP-74 Nonlinear Evolution of Parallel-Propagatinq
ic Waves, by Ronald H. Cohen and Russell M. Kulsrud

The nonlinear evolution of plane hydromagnetic fluctuations
propagating along the unperturbed magnetic field direction is considered.
!'rom an expansion of the ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations and
the hydromagnetic shock jump conditions, it is shown that a wave in which
the magnitude of the magnetic field is non-constant steepens into a shock
and subsequently evolves toward a purely Alfv6nic fluctuation of lower
mean enerqy density. Explicit expressions are derived for the asymptotic
state and for the characteristic lines which describe the evolution toward
that state. A class of fluctuations which includes linearly polarized waves
is shown to evolve into rotational discontinuities. The results are applied
to observations of hydromagnetic fluctuations in the solar wind.

rrIE 8. PPL-AP-79 The Stabilizing Effects of Cloud &eggeelqration:
Microturbulence, and Rotation on Parkerts Instability, by E1len G.

Zweibel and Russell M. Kulsrud

we reconsider Parker's instability including a model equation of
state for the gas of interstellar clouds, a tangled interstellar field, and
galactic rotation. We find that for most choices of interstellar parameters
consistent with observation the instability is stabilized. For the remaining
choices which can lead to instability the growth time is longer than 108
years. Thus, we conclude the instability can have little to do with cosmic
ray escape and probably cannot destroy a primordial galactic fieId.

IIIE 9. PPL-AP.76 A Mult Pul-sar Model for Quasi-Stellar Objects
and Active GaLactic Nuclei, by J- Arons, J. Ostriker and R. Ku]srud

We assume that there have existed sma1l (-10o pc) central regions
in galaxies where the rate of pulsar-forming supernova events is high
(10o - tgZ yr-r). The supernova rennants in these regions largrely overlap
and constitute ideal environments for the production of and radiation from
high energy particles. We calculate in the context of the specific magnetic
dipole model of pulsars, expected distributions of EM fields, particle
energies, and emitted radiation and find that, within the accuracy of the
calculations there is rough agreement between computed quantities and ob-
served properties of active galactic nuclei and QSOs.
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One new physical process is investigated in detail. fn a
collection of emitters radiating strong wa\zes, there will exist regions
in which waves from pairs of emitters are in resonance along particular
particle orbits. In these regions the particles e:<perience both scattering
and a strong secular acceleration. The latter is the dominant means by
which relativistic particles gain enerqry.
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IV. SMALL MACHINE EXPERIMENTS

A. Introduction

Research on the major toroidal-confinement devices at PPL

is supplemented by a program of investigation carried out on a group

of smal-l linear-geometry plasma devices. Studies of plasma produced

by a CO, laser and confined in a strong solenoidal magnetic field
comprise the COOL experiment which examines the plasma physics concepts

underlying the CTR reactor proposed by Dawson, Kidder and Hertzberg.

Plasma heating in the range of the lower-hybrid frequency (i.e.,
a few gigahertz for a fusion reactor -- a frequency range where megawatt

electron tubes are commercially avaifable) is under investigation in
the H-l device, while nonlinear and inhomogeneous-plasma wave phenomena

are the subjects of current research on the hot-electron L-3 and L-4

machines. On the alkali-metal quiet plasma d.evice, Q-I, the past

year has seen the completion of a series of experiments on parametric

decay instabilities in isothermal plasmas, and on the evolution of
current-driven (parallel to B) instabilities tying together phenomena

in four different regimes. In the surface science laboratory, work

on sputtering of ions from stainless steel has been completed, and

preparations have been made to study sputtering of neutrals from graphite
and stainless steel.
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B. CO 2-Laser-Heated-Pl-asma Experiment (COOL Experiment)

The COOL experiment, initiated in November L972, is directed at
answering several fundamental questions governing the Dawson-Kidder-

Hertzberg CTR scheme utilizing CO, -Iaser heating of magnetically confined,
weakly-underdense plasmas: (1) formation of an on-axis density minimum,

by the action of the laser itsetf, for l_aser-beam guiding, Q) laser-beam

self-focusing (Abstracts fV Bl- and IV 82), (3) elimination of beam

shieldingf an effect in which a backward-propagating laser-driven shock

wave shields the plasma core from the incident radiation (Abstracts IV 83

and IV 84), (4) plasma transport and its inhibition by a strong magnetic

field, and (5) preservation of beam self-focusing in the presence of a

strong magnetic field (Abstract IV 85),

Experimental results on items (1) and (2) in zero magnetic field were

reported a year ago, in MATT Q-31. In particular, the observation of a

laser-driven, backward-propagatingi detonation wave led to the conclusions
first that this wave produces the undesirabLe beam-shielding effect because

of the high plasma density and low plasma temperature in the wave, and

second, that methods must be found. to minimize or to eliminate this effect.
Since a shock wave cannot propagate into a vacuum, it was found possible

to eliminate the backward-propagating shock wave and its accompanying beam-

shielding effect by initiating the J-aser-plasma interaction at a plasma-

vacuum interface produced with a free expansion jet, Figs. I and 2.
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PPP L

743L59

Fig. 1. Schematic of COOL test section. A steep gas pressure gradient
is established at the exit of the orifice when the pressure side is pulse-
filled just prior to l-aser pulse. In experiments without the steep-gradient
interface, the entire chamber is fil-l-ed to desired pressure and the orifice
may be removed.
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In a new series of COOL experiments, a quasi-steady magnetic

field of up to 27O kG, provided by a pulsed solenoid, 5-cm borer 2O-cm

long, energized by a 250 kJ capacitor bank, was used to reduce the lateral
expansion of the plasma. For a given initial gas pressure and at a fixed
time after breakdown, the measured. plasma diameter D as a function of B is
characterized by three regimes, Fig. 3: (1) D is nearly constant as B is
increased from zero in the regime B = SnnkT/B2 >>L, (2) D rapidly decreases

as B is raised further in the regime I - 1, and (3) D slowly decreases

and asymptotically approaches a limiting minimum value when B is still
further increased, in the regime B << l.
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Fig. 3. PLasma diameter versus magnetic field strength at various times
subsequent to breakdown (t = 0).
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A side-on Mach-Zehnder interferometer, using a short-pu1se ruby

laser, has now been developed. This interferorneter enables us to measure

electron density integrated. over the line of sight in a single shot
( -3 nsec time resolution) for the entire r tz plane limited only by the

aperture of the optics. Upon inversion, density distributions are obtained.

A typical fringe shift pattern for a 250 kG magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4.

The observed trapezoidal fringe shift pattern, upon inversion, yields an

on-axis density minimum profile.

I cm
-t

753123

Fig. 4. Interferogram showing fringe shift of ruby laser 1i9ht
(l = 694 nm). Helium_gas at 50 torr, B = 250 kGr t = 260 nsec. One fringe
shift equals 3.2 x lOr/ electrons/cm2. COZ laser is incident from the left.
The exit of the free-expansion jet is located 7 mm to the left of the left
edge of the interferogram.

Having now successfully produced plasmas with the on-axis density
\

minimum required for beam self focusing, having elidlinated the beam-shielding

backward-propagating detonation wave, and having shown inhibition of lateraf
expansion by an externally applied magnetic fie1d, the next phase of the

COOL experimental investigation will focus on the scaling law of propagation

of the longitudinal heating wave. The knowledge of this scaling law is
essential for the formation of a plasma column of large length/diameter

aspect ratio.

l-
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IVB 1. Expelj-ment on Interaction of
Plasmas-Measurement of Beam-Se1f Focusin

-Laser With Weakly Underdense
, by L. C. Johnson and T. K. Chu

coz

Space-and tj-me-resolved interferometric measurements of electron
density in a CO2 -laser-produced plasma in helium show the development and
evoLution of radial- profiles with on-axis minima, resulting in self-focusing
of the laser beam.

* Fou.th AnnunL Con(enence 0n Anomalou Ab,sottyttLon (Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore, Calif., 1973) Paper 8.9.

M 2. Measurement of Electron Densi and Laser Beam Self-Foc
of a CO2 Laser-Induced Plasma in a Stronq ic Fie1d. L. C. Johnson
and T. K. Chu

Measurements have been made on the plasma produced in helium
or hydrogen at the focal spot of a 50 J TEA co2 laser and confined in a
strong magnetic fierd of up to 250 kG. with initiar gas pressure of 10
to 50 Eorr, the plasma was^roughly cylindricaL, with a radius of - 3 cm,
and a density I to 5 x 191u"*-:. A He-Ne laser-illuminated Mach-Zehnder
interferometer was used for shot-to-shot scanning to deduce density profiles
with spatial resolution of - 3 nsec. In addition, ruby-laser holographic
interferograms (temporal resolution - 20 nsec) were mad.e at specific times
on individual shots. Beam self-focusing was observed by monitoring the re-
fracted laser beam. Results show that (1) the on-axis density minimum
necessary for beam self-focusing and (2) the accompanying beam self-focusing
are preserved in the presence of the magnetic field.

t' Bu.Lt- o( Am. Pl,tq,s. Soc. t9, s:t (1973)

IVB 3. Elimination of Backward-Propagatinq Laser-supported Detonation
Wave in Weakl Underdense Plasmas by T. K. Chu and L. C. Johnson

Space- and time-resolved interferometric measurements of electron
density in Cor-laser produced plasmas in helium and hydrogen show shock waves
propagating ifi both directions along the beam. The shock wave propagating
toward the focusing lens effectivety shields the interior plasma from the
incident beam, because the lower plasma temperature and higher plasma
density in the shock altow strong absorption of the incident beam energy.
By arranging the laser radiation-plasma interaction to begin at a plasma-
vacuum interface, the beam-shielding shock wave and its propagation are
simultaneously eliminated, thus permitting efficient energy deposition
in the plasma interior.

* Bu,[-L. Am

Abtonyttion
Pl+q,s. Soc. 19, 642 (L974); also FoutttLt Annun[- Con(. 0n Anoma!-oua

(Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, Calif., L974) paper B.10
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M 4. Axially Propagating laser-Driven Shock Wave, its Be_qqn

Shieldinq Effect and Method of Elimination, and Ptasma End Loss in a
l_c fined Laser-Produced Plasma*, by J. Fitzwilliam' T. K. Chu,

and L. C. Johnson

Laser-induced breakdown of a homogeneous gas is accompanied by
laser supported detonation waves which propagate in both directions along
the beam. The high-density, low-temperature, backward propagating shock
wave absorbs beam energy and thus reduces the energy of the beam transmitted
through the shock, adversely shielding the plasma interior from the beam.
Since a shock wave cannot propagate into a vacuum, the backward propagating
detonation wave can be eliminated by initiating the laser-plasma inter-
action at a plasma-vacuum interface produced with a free-expansion jet.
Measurements on CO2 laser-induced breakdown plasmas in H2 and He, show that
the backward propagating shock wave is not present in the free-expansion
jet experiment. For a magneticalty confined plasma in the case with plasma-
vacuum interface, the end-loss time, as determined from the plasma free-
expansion rate into the vacuum, is in agreement with the observed lifetines.

* BI.LL, Am. Phq,s. Soc. 19, 931 (rs74).

IVB 5. Effects of Maqnetic Fiel-d on the Lateral Expansion of a
Laser-Induced Plasma*, by T. K. Chu and L. C. Johnson

The plasma produced at the focal spot of a CO2 laser and confined
radially in a strong magnetic field expands laterally against the field.
The effect of a magnetic field on this fateral expansion was determined
by monitoring the time-of-arrival of the leading edge of the radially
expanding shock wave. For a given initial gas pressure and at a fixed time
after breakdown, the measured plasma diameter D as a function of B is
characterized by three regimes: (1) D is nearly constant as B increases
from zero, in the regime $ = nk'r/ (F2/8n)>>I, (2) D rapidly decreases as B

increases further, in the regime B - 1, and (3) D slowly decreases and
asymptobically approaches a limiting minimum value when B still further
increases, in the regime g<<1. Regime (2) demonstrates the reduction of
plasma expansion due to the magnetic pressure, and regime (3) is consist-
ent with expectations by considering diffusion.

* BuU. Am. PI+qt. Soe. tg, gzz (rs74).
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C. H-I

The current H-l program examines the physics and engineering

problems associated with plasma heating near the lower hybrid frequency,

and the main effort during the past year has been directed toward the

forthcoming 800-MHz 2OO-kW lower-hybrid heating experiment on the ATC

Tokamak. This preparation has taken place along two paralfel paths, I)
the construction of the 200-kW radiofrequency source, and 2) experiments

on the H-l test device with a special emphasis on developing waveguide

coupling structures.
The 200-kW rf system has been designed and constructed by PPLrs

Power El-ectronics Section and the power supply by the Power Engineering

Section. The original estimated date for completion of this device was

April 1975 and construction is on schedule. The system consists of four
50-kw modules operating at a frequency of 800 MHz with a pulse length

capability of 20 msec. A more detailed description of this generator
appears in the Engineering Section of this Annual Report.

The recent experiments on the H-l test device have been related to
the development of waveguide coupling systems. Today's toroidaf devices

are of such dimension that the free space wavelength corresponding to the

lower hybrid frequency is comparable with the minor diameter of the plasma.

Thus the possibility arises that one may couple the rf energy to the plasma

by means of open-ended waveguide apertures in the vacuum-vessef wall rather

than an internal coil structure, which is characteristic of lower frequency

regimes. From an engineering viewpoint the basic problem is to match the

impedance of the waveguide coupling structure to the desired plasma-wave

mode. This matching problem is related but not identicaf to the problem of

slow wave penetration to the hybrid resonance layer. For the mode in question'

the wave electric field is parallel to the toroidal magnetic field in the

tenuous uJ < o__^ layer but at higher densities the main rf electric field
pe

component is aligned in the direction of the plasma minor radius. Consequently

the proper waveguide orientation is such that the E-field in the guide is
patallel to the tokamak toroidat field, driving the waveguide in a TE or TM

mode to couple to the i- ot fr--lre"pe"tively) components of the plasma mode.zt
In the experiments shown below only TE excitation has been used but TM

excitation studies are underway on the H-1 device.
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It was first shown by Stix that rf penetration to the resonance

layer requires an index of refraction in the z- direction, nrr somewhat

greater than unity. A possible way to obtain waves with suitable values

of n is to work with an array of adjacently-positioned properly-phased
z

waveguides. Such a system is being suggested for use on the Joint European

Tokamak and a similar system is planned for the forthcoming ATC experiment.

The experimental set-up shown in Fig. 1 was used to study the plasma coupling
and penetration using an el-ementary phased waveguide array. The two guides

are driven in the TE'O mode at 3.4 GHz, that is, with a free-space wavelength

approximately equal to the plasma diameter - as will be the case in the ATC

device. AIso for this work, as in the ATC experiments, the r = ,n" layer
lies essentially at (or perhaps withinl ) ttre waveguide opening. In the H-I
experiment, the relative phase at the waveguide opening, A0, is controlled
by the l-ine stretcher shown in Fig. J- When the waveguides are driven in
phase (A0 = 0), the Fourier-spectrur of the ,, field at the opening peaks

at f,,, = 0 as for a single waveguide. Although this case would give

efficient radiation in free space, it should not lead to rf penetration
of dense plasma. When A0 = 18Oo the Fourier spectrum peaks at n,, = 2.2

and has a null at n,, = O. This arrangement should produce little radiation
into free space but much more efficient plasma penetration. A quantitative
theory for the waveguide-plasma impedance mismatch and the corresponding
waveguide reflection coefficients is being developed by Dr. M. Brambilla
of C.E.N. in Grenoble.

"TRoMBoNE"
LINE- STRETCHER

3.4 GHz

r0w Io Rl

-) \--

DOUBLE
WAVEGUIDE

I
L

R2
COAXIAL
HYBRID JUNCTION

CONDUCTING WALL

7 46097

Fig. l. Circuit of microwave excitation of double-waveguide
antenna. Transmitted and reflected signals are monitored couplers
Io, Rlr and Rr.

X
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The H-l experiments are the first to test these wave coupling concepts.

Figure 2 shows the measured time-averaged reflection coefficients of the

antenna as a function of relative aperture phase for different, plasma

densities. In the absence of a plasma the reflection coefficient is about

3t when the apertures are driven in phase (A0 = 0) and reaches a maximum

of 54* when A{ = 199o, in agreement with the qualitative concl-usions drawn

in the preceding paragraph. For the case where the peak plasma density is

20 times the , = rp. critical density the reflection coefficient at 18Oo

decreases to around 48 and an excellent impedance match is achieved. Single

waveguide excitation under similar conditions shows reflection coefficients
at least ten times higher.
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To obtain information on the structure of the waves in the plasma

interior, electrostatic probes were used to map the wave fields, Fig.3.
With A$ = 199o, the measured D,, in the interior of the plasma was 2.I,
in close agreement with the calculated peak of the Fourier spectnxr. The

central portion' Fig. 3b, shows the wave amplitude at various distances
down the column axis from the waveguide. The dashed lines at the bottom,
Fig. 3c, show the computed ray trajectories for various D,, and the solid
line marked "E" is the trajectory of the peak wave amplitude, clearly con-
sistent with the ray computations for n,, = 2.L. Wave normals, constructed
from the experimental phase data, are found to be inclined at an angle of
85o with respect to the group velocity, while the computed results for the
slow mode with a,, = 2.1 wou]d predict an angle of 80o. Analysis of the
phase data al-so shows that the total refractive index is in the range of
5-7, agai-n in good agreement with theory. Variation of the double-waveguide
phase difference, 40, affected the amplitude of the probe signal in rough

agreement with the measured antenna refl-ection coefficients. It is apparent

from these measurements internal to the plasma that the waveguide system is
coupling to the sLow mode which is the one desj-red for lower hybrid heating.

These preliminary results on the H-1 test device are not concLusive

for tokamak operating conditions, but give a very positive indication that
the phased array of waveguides appears to provide effective coupling to
the desired mode for lower-hybrid heating.

AXIAL P0SlTloN (cm, WAVE ASPLITUDE (Afi 8I'RARY UNJTSI

9

3

753277

Fig. 3 (a). Electron density as a function of radius' n----=10 n .

Fig. 3 (b). observed wave magnitude as function of raaiilSxin suScessive
planes downstream from the antenna ( z '= O) i

Fig. 3 (c). Experimental points defininq contours of constant phase (phase
difference between contours is 18Oo). Heavy solid curve E: locus of observed
maximum wave amplitude. Dashed curves: ray trajectories computed from hIKB

theory for various nrr values. Note the change in radial scale from (b).
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An Overdense Radio Frequency P1asma Source*, by S. Bernabei,
Jassby, W. M. Hooke, and R. W. Motley

We have developed an rf (155 MHz) plasma source for the study
of wave heating at frequencies comparable to and greater^than the lower
hybrid resonance frequency. Ion densities of almost lOrJcm-J may be
attained in an 8 liter column with a power input less than 1 kflliter.
Elevated ion temperatures, comparable to and sometimes greater than the
electron temperature (1-10 eV) have been measured with a Fabry Perot inter-
ferometer. Information on the wave coupling, the electron and ion heating
efficiencies, and the secondary waves generated by nonlinear interaction of
the pump wave will be discussed.

* Second Toytlca,L Condenenee on RF ?,La,tma" Henting (Lubbock, Texas, June Lg74).

IVC 2. Ion Heating in Nonresonant RF Discharges*, by E. L. Tolnas,
R. W. Motley, D. L. Jassby, S. Bernabei, and W. M. Hooke

Magnetically confined discharges are produced in argon and xenon
by capacitively coupled rf energy with frequency (I55 MHz) 3 to 10 times
the maximum ion plasma frequency. Electrostatic probe and Fabry Perot
measurements reveal transverse ion temperature up to 16 eV at
n, = o.3-2 x 1O12cm-3, ir the presence of self-generated dc radial electric
flelds (5-50 v/cm). If the electric fields are shorted out, the maximum
T- is 5 eV at rf power of 3 kW, with heating rates of 5-20 eV/msec. In
mEst cases, Tr ;, Tr,. The observed heating when Er : O, appears to be due
to low-frequency turbulence.

* WashingtonD,C, Meoting 06 the AnwLca"n PhALica,L Socie,tl,(Aprir rs74).

IVC 3. Plasma Penetration and Coupling with Waveguide Excitation*, by
S. Bernabei, PPL, P. L. Colestock and W. D.
Heald, Swarthmore College

Getty, U. of Michigan, and M. A

In lower-hybrid heatinq experiments for ATC it is planned to
use waveguide excitation. In order to study wave accessibility and linear
mode conversion with waveguide excitation an experiment has been performed
in which transverse plasma and waveguide dinensions are scaled down from
those of ATC. Excitation frequency relative to the lower-hybrid frequency
could not be scaled; conditions are o-,,<<0J<0J__<o_^. Microwave coupling to
the 5-cm radius plasma column and theL#esurt8fit $1""*" wave excitation
were measured with moveable probes using interferometric and correlation
techniques. An open-ended waveguide in the TE10 mode excited the ordinary
wave (EorllB^ ), which was strongly reftected at the critical layer where
u = tr^oT?) . " Density fluctuations due to drift waves at f :: 6 KIIz caused
largeYVariations in the reflection coefficient and inhibited matching by
external tuners. Plasma waves were observed along the column with microwave
probes. Alternative excitation modes such as the TE10 with EO,rBo and dual
phased waveguides were also studied.

t, Sixteenlh Annuol PLa'sma Phqaict Me.e,LLng o{ the An.
N. M., October 1974) .

?l'tq,s. Soc. (atruquerque,
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Wave Propagation and Nonlinear Effects in
RF Plasma Heating Experiments (L-3)

The L-3 rf plasma heating program has centered on the following
problems: 1) effects of plasma inhomogeneities upon parametric instabiLi-
ties and plasma heating, 2) parametric backscatter instabilities, and 3)

wave launching and wave propagation near the Lower-hybrid frequency. Each

of these experiments is expected to yield information valuable to the PPL

large-scale tokamak rf-heating program.

Experiments on the effects of density gradients upon parametric

instabilities constitute a continuation of L-3 work from the previous year.

A number of theories predict that in inhomogeneous plasmas the threshold

for parametric instabiLities is determined by convective losses and mismatch

due to gradients, rather than dissipative effects. Thus, the threshold

for parametric instabilities is expected to vary ." Pth, * L/ (kL), where

P., is the threshold pump power, k is the wavenumber of the most unstabfethr
length. Experimentally we study such effects by shining X-band (f = I0.5 GHz,

P .< 5 kW) microwave radiation onto the plasma by a microwave horn. Evidence

for parametric decay into efectron plasma waves and ion acoustic waves appears

in the r:xperimental spectra and has been noted previously (Abstract IV Dl).
While i:r the previous year in a limited nurnber of experimentaf runs we

found ar;reement with theories predicting 
"ah, 

- I/kI., the more extensive

investir;ations this year show that this dependence is not always obtained.

In changing plasma conditions during the X-band microwave heating, it was

found j-n some cases that nah, was independent of k. A possible explanation

for the changing behaviour is the occurrence of Iinear mode-conversion of
the incident electromagnetic wave into electrostatic waves, which could

complicate interpretation of the resul-ts. Since at 10 GHz it is very

difficutt to detect short-wavelength converted electrostatic waves, a

considerable effort was made to determine the dispersion rel-ation of the

ion acoustic decay waves. These waves were found to be 1ocalized in the

radial direction to 0.5 cm while propagating mainly along the external magnetic

field. Thus, mode conversion is unlikely in these experiments, since in the

ordinancy (O) mode of propagation uolln. The measured dispersion is shown

in Fig. 1(a), as well as a sample of interferometer output of the ion wave.

In addition, in Fig. 1 (b) the electron distribution function is also shown,

D
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giving strong evidence of plasma heating along the magnetic field, i.e.,
along the direction of the electric field of the incident electromagnetic

wave and the decay waves. Thus, even if there were mode conversion, a

significant part of the heating could be attributed to parametric d.ecay

waves. A summary of the work has been presented at the Lubbock conference

(Abstract IV D2).
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Fig. 1 (a) Ion acoustic decay wave dispersion relationship during
X-band heating experiments (propagation alon9 Eo).
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In the backscatter experiments a 25O kW X-band microwave beam

is sent along a waveguide fiLled with plasma. Unfortunately, the gain is
greatly limited by the short pulse length of the X-band source (t < 2psec).

Tn this time one can hope to observe a gain of less than a factor of ten.
Thus far the experiment has not provided any evidence of the Brillouin
backscatter instability.

A major effort in the yearrs program has been directed toward an

understanding of lower-hybrid wave propagation. In this area of investi-
gation, a) a theory for wave launching from a finite-size slow wave structure
has been developed, including collisions and linear mode conversion (Abstract
IV D3), b) using a number of different slow-wave structures with well
defined kr-spectra, the excitation and propagation of slow waves have

been studied in detail (Abstracts IV D4 and IV D5) n c) assembly of a

CO, laser scattering system to detect the presence of short wavelength

waves has begun (Abstract IV D6), and d) based on recent experimental
observations (Abstract IV D7) a theory has been developed for parametric

decay of l-ower-hybrid waves in uniform (Abstract IV Dg) and non-uniform
plasmas (Abstracts IV D9 and IV D10). In Fig. 2 is shown the geometry

of the slow-wave excieition system, and Fig. S shows interferometer outputs
of the excited waves with the predicted resonance cone clearly visible in
the experimental data. Figure 4 provides a plot of the experimental veri-

fication of lower-hybrid dispersion relation. Also, in agreement with

theory, it was verified that the waves were backward waves. In addition,
and of particular significance, it was discovered that wavelengths shorter

than k,/kt . @r, could not be propagated . This phenomenon is not

well understood, but is believed to be due to scattering of the incoming

lower hybrid wave by background ion fluctuations. If valid, this interpre-
tation woufd imply the absence of experimental- observation of linear mode-

conversion. It would also mean that low frequency fluctuations present in
tokamaks may prevent mode conversion. Thus, other damping mechanisms, such

as parametric decay, scattering by fluctuations, and electron Landau damping

would. become the primary absorption process in lower-hybrid heating experiments.
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for lower-hybrid wave excitation. The
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IVD I. Exoerimental Studies of Parametric In stabilities in
Inhomogeneous Plasmas*rby M. Porkolab, V. Arunasalam, N. C. Luhman, Jr
and 'J. tt.

X-band microwave power (tr^ = 3 cm), both pulsed and CW, with
powers up to 4 kW (v./.r, i O.Z) haveobeen used to induce parametric
instabilities both iff the ordinary tn ll sl and extraordinary (E r B) modes
of propagation in the Princeton L-3 device. The main results can be
summarized as foll-ows: (a) In the ordinary mode of propagation the density
gradient dominates the growth rates, and thus the thresholds for parametric
decay instabilities for o i o_.,/5. The threshold for instability behave
roughlyraccording to the infromS$eneous plasma theory of Perkins and FLick,
i.e., sf o I/Lk where L is the density gradient scale length and k is
the wav8 number. The wavelengths of the low frequency decay waves have been
measured and the waves were identified as ion acoustic waves. (b) The
heating rates due to this instability have been measured to be anomalously
fast (by a factor of 20), and main body heatinq (by a factor of 2-3) and
tail formation (T. ,. -10 T) occur in a few microseconds. For P /P,, > LO

the anomalous heaEi*d rate (collisicn frequency) is independent 8f ff,ciaent
power. (c) The extraordinary mode h.as minimum thresholds for decay into
lower-hybrid waves and Bernstein waves, nearly in agreement with uniform
plasma theory. Heating rates similar to the ordinary mode have been observed.

* Presented at the Symposium on the Anomalous Absorption of Inteuse High
Frequency waves (Livermore, Calif. , L974).

IVD 2. MATT-1049
in a Maclnetic Fiel-d:

Parametric. Instabilities and Enhanced Heati ng of Plasma
A Review,by Miklos Porkolab

Recent developments in the theory of parametric instabilities,
experimental evidence of their existence, and their relation to plasma
heating is reviewed. Only modes existing in magnetically confined plasmas
wiLl be discussed, since these modes may be candidates for possible appli-
cation to heat fusion plasmas with high power radio-frequency sources.
Thus, particular attention is given to the regime of Trivelpiece-Gould
modes, lower-hybrid frequency, ion-cyclotron frequency (fast magnetosonic
wave), and upper-hybrid frequency.
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IVD 3. MATT-1031, Propagation and Mode Conversion of Lower- Hybrid
Waves cenerated. b11 a Fi_n_i_te Source, by P. M. Bellan and M. porkolab

The propagation of electrostatic plasma waves, and their
subsequent conversion into hot plasma waves at the lower hybrid frequency
is ca1culated for real-istic density profiles and finite rf souces in a
slab geometry. A finite Iength slow wave source having a potential dis-
tribution $ - cosk_z is found to generate spatial oscillations having a
well--defined wavelSngth. These oscillations are confined to regions bounded
by conical curves originating at the ends of the source. The axial distance
of rf energy propagation to the lower hybrid layer is found to be greaEep /)
than the radial distance of propagation by a factor of the order (m./m^)-''.
The conversion at the lower hybrid layer of the electrostatic cold fla5ma
waves excited by a finite source into propagating hot plasma waves is calcu-
l-ated. It is shown that collisional damping at the lower hybrid layer may
predominate over mode conversion even for relativefy low collision frequencies.

IVD 4. Experimental- Investigation of Externally Launched Slow Waves
Near the Lower-Hybr,i{ ilequency.n by P. Bell-an and M. Porkolab

Electron plasma waves possessing several we11 defined perpendicular
wavelengths have been excited by a multiple ring slow wave structure (4 wave-
lengths 1ong, l,_ = 23 cm. ) Perpendi"cular wavelengths from 2 cm to 4 run

have been obserfed. The waves follow a conical trajectory and are strongly
damped before they reach the lower hybrid layer. The damping is much
stronger than could be explained by Landau damping, Coulomb collisions or
collisions with neutrals. fn the l-clw density region where o ) o,- the waves

e satisfy the relation k- o I/u, in agreement with the o=rrt cos0 di'i'persion
relation. The experim6nts have been done on the PrincetEfr l+ pl-asma
(B = r -2 kg, .. = 1of0 to r01r, Te >> Tr, Plasma diameter = 10 cm, helium
gas).

* BwU.Am. Phqt. Soc., 19, 955, (1974).

MATT-1090, Exci-tation of Lower-Hybrid Waves bv a S l-ow-Wave Structure,
Bellan and M. Porkolab

We report the excitation of lower-hybrid waves by a multiple-
ring slow-wave structure (four waves, tr = 23 cm) in a magnetized plasma"
Wavelengths measured parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field were
in agreement with the theoretical dispersion relation" The waves propagated
in a packet defined by the axial length of the slow-wave structure.

IVD 5

bv P.
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IVD 6. CO, Laser Scattering as a D-iagnostic o_f Ion Temp_eratures an{
ion Waves in fokamaks* by C. M. Surko and R. E. Slusher, Bell Labs, Murray
Hill-, N. J. and Miklos Porkol-ab

We discuss the use of CO., Iaser scattering and heterodyne
detection as a diagnostic for t'okamik plasmas. The CO" laser has Lhe
advantage that large laser powers are readily avai1abl6 and that plasma
heating and cyclotron emission from the plasma is small at these frequencies"
The spectrum of scattered light is a measure of ion and electron temperatures
(T, and T ) and the efectron drift velocity in an equilibrium plasma, and
, l_ ..eis-sensitive to enhancement of the ion acoustic spectrur in non-equil-ibrium
situations. For a plasma such as the Princeton ATC Tokamak a 300 W CW

Iaser is sufficient for detection of scattering from non-thermal- ion waves
with wavelengths ), such that Smm>Ittrr..,^ and frequencies up to the ion plasma
frequency. Measurement of the equilibrium spectrum and T, require either many
tokamak shots or in a high-power single-mode pulsed laserl

r, Bu,t{-. Am. PLu1,s. Soe. rg, gz2 (1974).

IVD 7. Parametrj-cally Induced Nonlinear Wave-ParticLe Scatterinq and
Plasma Heating Near the Lower Hybrid Frequency* by R. P. H. Chang, Bell
I4boratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey and M. Porkolab

Experimental and theoretical studies of a new type of parametric
instability involving the excitation of ion quasimodes (due to nonlinear
wave-particle scattering) have been carried out when the "pump" frequency
is near the lower hybrid frequency. Plasma heating associated with this
instabil-ity has also been measured.

* Pltq,s. Rzv. LQtt.., 32, L227 (1974).

IVD 8.
Frequency

MATT-1028, Theory of parametrj_c Instabili ty Near the Lower-Hybrid
, by Miklos PorkoLab

The dispersion relation for parametric instabilities near the
Iower-hybrid frequency is derived and analyzed.. It is found that for propa-
gation angles coszO(mr,/m^) <1 resonant decay into ion acoustic (ion-cyclotron)
waves does not occuri*raEher, decay into nonresonant quasi-ion modes and
lower-hybrid waves occurs. The driving mechanism'for this instability is
shown to be analogous to nonlinear Landau damping in perturbation theory.
The large amplitude dispersion relation is analyzed numerically for a number
of typical experimental regimesr and growth rates and thresholds are obtained
for both the purely growing mode and the newly found quasi-ion mod.es.



The dispersion relation for parametric instabilities near the
lower-hybrid freguency is obtained from model fluid eguations. The following
instabil-ities are discussed: for rf pump frequencies o ! 3u,r_.., o = f,l ,
resonant d.ecay into ion sound (ion cyclotron) modes lprSviousi$'pt8ti.tuti
is found. In the regime of 1i u^/u-,, i:, uJ_^ = f,l^, decay into ion quasi-
modes is found. rn strong magnet?c ttefas ae83v in8o quasi-modes is also
found for 3 2 u^/w,u. This mechanism is similar to nonlinear Landau danping
in weak turbul-eXce"theory. In addition, decay into the purely growing mode
and fluid quasi-modes may also occur. The results are compared with recent
calculations from the Vlasov equation. The effects of plasma-inhomogeneities
will also be considered, including effective thresholds due to density gradients
and finite pump extent. The implications of these results to rf heating of
tokamaks near the lower-hybrid frequency will be discussed.
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IVD 9. MATT-1069, Physical Mechanism of Parametric Instabilities Near
the Lower-Hybrid Frequency in Inhomoqeneous Plasma, by Miklos Porkolab

M 10. Parametric Instabilities Near the Lower-Hybrid Freguency in
Inhomogeneous PLasma* by Miklos Porkolab

The parametric d.ecay of incident microwave fiel_ds in an in-
homogeneous plasma as the wave approaches the lower-hybrid layer is con-
sidered. This study is motivated by future lower-hybrid rf heating experiments
in tokamak plasmas. The thresholds for parametric decay into ion acoustic
and/or ion cyclotron waves, ion guasi-modes, and lower-hybrid waves is
obtained.. The effects of finite spatial extent of,the fump are included.
It is found that tokamaks with Te i 5 kV, ns = fgrrr.p-J, Nn/n)-I i 10 cm,
are unstable to parametric decay in the underdense region (i.e., ur > o1g)
for applied electric fields of Eo s 2.5 kV/cm, and axial length of the
waveguide structure LZ s 30 cm. The E x B drift velocity at threshold for
decay into quasi-mode is comparabl-e with or less than that of decay into
acoustic (cyclotron) waves.

t Bu.tL. Am. PLtqa. Soc., 19, gB3 (L974)
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Isothermal Paramert.ric lon Acoustic Deca'/ Instability:
Ident-ification, Ion Heating and Saturation (9-1)

Recently, in connection with plasma heating and ionospheric
modification, there has been strong interest in the ion acoustic d.ecay

instability in isothermal plasmas (T. = Tr) driven by an EM wave near

ur-- with elle. Identification of this instability, characterized bype
severely ion Landau damped acoustic waves, was achieved. primarily by

measurements of wavelength and frequency, and its threshold and acoustic
frequency dependence on density. Ion heating due to the instability is
intense and was explained on the basis of a stochastic theory. The unstable
steady-state shows amplitude saturation, ."irr"tr2* E2 , occurring without
significant changes in instability spectra and wavelength (no cascading).

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). A theoreticaL model that includes parametric action
of large-amplitude decay waves back on the pump (in addition to the linear
parametric instability equations) agrees with observations of the saturated

state. (Abstracts IV El and IV E2)
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IVE I. MATT-1053 Saturation of the Parametri-c lon-Acoustic Decay
Instability in Isothermal Plasmas, by J. T. Fl-ick and H. W. Hendel

We report saturation measurements on the isothermal parametric
ion acoustic decgy instability driven by a coherent pump field, o s uJ

At saturation E: --: fOE?, and no significant changes in o pe

instability spe.t*Starra waVelengths occur (no cascading), in agreement with
a theory that incl-udes the effect of large instability fields acting para-
metrically back on the pump field.

*Also presented at the Pnoce-od,Lngr o[ Con{Q)Lence on RF Plalma Hzating
(Lubbock, Texas, 1974) .

M 2. MATT-1106 Identification and Saturation of the Isothermal
Parametric Ion Acoustic Decav Instabilit v by J. T. Flick and H. W. Hendel

Experimental and theoretical- results on the isothermal ion
acoustic decay instability, excited by an intense rf field near the electron
plasma frequency, are reported. This instability, which is characterized
by severely ion Landau damped acoustic waves, is identified primarily by
measurements of wavelength and frequency, and of threshold and acoustic
frequency dependence upon density. The unstable steady-state shows amplitude
saturation, <E?---> o E?, occurring without significant changes in instability
spectra ana wa*tdiSngths ttro r.srading), A theoretical saturation model
that includes parametric action of large-amplitude decay waves back on the
purnp (in addition to the linear parametric instability equations) agrees with
observations of the saturated state.
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Current-Driven Instabilities in Isothermal Plasmas
and Anomalous Plasma Properties (Q-1)

Successive destabilization of four different instabiLities with
increasj-ng current (./rah. - 0 - I/3 is observed in isothermal inhomo-

geneous plasmas, together with "anomalous" plasma properties caused by

instability-particle interactions. Isothermal plasma (T" = f, ) are of
interest because a) ion sound is damped and cannot contribute to anomalous

resistivity and ion heating, and b) tokamaks and the ionosphere may be

considered isothermal. onset drift velocities and anomalous properties
of the instabilities are in general agreement with expectations. Effects
from four successive instability regimes are seen as t/tah. is increased: 1)

onset of current-driven 1ow frequency (-2ktlzr n = 5-10 van. ) An drift waves

l-eads to anomalous radial diffusion; 2) onset of the discrete spectrum

resonantly driven ion cyclotron drift wave (f = 1.15 trt". r ll = t/10 vttre)

produces slight anomaLous resistivity and ion heating; 3) onset of the

continuous spectrum (An, VT") nonresonant ion cyclotron drift wave generates

strong anomalous resistivity and ion heating; 4) onset of a fourth, not
yet fully identified instability (f = 5-100 fpir u = 1/3 van") causes, or

helps cause, relaxation of the radial electron temperature gradient. The

third and fourth instabilities had not been observed before and the third
has been described by us in detail. In the presence of the fatter of three

instabilities resistivity and temperatures of both particle species are mainly

determined by wave-particle interactions. The third instability, the con-

tinuous ion cyclotron drift wave (ICDW), is of special interest since it
shows most of the effects of ion sound but can exist in plasmas where ion

sound is ion Landau damped. Fina1ly, the j-nstabiLities observed are

determined largely by the radial inhomogeneities of the pJ-asma column.

The main results are shown in Figs. 1 - 4 and Tab1e 1. (Abstracts IV,'FI_

and IV F2).

F
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IVF 1. Identification of Ion Cvclotron Drift Instability With
Discrete and Continuous Spectra* by H. W Hendel and M. Yamada

Ion cyclotron drift waves with discrete and continuous spectra
are identified by measurements of trl and k and explained by a theory
which includes parallel electron current. This instability has a spectrum
and effects on the plasma similar to those of ion sound, and can exist in
plasmas which are ion sound stable.

* Phqt. Rev. LQ.tL.33, 1076 (L974).

IvF 2. MATT-IIO5 Evolution of Current-Driven Instabilities and Anomalous
Properties in fsothermal Inhomogeneous Plasmas, by H. W. Hendel and
M. Yamada

Successive destabilization of four different instabilities
with increasing current (u/v--^= O-L/3) is observed in isothermal plasmas,
together with anomalous plask'd=properties caused by instability-particle
interactions. Instabilities and their effects are largely determined by
the radial inhomogeneities of the plasma, in agreement with predictj.ons.
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G. Particle-Surface Interactions

An apparatus has been constructed to investigate the interactions
of energetic (300 ev-5 keV) hydrogenic ions with surfaces. This energy
range is relevant to CTR research since it is characteristic of wall
bombardment by charge-exchahge neutrals, - one of the dominant mechanisms
responsible for impurtity influx into tokamaks.

The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig, 1 A proton or deuteron
beam of appropriate energy is formed in an ion gun and directed through
a wien Filter and cryopump into the ultra-high vacuum target chamber.
rn the target chamber are an Auger Electron spectrometer (AES) and a
Quadrupore Mass Filter (QMF), which are used to detect sputtered ions
and neutrals. The three-grid retarding potential analyzer can be placed
in front of the QMF for energy analysis of the sputtered ions.
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fn the past year four experiments have been performed in this
apparatus.

(f) The energy-dependence of the yield of Cr+ and Fe+ sputtered
from vacuum annealed 304 stainless steel by 350 eV and 5 keV protons has

been neasured. At 5 keV the sputtering yield of Cr+ is approximately
3 " to-6 ct+7u+ . For crR applications the interesting quantity is the
sputtering yietd of neutrals. With some confidence we can assume that
the neutral yield parallels the ion yield data in Fig. 2 , normalized
to the absolute sputtering yield of Oetjen for 5 kev H+ on stainless
steel. These data show that at 1ow energy the sputtering yield decrease
proportional to E2. Ihe implications favor a cold, opaque plasma edge,

ION SPUTTERING YIELDS FOR HID+BOMBAROMENT OF
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(2) Energy distributions of ions sputtered by 1-5 keV protons

and deuterons have been measured. Results for 5 keV bombardment are

shown in Fig. 3. The general shape and location of the peaks do not

substantialy change when the beam energy is lowered to l- keV. These

data set an upper limit on the energy distibutions of sputtered'

neutraLs, and hence can be used in a worst-case estimate to calculate

sputtered neutral penetration of the scrape-off region in PDX or PLT.

These results indicate a minimum "fn dI in the divertor scrape-off of
1?

I x 10*" for a 90% efficiency in ionizing sputtered particles.
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(3) Absolute sputtering yields have been measured for H+

bombardment of graphite fibers and monolayer-thick aluminum filns.

The sputtering yields for graphite and A1, 2.5 keV H* bombardment,

are .014 and .OO7 respectively. The absolute yields for graphite were

obtained by high-dose bombardment and subsequent sample examination with

a scanning electron microscope to determine diameter changes. The A1

resu1ts were obtained. by the thin film technique. Surface monitoring

d.uring sputtering was accomplished with SIMS and AES. The relatively

low sputtering yields represent additional favorable reasons for using

Iow-Z elements as first-wall materials.
(4) Experiments to i.nvestigate blistering of stainless steel under

bombardment by deuterons with a large energy spread (1000 + 5000 eV) were

performed. Annealed, polished and chemically etched stainless steel-

samples were subjected to consecutive doses of 6 x toLg o+7cm2 at the energies

1,3, 2.5 and 5.0 keV. The surface showed no evidence of blistering' but

much evidence of sputtering. It has been conjectured for many years that

blisters woufd not form under such conditions - the above fluxes closely

present the burden PLT walls will experience each week - however' these

experiments represent the first direct proof'
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V. ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Introduction

progress on major projects during L974 incLuded continued fabrication

of the pif machine and accessories plus conceptual and some detailed design

of PDX and its apPurtenances.

Engineering liason was conducted with the Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion in regard to the PPPL - Westinghouse Joint Conceptual Design Report for

the TCT machine, the third major project.
i

Engineering support for operating experimental machines was also

supplied to produce new and,/or improved equipment and services to aid

experimental programs.

Engineering accomplished on these items as well as miscellaneous

activities for general- laboratory support are described in the appropriate

parts of this section.

B. Major Projects

1. The Princeton Larqe Torus (PLT)

a. Toroidal Field (TF) Coils. Most of these coils were complete or

in the last stages of fabrication at the beginning of the year. Last year's

annual report described TF coiL fabrication in detail and can be referred

to for information reqarding it.
A TF coil stress analysis had been completed in 1973 using a super-

position method. Early in 1974, the ANSYSI finite element method was used

to analyze PDX coils and it became apparent that this could be applied to

the PLT coils.' Analysis of the PLT coils was completed in June of'74.

Results from the two methods showed general agreement' except that the finite

element method indicated slightly 1ower stresses and a slightly more

flexible coil. It was not appreciated at first, but the finite element

method predicted a much higher load on the center column. Because these

analyses are important are important in predicting the behavior of the

coils and center colrunn, they will- be continued in 1975.

1O*r", (Analyses Systems) A computer engineering analysis system, Swanson

Analysis Systems, Inc., Elizabeth, Pa. V A-L, V B-1.
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b. Ohmic Heating (OH) and Shaping Field (SF) Coils. The inner SF

and OH coil assemblies with epoxy-glass laminate structural components were

fabricated and fitted up in a final shop mock-up ready for machine instafla-

tion. This mock-up was completed in late t74. Figure 1 shows the lower

half of this coil group during final shop operation on it. The manufacture

and fit-up of the coil segments, fillers, shelves, case rings, cooling water

fittings, electrical insulation, etc. which make up the j-nner coil group

assembly represented a major shop effort during the year.

754034

Fig. 1. Lower half
of the inner oH,/SF coil
assembly.

Fabrication and final shop mock-up of the nid and outer OH/SF coil
assemblies were essentially complete and the assemblies were ready for
machine installation at the year's end. Figure 2 shows one of the outer
groups and the shop area used for the operations.
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754035

Fig. 2. Outer
OH/SF Coil assenlcly.

The deveLopment and tests of conducEor brazing equipment to be used

with these coiLs were completed during the year. This equipment includes
induction heating work coils, holding fixtures, and a heat control system

utilizing an infra-red detector. A large number of specimen braze joints
were made to demonstrate the quality and reliability of the system. It
was instaLLed at the construction site and checked out shortly before the
year's end.. Figure 3 shows the test mock-up of a typical inner OH coil
group as it will be positioned for joint braze access.

754036

Fig. 3. Test
mock-up of a typical
inner OH coil group
positioned for joint
braze access.
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The vacuum vessel maneuvering trolley and track assembly were fabricated

and installed in the TF coils' bore with the two vessel halves mounted

thereon. This assembly permits rotation of the halves for access to the

inner and mid sF,/oH coil groups during assenbly.

The coils' l-ead out bus stems, cancellation busses, the coil-to-coil
connectors, electrical insulating sleeves, and support members for approximately

7OB of the coils were complete prior to the end of Lg74. The balance is
scheduled for completion by March '75. The coils' end terminal clamp block

assemblies which provide structural stability to the outer coils in the turns

transitions at the terminal lead-outs were essentially completed. Half of
the in-machine coil installation fixtures, temporary support hangers, handling

rollers, etc. were fabricated. The remaining items are sehedrrled for comple-

tion in March, 1975.

c. Vacuum Vessel. fhe complete torus (with bellows sections replacing

the ceramic sections) was assembled, pumped down and leak checked during the

third quarter (see Fig. 4). A total of ten small weld leaks were found and

repaired. A11 of these leaks were in final assembly welds of the bellows

sections to the port sec.tions. These are field welds which are difficult to
make. The assembled torus were pressure cycled from 760 Torr some fifty

times, leak detecting after very five cycles. No leaks developed.

A mercury pumping system having a measured speed of 100 Liters per

second wa5 used for these tests. After 72 hours of pumping, the pressure

was 7 x 1O-7, corresponding to an out gassing rate of tO-10 Torr Liters per

second per square centimeter of surface. This is considered quite good for

that stage of cleaning.
The final support rings were the,n mounted and one complete ceramic

break assembly was installed in place of an interim bellows section (see Fig. 5).

I\ro small leaks developed in diagnostic gold seals located near a ring vessel

bolt that had been installed too forcibly. In addition, complete bagging and

helium soaking gave indications of a very small leak in the ceramic section.

The diagnostic seal leaks were trivial,, but subsequent testing in the following
quarter sl;roweda true diffusion-type lerak at the ceramic-to-metal seal interface.
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Fig. 4

7 44752

The PLT vacuum vessel- undergoing leak checks.

7 44769

Fig. 5. The PLT ceramic section witlr seals visible.
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Since neither ceramic section (or interim sections) can be in place
during instatrlation of the inner OH and SF windings, the vacuum vessel assembly

was delivered to the machine area and installed in the TF coil system on

December 19 and 20, '74.
Due to the lack of a commercially available baffle meeting our require-

ments (high pumping speed, multi-cold wall- collisions, etc.), Monte-carro
techniques were used to design a multi-chevron baffle that was under construc-
tion at the end of the year. Tests are scheduLed for the first quarter of
1975 and no problems are anticipated with the schedule.

d. Machine Structure At the beginning of L974, ten of the thirty six
wedge castings had been cast and machining had begun on two of them. Cooper

Alloy Company, the foundry had delivered all castings by April 1, r74 and C-E

Cast Company completed machining on alL castings by mid-May.

Preliminary erection of the structure in the L'H building had started
in March. As a first step, the assembled wedge castings with adjustable shim

mechanisms (Figure 6) were positioned between the torque rings, lined, reamed,

and bolted in place (see Figures 7 and 8).

7442LL

Fig. 6. Assembled.
wedge casting with adjustable
shim mechanism.
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7 44264

Fig. 7. Position-
ing, lining, and reaming
of PLT weclge castings.

744422

Fig. 8. ComPleted
set of PLT wedge castings
positioned and bolted in
p1ace.

\

/,1
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The first set completed became the lower shelf. Horizontal structural
tubes were welded to the outer rings of this set while the second set was

being reamed and assembled (Figure 9) .

When the upper shelf was completed, it was positioned above the lower shelf
using a durnmy center column, as the actual center column was not ready

(Figure 10) .

744419

Fig. 9. Welding
of horizontal struc-
tured tubes to outer
rings of cornpletecl set
of PLT wedge castings.

744467

Fig. 10. ComPleted
lower shelf ready for
positioning of the upper
shelf.
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The dununy center column is visible in Figure 11.

After the two shelves were properly leveled and positioned, the torque
bracing was installed and the gussets for these braces were located and welded

in place (Figure 12).

7 44507

Fig. 11. Upper
shelf being positioned
on dummy center column.

744508

Fig. 12. Installa-
tion of torque bracing
and gussets.
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The structure was completed, disassembled, and transported to the final as-

sembly site in mid-August. Figure 13 shows the structure before it was

disassembled.

744492

fig. 13. Torque
frame prior to dis-
assembly for removal
to final assemblY site

The center column was to have been completed in time for use in the

structure preliminary assembly. The column was cast in two halves and both

halves were delivered in March. Cracks were first noticed in the casting during

machining at Sun Shipyard and Drydock Company in Chester, Pennsylvania.

Repair procedures were established with Cooper Alloy Company and PPPL with

the help of consulting metallurgists from Westinghouse Research Division.

Repairs were completed in August, but the castings warped during annealing

and had to be returned to Cooper A11oy. They were reannealed and weighted

in a manner calculated to remove the warpage. The repair seemed satisfactory'
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but cracks appeared again. These cracks v/ere repaired and again the repair
seemed satisfactory. On November 5 more cracks were uncovered during machining

and. the decision was made not to use these pastings. The castings are

shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

744792

Fig. l-4. Casting
prepared for the PLT
center column

744788

Fig. 15. Casting
prepared for PLT center
column.
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Figures 15 and 17 show the castings with the cracks outlined by dye penetrant.

744789

Fig. 16. Center
column casting with
cracks outl-ined by dye
penetrant.

7 44793

Fig. Il. Center
col-umn casting with
cracks outlined by dye
penetrant.
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The exact cause of the cracking is unknown. However, it appears that the
modified HF alloy, although completely satisfactory for the wedge castings,
was not suitable for a casting with the geometry and size of the center
column. This al-l-oy was seLected for its high strength and low permeability.

The center column was designed to permit assembly of the structure and

coils around it. A new center column will be d,esigned to be demountable

and installed after the rest of the machine is essentially complete. This
column design should also benefit from the date on the elastic behavior of
the toroidal field coils obtained from the power tests.

The design of the OH and SF coil supports was about complete at the
beginning of 1974 and they wefe fabricated in this year. The inner coil
group required 114 Al-uminum castings and a contract was awarded in July to the
Pattern Machine and Foundry Company for them. These castings were received
in October and were machined in PPPL shops. Sixty-eight castings for mid and.

outer coil group support were supplied under contract by the Rolle Aluminum

Company in September after the contract award in August. Machining was 808

complete at the end of the year. Thirty-six preload posts required for support
and preloading of the inner OH soLenoid were fabricated by H & L Associates
and delivered in September. A weldment required for the support of the outer-
most coils was started in December. The fabrication of all these parts was

on schedule at yearts end. Figure 18 shows the castings as used to support
the inner coil groups.

754029

Fig. 18. Casting
used to support the
inner OH/SF coil groups.
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e. Machine Area and Assembly Operations. Area operations began in
early July when the radiation shielding wafl assembly was begun. Figure 19

shows a typical wall section during construction on August 7, L974.

7 4447L

FiS. 19. Southwest
corner of shielding wall
during construction.

Two different block sizes were used, the larger ones being salvaged

shielding from the Princeton-Penn Accelerator, formerly lcoated at the

Princeton University Forrestal Campus, at which site PPPL is located. The

smaller sections were custom made and cemented together. A part of the

South wall- and most of the East walf were }eft unfinished to faciLitate
access to the assembly area.

... -l{;.a.*F.'- __ ,...-
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Machine assembly was started in conjunction with that of the shielding

wall. Great care was taken to insure that the machine was accurately positioned

within the building, and a precision surveying device was used to aid in

this task. Each base structure component vtas carefully leveled before more

structure v as built upon it. Figure 20 shows elements of the base structure
during assembly on August 13, L974.

744490

Fig. 20. Base
structure during
assembly.
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After completion of the base structure, the lower shelf and torque

frame unit halves were transported from the staging area in l-K building

to the assembly area and later joined at the site. The entire lower shelf

was then placed upon the ten supporting pylons which has previously been

bolted to the U-coil shelves. (rigures 21 and 22) lltre shelf was made

leve1 and bolted hard to the pylons by August 25, L974.

744527

FiS. 2I. ComPlet-
ed Base- Structure with
Lower Shelf/Torque
Frame.

744549

Fig. 22. Top view
of Lower Shelf' Torque
Frame, and Platform
Support.
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TF coil placement began inmediately after tJ:e base structure and lower

shelf had been positioned. Figure 23 shows the first TF coil being lowered

into place on September 13, 1974. A fixture assembly used to trrcsition each

coil is visible in this photograph.

744557

Fig. 23. TF Coil being placed with aid of Lifting
& Turning Fixture.
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The structure at the coil base was used to turn the coil accurately

through 9Oo from the stored position (wedge face down). Ttre aluminum portion

attached to the coil nose provided a surface perpendicular to the wedge

face. This surface was employed to locate each coil radially on the lower

shelf. Figure 24 shows the ninth TF coiL as it was lowered into place on

September 20, L974. The last TF coil was placed on September 28, L974.

744579

Fig. 24. The
ninth TF Coil being
placed on the Lower
SheIf.

The East and West baseplates and all'but the South-East quadrant of the

U-coil shelves were in place on time. Four fire-hoses employed to lift
the North tl-coil shelves off the baseplates are visible at the lower portion

of ttre photograph. At this time, ten 2" holes were drilled completely through

the 14" concrete floor into the basement. These holes are to line up with

similar holes in the baseplate, U-coil shelf, and vacuum vessel to allow

passage of very highly collimated laser beams to be used in making vertical
transits of the plasma.
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The upper shelf was transported f,norn the staging area in l-K and pre-

assembled at C-Site in the same fashion as the lower shelf. Figure 25

shows the upper shelf being lowered into position on the structure with all
TF coil-s in place on October 8, '74. Final precision leveling of the upper

shelf could not be accomplished at that time. The nake-shift center column

did not provide stiff enough support at the center of the upper shelf for
leveling. The subsequent center column will provide this support.

7 44612

Fig. 25. Pl-acement
of Upper Shelf and Torque
Frame Assernbly.

Assembly of the main machine structure was completed by early October.

As TF coil power testing was anticipated in late October, efforts were directed
to the assembly of coiL tooling and bus connections.

Initial TF coil power testing began on October 23 and ended late in
November. The coils'were pulsed at various current leveLs up to 30 kA (35 kc)

corresponding to approximately one-half centering force. Coil bore linear
deflections were somewhat greater than expected and it was decided that more

data would be required in this area. Difficulty was also experienced in at-
tempting to make the coils "nest" in a satisfactory manner. A one inch
thick epoxy annulus was finally molded to the inner nose of each coil to
prohibit relative motion radially. Employment of this annulus was successful,
giving definite proof that the coilsr notions could be controlled. First
phase power tests were terminated at that time in order to begin insertion
of the vacuum vessel.
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Vacuum vessel installation began with the separation of the mechanical

structure on December 11 (fi.gure 26) .

7 44772

Fig. 26. Top View
of Machine after seParation
of North-South Halves.

Fig. 27. Insertion of
Vacuum Vessel Half into
Separated Machine.

The North half of the machine was unbolted from the lower structure and

lifted (on roller bearings) 1/8 inch. The raised half was then moved North

8 feet, creating a gap which allowed the vessel to be turned into each

machine haLf (Figure 27). The machine was then closed mechanically just prior

to the end of the year.

7 44806
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f. OH and SF Power Suppl-ies. Construction and instal-lation of these sup-
pLies involved a major portion of totaL electrical englneering activity for
L974. Figures 28, 29, and 30 are photographs showing typical- sections of them.

744429

Fig. 28. PLT oHlSF
Power Equipment (Series
Capacitors upper-lef t,
2.5 Megajoul-e Surltching
Capacitors in foreground.

Fig. 29,
tifier/Breaker

744438

PLT 0H Rec-
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744436

Fig. 30. PLT OH For-
ward and Reverse lgnitron
Switch Assemblies.

The ae system provlding power for the rectifier transformers was energized

in October and the OH Rectifier/Breaker was successfulJ-y operated into a dumrny

load in December. Initial- operation of the SF Rectifier was al-so successful-Ly

accompllshed. At the end of L974 tlne testing levels were approaching the

upper Limits anticipated for machine operation

PPPL Annual Report for 1973 sunmarized in some detail the OH Power

Suppl-y operation. The SF system is described elsewhere in this report as

planned for the PDX EF Suppl-y. Design improvements made for both these systems

during the year are reported in Abstract VB 1. The results of the ignitron

testing program completed in L974 are reported in Abstract W 2-

ob . PLT El-ectronic Timer. The L24 ehanneL PLT timer was completed shortl-y

before the end of the year. The compl-ete assembly is housed in a standard

19" rack cabinet that is 30" deep and 76" high. This timer replaces the

original I'TiASTrr timer bul1t by RCA for use of the Model- C stellarator and used

al-so for the Model ST Tokamak. East measurements were the same 30tt depth, but

5 ft. high and 15 ft. wide, resul-ting in a volume of 7.5 times that of the new

timer. This contrast refl-ects the advantage of ernploying present-day circuit
techniques and components that are primariLy the products of a rapldly advancing
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solid-state technology. In addition, this technology and good engineering
design were responsible for an 80? cost reduction from the $3OOK price of
"EAST" with only 100 channels.

This timer is actually a fourth generation unit, as it was preceded by

similar ones having fewer total channel-s and used for the FM-l, ATC, and

smaller machines.

Specifications include: I) 60 channels settable between -99.999 second.s

and +99.999 seconds with respect to the to output (l- millisecond resolution)
and 2) 60 channels settable between -99 t99999 and +99.99999 seconds (10

microseconds resolution). 3) Pulse output of 175 volts into 50 ohms

for each channel having 1 ms step resolution, the pulse having a I microsecond
risetime and a half arnplitude width of 10 microseconds. 4) pulse output
of 100 volts into 50 ohms with 0.5 microsecond risetime and 3 microsecond
width for each channeL with 10 microsecond resoLution. 5) All- channels
isolated from ground and each other for I kV.

Figure 31 is a photograph of the new timer.

E

754081

Fig. 31. Front view
of I24 Channel- PLT Timer

h. Computerized Data Acquisition Services During J-974 a PDp 11 computer
system was procured for data acquisition. Design was done for analog and

digital transient recorder systems. Planning was done for interfacing schemes

to the acquisition system, and design, procurement and planning were accomplished
for several PLT diagnostics including Plasma TV, 8 channel microwave inter-
ferometer, and 4 channel X-Ray spectrometer.

EEEE
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planning for the PLT Data Acquisition System is reported in Abstract

vB 3.

2. The Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDX)

a. Cost and Schedule The period from January to June of 1974 was spent

in conceptual design of the machine. This design is particularly complex

due to the involved poloidal field design required to achieve the magnetic

timiting and diverting functions.
Transition from conceptual to prelininary design took place in Juner co-

incident with project authorization. The project \das broken down into nine

subsystems with a totat of 60 jobs. These jobs were PERTed by the engineer-in

charge and linked to each other to form a project schedule.

The PERT chronological critical path for PDX is shown below.

I. TF CoiI Design and Fabrication
2. Machine'structure Assembly with TF Coils
3. TF Coils Power Test

4. Disassemble Machine to instali vacuum Vessel-Divertor

AssemblY

5. Reassemble Machine and Outer Section of TF Coils

6. Power Tests of All Systems

7. Combined Systems Power Tests

8. Experimental OPeration

By December of 174 lt became obvious that the estimated completion date

of May, 1977 could not be met. The basic reasons for this were: 1) competi-

tion for mechanical engineering manpower because of difficulties with the

cenlsr column for PLT, 2) difficulty in recruiting quatified coil design

engineers and, 3) unanticipated problems and delays in completing the

poloidal coil magnetic design.

At year end the PERT \4las in process of review.

The job estimate (JOBEST) produced in ,fune of '74 showed a total cost

of $13,860K, excluding the contingency. Of this total, budgeted costs were

59* with non-budgeted costs of 41*. The labor total was estimated to be 2,329

man-months, including all skills.
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At the end of 1974 slightly less than 20* of the estimated money was

costed or committed.

b: Planning and Supervision From June 1 to December 31 the primary
effort was in expediting material acquisition, conducting machine and

equipment studies, and making production preparations. AII of these

activities were directed toward long lead-time purchased items and hard-to-
get materials. Although detailed design of the machine was not available,
the general requirements gave sufficient information for substantial pre-
parations.

In particular, acquisition and installation of a large boring mil-l and

milling machine had been partially completed. Handling facilities for the
large plates to be used in the vacuum vessel were at hand, and arrangements

had been made with vendors for supply of large plates used in the main machine

structure.
These preparations had given the project a strong start in areas that

can often be quite troublesome.

c. Area Preparation and Assembly The major effort in 1974 was the
preparation of area layout drawings as well as the conceptual design of the
radiation shieLd blocks.

High density reinforced concrete containing an aggregate of flmenite
will be used to maintain a minimum platform area of 22OO fE 2 

"" 
well as

provide the necessary shielding. The use of this material, a non-magnetic
ore containing oxides of Iron and Titanium, will result in attenuation of
10 Mev X-Rays by a factor of twenty.

d. Mechanical Structure At the end of the year'the mechanical design
of PDX was in the preliminary stage. A number of main component layout
drawings had been prepared together with drawings showing the inter-re-
lationship of these components for various alternative arrangements under

consideration. An overalL and consistent mechanical design had been hampered

by the lack of a reliable conceptual design for supporting the inner leg of
the TF coils. One result of that fact was a delay in center column design
and the interface of it with the upper and lower shelves. Several soluLions
were being considered., including additional support of the TF coil inner legs at
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the mid-plane.
One of the original basic design concepts of PDX was to insure that the

TF coils could be separated for assembly. In view of this, a major effort
was di:cected to TF coil support structure design and that of the joint clamp.

Although the coil joint development was continuing at the end of the year, the

design and layout of the clamp main components had been completed. Figure 32

shows a ful-I scale wooden model of the clamp assembly.

7 54056

Fig. 32. Full. Scale
I,{ooden Model of TF Coil
Clamp.

An overall structural concept of the machine was virtually complete at
the end of L974. Layout drawings had been made and were being continually

updated to reflect changes in the interacting sub-systems. Engineering of

the machine sub-structure was complete and detailed drawings had been start-

ed. A stress analysis had been completed for the vacuum vessel except for

the effects of the poloidal coil supports. An inj-tial TF coil stress

analysis also was complete.

The poloidal coil support design remained in the preliminary

design stage awaiting information concerning coil locations, sizes, and

forces. The concept to deliver a complete vacuum vessel-poloidal field
subassembly to the machine area remained intact. This concept will allow

parallel assembly operations, reducing the lead time.

e. Toroidal- Field (fr1 Coils The three major developments during L974

were: f) There was a dramatic change in availability and price of the re-
quired copper material, 2) Actual tests were conducted of several approaches
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in the most important manufacturing processes, and 3) Discussions were con-

ducted with a number of companies which conceivably might qualify to be prime

contractors.
Early in April, ''74 the price of copper rose to a record high (about

$1.50,/1b.) and no vendor seemed interested in the special development work

required for PDX. During the summer the price began a sharp slide and

interest in our problem on the part of suppliers began to pick up. A purchase

order with both Anaconda and Phelps Dodge was written and trial bars were

delivered in November. The quality of these bars and accuracy of the central
hole should result in an easier and less time-consuming manufacturing process

than that which was anticipated originally.
Both press forming and stretch bending were considered for conductor

forming. Tria1s of the former technique demonstrated feasibility, but at
a very low production rate. rnitial trials of stretch forming indicated both

feasibility and a very high production rate. Work was continuing to develop

this process at the end of the year.

By December, eight vendors had expressed interest in considering bids

on the job. Laboratory engineers had conducted on-site inspections of facilities
and discussions with five of these vendors.

f Poloidal Field Coils Progress during the last six months of 1974

was slower than originally envisioned due to delays in firming up the poloidal
fielcl design. However, the design produced by this extended effort resulted
in several very significant improvements in both magnetic and physical characteri-
stics of all poloidal coil systems. The magnetic forces are considerably lower

than in previous designs; the peak voltages on the "canned" coils in the vacuum

chamber are reduced significantly; and the increased space for the coils within
the separatrix regions permits greater design flexibility.

The number of these "canned" coils was reduced to ten assemblies, leaving

more room for coit supports, greater ease in coil fabrication, and far simpler

final assembly in the machine.

The modified conceptual design utilizes a poloidal field solenoid located

between the vacuum vessel and the TF coils. This solenoid is to contain portions
of the ohmic heating field, equilibrium field, divertor field, centering

field, and nulling field coil windinqs. It will be a rigid self-supporting
unit, reinforced with epoxy-glass. This one unit replaces several discrete
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coils that, in the previous conceptual design, were placed inside the vessel.

The coils inside the vacuum vessel now will be divertor field coils, one pair

of equilibrium field coils (so located to improve the coupling) r and one pair
of centering field coils. The remaining coils are scattered outside the vacuum

vessel. Electrical insulation will be provided by mylar, while epoxy-

impregnated glass over-wrap will serve to bond the turns.
Vendor contacts have resulted in a practical technique to build the

"cans" required for the coils, and early delivery of the stainless steel re-
quired to manufacture them. Earlier vendor contacts regarding the extruded

Copper conductor material indicated that this procurement will present no

difficulty.

S. Poloidal Field Design Several attempts were made to achieve a

satisfactory poloidal fielcl design during the second half of 1974. Each of
these d.esigns yielded valuable information which allowed the final one of

December to meet the design criteria originally set up. These criteria are

listed below.
A. Hexapole null for initial striking of plasma

B. Linearity of plasma current vs. area during startup
C. Equilibrium and stability of plasma from null to fu1l current
D. Separatrix clearance (of coils, vacuum vessel, etc.) from

startup through full plasma current
E. Ability to operate in four modes: 1. Standard tokanak

node with circular cross section | 2. Square cross section

with magnetic divertor. 3. "Inside D" with magnetic

divertor, and 4. "Outside D" with magnetic divertor.
F. Minimized coil ampere-turns

c. Minimized eddy current effects through placement of most

coils outside of vacuum vessel

Based on these criteria, the poloidal field coil systems in the design

can be described as follows:
OH - The Ohmic Heating coils energize the plasma.

EF - The Equilibriun Field coils aid in (B) and provide (C)

and the plasma cross sections, (E).

DF - The Divertor Field coils provid,e (nZ1 through (E4) and (D).

CF - The Compression Field coils aid in (B), (C), and (F).
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NF - The Null Field coits provide for (A) and (D).
Positions of the DF/cFlM coil systems are shown in the flux plots of the

square and inside of operating modes in Figures 33 and 34.
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Fig. 33. Flux Plot
for'rsquarett operating
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Fig. 34. Flux Plot
for frlnside Dt' Operating
Mode.
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The OH field design was revanped several times in order to accommodate

changing design criteria in structural supports and diagnostic ports. These

criteria were met and, with a current of 151000 Amperes, there is a resultant

magnetic flr:x of 1.1 Webers passing through the center of the machine. The

new design will allow a higher safety margin in obtaining the desired plasma

cnrrent of 500 kA for a duration of L/2 second.

The EF coil system must provide the proper field index for the standard

circular tokamak mode and it must also operate in conjunction with the divertor
coils to provide the required equilibrium field for the various diverted

plasma configurations. The final design has only two coil cans within the

vacuum vessel and provides a suitable index for a 50 cm radius cjrcular plasma

centered at I45 cm as well as the diverted plasma configurations.

The unsatisfactory initial design attempts called for the use of two

(-+-) coil triplets to magnetically divert the plasma and satisfy sone of the

other design goa1s. Several drawbacks were discovered in this approach,

including large coil forces and currents, poor separatrix clearance during

plasma buildup, etc. It was determined that the triplet design pro<luced the

problems and a doubled (+-) divertor was developed (see flux plot diagram).

The new divertor with a revamped EF and pulsed CF and NF coils effectively
meet the design criteria.

h. OH and EF Power Supplies and Controls Preliminary engineering had

been completed for the OH and EF supplies and controls. These systems will

use respectively, the OH and SF supplies of the PLT installation. Operation

of the OH supply was described in the PPPL 1973 Annual Report.

SERIES CAPACITOR

744120
Fig. 35. PDX EF

Circuit Elementary.

12 PULSE THYRISTOR REC,
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The EF power supply is a twelve pulse silicon-controlled rectifier rated

at 7.2 kA and 2 kV and f-s shown schernatically in Figure 35. A unidirectional
variable current output is controlled by changing the firing angle of the

SCRS. A filter in the output reduces the ripple to a low value and the option
to switch the filter in or out is provided.

1. DF/cF/Nr supply Dur ing the second half of 1974 the circuit design

of this supply went through several changes corresponding to the changes

previously described in the field and coil designs. At the end of the year

design engineering was starting on the supply based upon the fl-nal optimum

magnetic design parameters.

j . TF Power Supplies At the end of the year control simulation studies
for these power supplies had been started. Some revisions in job control
language required to operate existing programs had to be made due to recent

changes frorn LASP to IIASP on the 360/9L computer. TF coil data was being

put into the generator control simulation computer program to determine opti-
rnum damping parameters and the system response.

k. Process Controller Process controll-er IBM 1800 computer will be

used for all systems t operating controls. Control systems block diagrams were

bel-ng devel-oped so the necessary program logic could be extended for input
and output addresses prerequisite to assembling the basic system.

1. Vacuum Vessel The order for the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel
had not yet been placed at the end of the year. The only bidder (Torngren/

Spincraft) was proceedi-ng with the tooling on a limited contract basis pending

an AEC audit of their proposal. The 305 stainless steel plate for the manu-

facture of the vessel was scheduled for delivery early in January, 175. Carlson

Steel, the vendor reduced the delivery time frorn 32 weeks to 16 weeks as a
direct result of a public relations program that PPPL had instituted with the

steel manufacturers.

The design of the ports, flanges, and remainder of the vessel was conLinuing.

In thedry, thLs job was on schedule, but it was felt that continued delay

in pJ-acing an order with Torngren/Spincraft could ultimately cause a late job

completion.

m. Poloidal Coils Fabricating Equipment During 1974 work was initiated
in preparing building 1K fabrication facility to manufacture the PDX Poloidal
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coi1s. Most of the remaining PLT TF coils tooling was dismantl-ed and removed.

A building layout was prepared and detailing of the various pieces of fabri-
cation equipment was begun. Orders were placed for the two largest ltems

required, a coil winder identical to the one purchased for PLT and a large
epoxy curing oven. Delivery of both items is expected in May of 175, Purchase

of smaller ltems and'raw material-s for in-house fabricated items was also

started.
As additional crane facllitles would be required for fabrication of these

coils, a 5 ton crane was arranged for under contract. The crane will be in-
stalled in the I*K bullding coll- shop to augment the 40 ton crane ln that
area. Handllng w111 be irnproved substantially with lt because of the higher
speed operation and the dual lift feature. Instal-lation wll-l- be conpl-ete by

June 30 , L975.

3. The Two Component Torus (TCT)

Westinghouse Electrlc Corporation was engaged to prepare a cost estimate
and time schedule for a two component torus with Q=l and to submit a report.
by June 29, 174. The report was submitted (Joint Conceptual Design Study for TCT)

and reviewed in August, after which Westinghouse was authorized to continue
reflning the conceptual design and estimates. At the end of December, Addendum I
to the original report, contalning a descriptlon of a refined conceptual
design and a more detail-ed cost estimate and schedule was subrnitted.

PPPL engineering personnel, when required, participated in these activitl-es
in conjunction with laboratory theoretical and experimental divisionsf personnel.
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VB 1. MATT-1056 Series Capacitor Enqineerins on pLT OH and SF Circuits
by John G. Murray, George Bronner and Richard A. Newman

This report explains why capacitors were applied to the pLT
OH and SF pulsed power circuits and the advantages of series capacitors
as opposed to shunt capacitors. It outlines the technical problems
that must be considered when instatling series capacitors to prevent
over-voltages, excessive fault currents, and resonant oscillations.

The advantages of the saturating series transformer circuit
are given and the engineerinE procedures for selecting component sizes
are provided.

vB 2.
Murray,

MATT-1104 lgnitron Long Pulse Testins by G. Bronner, J. G

and S. P. Duritt
The PLT and other future research machines will require fast

turn-on switching devices capable of high qurrent operation at dc pulse
durations of several seconds. High voltaEe standoff and low voltage drop
during conduction are additional requirements

The ignitron is apparently the best commercially available
component for use in such service. Ilowever, ignitron manufacturers'
data are not published for ratings under the proposed applicationsl
electrical-time environments.

This report describes tests made with the specific object of
selecting one or more ignitron types suitable for use in the PLT ohmic
heating system. Completion of the detailed design of this system was
possible as a result of the subject testing.

Tests were performed on three types of ignitrons at current
Ievels of from 2500 to 5000 Amperes and conduction periods of up to
5 seconds. Both mechnnical deterioration and changes in certain electrical
static characteristics were observed and used as criteria for test
terminations.

Significant results were the selection of a moderately priced tube
type for the PLT ohmic heating system and the choice of a conductor
connection arrangement which extends tube life.
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VB
s.

3.
G. Slusky, F. K. Bennett, and A. J. Greenberger

MATT-1032 Data Acsuisition Services at PPPL, by P. A. Thompson,

The current status of DAS-1800, the data acquisition system
built around an IBM-1800 computer, is reported; hardware and soft-
ware developments allowing the concurrent servicing of ST, FM-I, and
ATC are described; and details are given of the changes in usage of
DAS-1800 during the same three and a half years of its existence.
l'inalIy, plans are discussed for providing similar data acquisition
services for PLT when it starts qperation in less than 2 years.

VB 4. TM-276 Calibration Procedure for PLT Pilot Controllers, by

Ronald E. I{intress

The pilot indicating controJ.Ier IC07N i.s simply an ai.r amplifier.
A very small input pressure is amplified to a variable 0 to 20 psi output,
varying with the input pressure. The "standard" output is 9 psi when the
set pointer (red pointer) is lined up with the black indicating pointer.

-- I 
- ^^DuIJI)ry rs zu l)sr or cr€-rrrl qry' anq reguraEeq arr pressure. ,l,ne ouEpuE

wiII vary with the differential pressure, Ap, in a linear manner (up to
20 psi output). The input Ap is a maximum reading of the dial, O" to
20" of water pressure, or Ot'to 50" of water pressurer'etc. This Ap
is applied to the differential beltows assembly on the back of the pilot
controller.
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C. Engineering for Other Experiments

l-. Syrnmetrlc Tokamak (ST)

Listed below are the engineering servi.ces and products provlded for this
machine prior to shutdown in May of L974.

a. Sapphire Window - MovabLe Mirror Assembly Figure I shows this unit
which consisted of a Sapphlbe,to-rnetal sealed window unit, a sliding va1-ve type

shield, and a mirror located inboard of the window/shield. It was used to

observe the ST limiters or the plasma located away from the l-initer location.
A bellows-sealed mechanism provided Linear and rotary motlons to move the

shield and mirror. When not in use, the wlndow was completely covered by the

shield to rninimize coating from the pJ-asna.

7 44085
Fig. 1. Sapphire

Window/I'Iovable Mirror
Assembly for Model ST.

b. Soft X-Radiation Detector This assembly housed a l-inear diode array

and a rotating disc containlng filters pl-aced ln the Line of sight to the array
through focusing slits. A minl-ature vacuum feed-through (designed at this

<



laboratory) was used

through was employed

of this assembly.
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to transmit drive to the disc.
to bring out the signal leads.

A glass to metal feed-
Flgures 2 and 3 are views

7 44086
!'ig. 2. View of

Soft X-Radration
Monitor.

7 44087
Fig. 3. Opposite

side view of Soft
X-Radiation Monitor.
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c. Phase II ICRH Coupler Installation was cornpleted and this equipment

was operated into the rnachine satlsfactorily in the first quarter-year. Detail-s

of the assembly were described in last yearts annual report.

d. Data Acquisition Services for ST For the remaining months of ST

operations, hardware and software were provided for computerization of the ICRH

experiment and the x-ray crystal spectrometer for the Fe irnpurity charge state
experiment. (See Abstract VB 3 for details.)

e. Vertical Field Hard Tube Current Generator Installation and operation

of this system into the machine lrere accornplished during the first quarter of
the year. The generator performed well in producing controlled field coil
currents as preset by the experimenter. There was some interference to low level
instrumentation from it which was reduced, but time did not allow a complete

cure. The system is described in the PPPL 1973 Annual Report.

2, Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (A!C)

a. Neutral In'iection Power Supplies and Modulators A power system was

provided for operation of new higher current sources delivered from Berkeley.

Designed and fabricated for either one gun operation or simultaneous use of both,

lt consists of filarnent, arc, decelerating and accelerating voltage power

supplies plus suitable hard tube modulators for the accelerating voltage supplied

to the high current sources.

Each arc supply provides 3000 Amperes at 150 Volts d6 for 15 rnilliseconds
per 30 second period wiEh a maximum regulation of L57".

Decelerating supplies each produce up to 20 Anperes at 1200 Volts for
10 milliseconds with the same regulation and period as the arc supplies.

Each accelerating supply J-s capable of 60 Amperes G 25 kV r.rith the same

regulation, duration, and period as the decelerating supply.

In order to pass the 50 Ampere current required for each new gun, a major

mechanical and electrical redesign of the previously used 25 Arnpere modulator

would have been necessary. An alternative was to use two 25 Ampere modul-ators

i-n paral.lel for one gun and to design and construct a new rnodulator with cap-

ability to operate the second gun. This approach was followed in view of the

facts that succeedlng guns will require higher voltages andfor currents and the

modulator voltage drop must be kept as low as possible.
The new modulator/regulator uses an Eimac X2I7O tetrode which is normally

biased to cutoff and then driven to zero grid bias during the required pulse
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i-nterval. This tube is capable of both higher currenL and voltage st.andoff than

are required in this application and can, therefore, be used with future guns.

Adjustable screen and anode supplies permit operat,ion at various load im-

pedances, and a fu1l complement of load and tube fault sensors protect both ion

source and the modulator. Figure 4 shows a side view of lhe unit, modulator

tube and deck on the right, water cooling coils top-center, and isolation trans-
former tanks lower-left.

7 54082
Fig. 4. Side view

of ATC neutral injection
accelerating voltage
inodulaLor assembly.

b. Lower Hyb rid Resonance (LHR) RF Heating Systern The design and con-

struction of this equipment represents the major laborafory rf heating develop-

ment effort of the year. At yearts end the systen was more tlnar. 9O% complete,

and it is scheduled for ATC operation in March, L975. Four commercially avail-

able UHF TV Klystrons are used as power amplifiers to produce at least 200 kW

at a frequency of 800 MHz. Pulse duration is variable between 20 microseconds

and 20 milliseconds. A radar type floating deck beam modulator along with

photo-optical transmitting and receiving devices r/ere provided for pulse

fidelity and general versatility. Hybrid cornbining techniques were used to

provide two 100 kV feeds to the machine. In order to ease maintenance pro-

cedures and reduce dornm time in event of component failure, modular construction

was emphasized in the assembly design. Figure 5 is a photograph showing one

of the 55 kW amplifiers and the driver control cabinet. Figure 6
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shows the floating deck modulator assembly, while Figure 7 is a close-up view

through the arnplifier cabinet sj-de, showing the nodulator enclosure and high

voltage feed-through.
The system is described in detail as reported in Abstract VC 1.

7 540L3

Fig. 5. ATC LHR
high power klystron
ampJ-ifier and driver/
control cabinet.

tl
i
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7 44283
Fig. 6. ATC LHR

floating deck modulator
assembly.

7s4058
Fig. 7. ATC LHR

amplifier, showing modulator
enclosure and high voltage
feedthru.
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Computerized Data Services for ATC Dur ing L974 ATC was provided with
eight channels of 50 millisecond record time, 100 kHz bandwidth electronics for
a magnetic drum. Progress was made on the seven channel interferometer to be

used on this machine. ATC data services are reported in Abstract VB 3.

3. Floating Multipole (FM-l)

a. New her e-Turns Divertor Field Coil A 260 kAt divertor field
coil was designed and fabricated for this machine during the last quarter of
the year. This coil replaced the original 120 kAt coil and was required for
a revised divertor field geometry. It is water cooled and "canned" in a stain-
less st,eel housing for operation within the vacuum vessel-. A photograph of the
coil is shown in Fig. 8.

75400L
Fig. B. New 260,000

ampere - turn FM-l
divertor field coil.

b. Computerized Data Services Planning and increased computerization of
the data took place in 1974. (See Abstract VB 3.)

4. iuiiscellaneous Activities in Laboratory Support

a. General development was performed for the electronic circuits to provide
isolated, noise immune, high speed analog and digital transmission systems, shorter
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r4ravelength microwave systems, solid state conversion of micro\,rave systems,

and further radiation safety instrumentation.

b. T\,,ro ion gauge pohrer supplies were d.esigned and built during the
year. One is used where ambient magnetic fields may exist and uses high
frequency filament excitation to avoid filament fracture. The second employs

dc power for the filament and is used in normal environments.

The euunission current regulation and collector measuring circui-t used

produce an order of stability that obviates the need for operator controlled
adjustments. Specificati-ons for models eurrently in use are:

Emmission Current: 100 uA or 1 nA, Seiectable
Ernmission Current Regulation: Better than L7" Overall
Pressure Ranges: 10-3 Torr - 10-9Torr or 10-5Torr - 10-11Tott
Pressure Accuracy: Better than 2%, excluding Gauge Tube Error
Outgas: 60 Hz at 5 (Typical) Ampere

Over Pressure Trip: For over full scale reading for 3 seconds, all gauge

power is turned off and a warning lamp is lit.
Recorder Output: Available frorn a rear panel connector

Figure I shows one of these supplies.

7 54079
Fig. 9. Typical

high performance ion
gauge power supply
designed and fabrieated
during L974.

c. During L974 a high field soLenoidal magnet was completed and operated

at 250 kilogauss. Designed and fabricated for use in a CO, Laser heated plasma
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experiment' it is belleved to be the only one of lts kind in existence.
Figure !O ls an assembly view of the unit.

CURREIIT FEEO PLATE
FROT CAPACITOR

8At'rK

CURREI{T
RETURN PLATE

INSULATING SPACER PLATE
NEMA GRAOE LE

t

LUGS FOR SUPPORT SLIXG

CORNER BLOCI(

COIL LEAll

MAGI{ET
AX tS

WELO GROOVE

rcAL AXrS

7 54105
Fig. I0. Derailed

drawing of high field
solenoidal magnet.

DtaGlr0sTrc
PORTS

II{SULATED
SUPPORT

8AR '
( ATTACHED
TO TOP OF

LUG ON

CURRENT
FEED}

SUPPORT
sLlr{6s

The solenoid is a helical coil, machined from a solid rod of Beryllium
Copper (CD Alloy L72) and insulated with moldable (B-stage) glass-epoxy material.
Radlal diagnostic ports with a clear aperture of 0.47 cm allow viewing access
near the magnet mldplane. An axial prestress is provided by 7 tj'e rods in
tension bearlng on 2 Inconel compression plates. The on-axl-s homogeneity is
withln 57. ovet a central length of 12 cm. The table below summarizes mechanl-cal

and electro-magnetic characteristics :
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Bore Dlameter

Outside Dlameter

Effectlve Length

Maximum Field at MidPl-ane

Gauss/Anpere

Number of Turns

Turn Width

Peak Current

Peak Current Denslty

Coil- Resistance

Coil Inductance

Power Supply Vol-tage

Insulation Thickness (Compressed)

Corrpl-ete design details are reported in Abstract VC 2.

5.08 cm

l-0.8 cm

23.24 em

25 Tesla

0.616

L2

l-.87 cn

406,000 Amperes

113,500 Amperes/cn2

0.44 rnllliohms

2.2 microhenries

3 kilovolts
0.124 cm
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vc 1. MATT-1139 A New Lovrer Hybrid RF Heatinq System, by Allan Deitz

This paper describes a high power 800 MHz LHR rf system for use
on the ATC machine. With 200 kW rf output, the generator is believed
to be the highest power rf device ever constructed for LHR heating experiments.

Two lOO kW feeds to the machine are provided by using hybrid
combining techniques from the four Klystron final amplifiers. The final
amplifiers are driven from a single crystal controlled solid state exciter
capable of 10 Watts rf output.

Design details and constructional features of the system are
described.

vc 2. MATT-1133 A High Fie1d Magnet for a CO, Laser Heating Plasma
Experiment, by Peter Bonanos

The design details and problems encountered in pursuing the
production of a 250 kG solenoidal magnet for the subject use are described
in this paper.

vc 3. MATT-1083 Test Results of NB Ribbons for the Princeton D Coil
Test Program, by J. Kaugerts, J. File and J. W. Willard

A previously described D coil
Details of a smaller Nb"Sn coil test
tests have been made with several Nb,
ments of both the quench and recoveri
fielcl component perpendicular to the

test program has been modified.
program are described. Cusp coil
Sn-NbTi hybrid field coils. Measure-
currents as a funstion of magnetic

wide edge of the ribbon are presented.

vc 4. MATT-1042 Proposed Superconductinq Coils for the Princeton
I'usion Reactor by J. File

The Princeton Reference Design of a 2000 MW(e) Fusion Reactor has
been previously described by Tenney. Among the major components of the
nuclear island are the superconducting coil systems which produce the
required steady fields to confine the plasma, as well as the pulsed fields
which ignite, heat, control and divert the plasma. The details of the
pulsed operating cycle is described in a paper by Gra1nick. This paper
describes a coil system including the cooling and refrigeration require-
ments which provides steady fields of up to 1601000 Gauss and pulsed fields
of up to 301000 Gauss.
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V]. FUSION REACTOR DESIGN DIVISION

A. Introduction

The greatest single effort of the Fusion Reactor Design Division
during L974 was the completion of the preparation and publication of the
600-page document, A Fusion Poweg plant.l *"pr."enting the work of 15

different authors, this book gives ln 22 chapters and three appendices,
a comprehensive description of the conceptual design study of a first
generation commercial fusion power reactor that was carried. out by members

of the Division. A detailed drawing of the power station is shown in Fig. l.

744296

Fig. 1. A first-generation fusion power plant.

The model described in the report is intended as a reference design
to be used as a standard against which the value of different ideas and

the effect of future developments may be measured. This publication has
received wide distribution both here and abroad.

I MATI.-1050, A Fusion Power pLant by R. G. Mills, €d. (L9741.
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Now in its fourth year, the industrial fellow program had in
residence during the past year four members of manufacturing and architect
engineering firms.

The cooperative effort with the Aerospace Systems Lahoratory of the

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Sciences, begun late in 1973, con-

tinued Ln L974. This program provides systems analysis for.fusion reactors.
Work accomplished included definition of nominal parameters for materials
supply, materials disposal, fusion reactor, reactor auxiliary and fuel
handling systems; development of a FORTRAN code to model the combinations

of potential reactor, electric power generation and/ot thermal power utiliza-
tions, and waste heat disposal concepts (studies continuing); formulation
of an approach to investigation of fusion related national/global power

demandsi initial evaluation of environmental and siting constraints; review

of the literature; and definitization of subcontractor support

B. Neutronics

Studies of the tritium breeding potential of the Reference Design

btanket when subjected to variations of eomposition were carried on during
t

the year.- Results will be utilized to allow direct modification of the

blanket design to achieve some specific Aoals (e.9., tritium breeding, maximum

power production, fuel production, or actinide burning at the expense of
other properties).

An investigation of neutron wall load distributions in circular
cross-section tokamaks was completed and the results submitted for publication.
The study was carried out using a numerical ray tracing process to solve

the integral neutron transport equation and analyzed three different plasma

source distributions. Normalized plasma source strength as a function of
position in the circular plasma cross section for these distrd-butions is
given in Fig.1. The data, some of which are shown in Fig. 2. indicated
that significant "hot spots" may occur on the first wa]l affecting its design

and also that of the blanket. Also the variations in the angular flux
distribution were found to affect the tritiun breeding in a typical blanket.

A more sophisticated study is underway employing non-circular cross sections

and in particular the walI shape of the Princeton Reference Design.

2". Gr."rrspan and w. G. Price, Jr., "Tritium Breeding Potent,ial of the
princeton Reference Fusion Power Plant, Pncteeedingl o( the Fit t TctpLeol

Meeting on tl'Le TechnoLogq o{ ContttolLed NucLe.a,n FuLon (wational Technical
Information Service, Springfield, Virginia, L974, Conf.-7404A2-P2, PP. 145-154'
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744734

Uniform Source

744733

Peaked Source

744732

Shifted Source
e = 0.5

Fig. 1. Normalized plasna source strength as a function of position
in the circular plasma cross section for the three source distributions.
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40 60 80 100 t20
WALL ANGLE (DEGREESI

r40 160 r800 20

7 44737

VLg. 2. Scalar flux F and current J as a function of wall an91e

X for the three sources. The units are arbitrary, The percent values
are the difference between bhe minimurn and maximum flux or current for
each source.

Work is continuing on installation of a Monte Carlo capability for
neutronics studies in three-dimensional geometry. This involves having

the MORSE Monte Carlo code running for simple geometries such as sphere

and slab. A cylindrical version is under investigation.

UNIFORM

16,I % PEAKED

t78 % UNt

SHIFTED

6t.3%

PEAKED

CURRENT

PEAKED IO.4 %

42.7 %
UNIFORM 7.7 %
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C. Tokamak Fuslon Test Reactor

Division personnel have actively participated in the work of the

Two-Component Torus (TCT) conceptual Design Study team. Initial guidance

and subsequent consultation on neutronics problerns were provided throughout

the year. Alpha orbits, as illustrated in Fig. 1., were studied,3 and it
was found that the proportion of alphas confined in TCT operating with
uniform 1 MA current in a 60 cm radius current channel, but with a limiter
radius of 85 cm, is about 70t. These calculations were done in full
toroidal geometry. A uniform vertical field was used to provide plasma

equilibrium. An alpha particle trajectory analysis report is in preparation.

Visiting members of the Division played an important role in this
study, providing overall direction of the Westinghouse efforts and also

coordination and interface with PPL.

During the final months of 1974, considerable time was spent in
coordinating the laboratory's effort in preparing a draft Environmental

Statement for the proposed tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR) facilities.
This is to be released shortly as U. S. Energy Research and Development

Administration Report WASH-1544 .

s'
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3gu,L(.. An. Pl+qt. soc. tg, ota :s74)

744599
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D. Computer Codes

Substantial progress was made during the year in cooperation

with personnel of the Theoretical Physics Division in replacing the

current cylindrical reacting code with a full toroidal description.
This involved replacement of several rather crude approximations used

to d,ate with highly accurate approximations.

This code is composed of three major blocks that solve N time

dependent transport eguations one dimensionally relative to the ftux
surfaces. The three blocks are:

a) Equilibrium Code, written by S. ,fardin and R. Grimm

b) Mapping Code, B. Rosen and R. Grimm

c) Transport Code, A. M. !4. Todd.

The aim of these studies is to solve multi-species plasma transport
in machines with complex field geometry.

The rate of energy loss and pitch angle scattering of a suprathermal

ion in a piasma of arbitrary composiiion has been caicuiaied using the

computer code, MorroN.3'4 The ratio,

(* #) '(**)L-

is a measure of determining when pitch angle scattering can or cannot be

ignored in considering the interaction of the suprathermal ion,and the

background plasma. Figure I demonstrates this effect for two cases of
interest, Eo is the initial energy of the test ion (3.5 MeV alpha), and

T. is the thermal energy of the plasma ions. f is the fractional burn
l_

or the thermal ash fraction. In relatively clean plasma (TCT case) a

large fraction of the test ion energy will be deposited prior to having

e = 1 and scattering become important. At higher Zeff, however, pitch
angle scattering will be important almost from the very beginning. As

hiSh Z.ra values may be encountered in reactors, it is important to include

the effects of the pitch angle scattering in the consideration of the

deposition of a particle energy in a reactor plasma.

agu,L[-, lon, Phq,s, Soc, rs, s32 (rs74).
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Studies of the thermalization of fusion alphas in toroidal burn

calculations are continuing.

Other codes written during the year or adopted and put into routine

operation include:

PPL.ANISN
5 A PPl-revised version of the

one dimensional discrete
ordinance transport coder ANISN

W. G. Price, Jt.

AREAD
6 A general-purpose subroutine

for reading free-formal card
input into fixed or variably
dimensioned arrays

W. G. Price, Jr

MANAGERY A code to simplify the maintenance w.
and use of partioned-data sets,
€.9. r libraries of card-image
source or data files

G. Price, Jt.

5*rr-r035,

6*r*-1034,
(Le74)

(L9741

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Plasma Fhysics Laboratory

Zsft '3'

TCT DESIGN

Te= 5 teV

T;.5tcv
f,e'lol4

6.25% oXYGEli

T6;. .19 SEC

90 msec

Tc=20 leV '
Ti= 30 kev

[c= lo t+

1.8,7%
5% ARGoir

Tei'l'02 SEC

Zell'8'
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A set of subroutines that will
plot a perspective view of a
three-dimensional surface
described by an array Z (T,Jl.
Lines of constant contour may
be superimposed on the surface.

A progran to calculate the
neutron wall load distribution
in circular cross-section
tokamaks.

A Monte Carlo code
presently being installed
and tested.

W. G. Price, ilr.

D. L. Chapin

ORNL
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E. Miscellaneous

Consideration of the thermal equilibrium of a reactor grade plasma

for several scaling laws was undertaken based on a point model calculation.T
Figure I is a sunmary of these results indicating that for various values

of the ratio of electron to hydrogenic ion density 7 a spectrum of stable
and unstable equilibria exists up to a maximum value of Z. Figure 2

indicates that the output power will be sensitive to this paramet,er and

looking forward to the reactor regime this may provid,e a needed mechanism

for controlling reactor power output. FinaJ-Iy, the effect of feeding a

fraction, f, of the output power back into the plasma allows one to find
equilibria at higher values of Z. (See fig. 3. Higher Z implies a longer
nT value is needed, and povrer feedback is a mechanism of returning the
system to equilibrium if insufficient nT is available. )

, (mrrtrv,
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port losses.

7 44270

Equilibrium temperature versus Z tor various modes of trans-

TProceed,Lngr 06 the Fitust Toytiea\ Mee.LLng 0n the Tzel+nolctgq od
ContluUed Nuelewt FtULon (National Technical Information Service, Springfield,
Virginia, L974') Conf. 74O4O2-P2, pp. 364-372.
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Investigation of the divertor scrapeoff layer was begun with the
assistance of a visiting industrial fellow.

A steady growth in the Fusion Power Library had resulted in the
accumulation of 2020 documents, 398 mbnographs, and 359 bound journals
by the end of L974. A new, more comprehensive list of subject headings

was prepared for the inplementation of library services.
Throughout the year members of the Division have given a number

of papers and talks, both on the fusion povrer plant as a whole and on

specific aspects of its design including a sunmary of the principal
features of the Princeton Reference Design prepared for the IAEA conference

Ito Tokyo. - Two lectures on Low Density Closed Plasmas (Tokamaks) were

presented at a CTR Workshop at the University of Arizona. The publications
are described in Abstracts VI EI - VI 815.

8o{or*-toe 2 Gg74) Plasma Physics Laboratory
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VI.E 1 Economic and Environmental Aspects of a Flrst Generation Fusion
Power Plant * by Robert G. Mllls

The Reactor Studies Group at Princeton has recently conpleted a

thorough., self-consistent conceptual design of a flrst generation fusion
power plant. Selection of forrn, operatlng cycle, and materials has been
made to avoid most known probl-ems and ro minimize the number of assumptions
necessary due to lack of knowledge in plasma physics and materials danage.
This plant has not been optimized ln any sense, but is merely one reference
design against which to test the effects of varylng parameters or varying
assumptions, Nevertheless it appears that even a ftrst generation power
pl-ant will be attractive economically and environmentally acceptabJ-e. A

brlef description of the system is given together with cost estimates.

*'-9tl+ Intetusocie.tq Enehgl Conveilion Englne.ening Con'6Qllanp-a- (American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, New York, L974) pp. 726-730.

VI.E 2 Current Expectations for Fusion Power from Toroidal Machines,*
by Robert G. Mlll-s

The rapidl-y increas{ng.: effort to solve the problems of the control-
l-ed release of nuclear fusion energy has been stimul-ated by recent matura-
tion of the science of plasma physics, especially in one area -- the confinement
of plasma in closed magnetic fiel-ds. At the same time, significant experimental
progress has been achieved with magnetic mirror machines, and a large
toroidai iheta pinch is under construction ai Los Aiamos. Enthusiasm is ruuning
high tn groups working on l-aser-ignited fusion. Perhdps aLl of these approaches
will l-ead to viable power systems. It seems to be general-J-y accepted,
however, that toroidal- magnetic machines have the greatest probabll-ity of being
the first, if not the on1y, approach to succeed, and this paper restricts its
attention to t.hat category. Current theories correspond to experimentaL
result.s in the laboratory, and predlctlons of these theories imply the pos-
sibility of successful thermonuclear reactors. AL the same time lncreasingl-y
more reall-stic studies of hypothetical fusion power stations carried out by
laboratory, university, ut1L1ty, and manufacturing personnel make them appear
to be potential-Ly of great economl-c interest. Serious problems stlll- remain,
but increasing government support leads many to expect a scientific feasibil-ity
experiment and a demonsLration of thermonuclear burning of deuterium-tritium
fuel- before 1980.

*
TEEE Tno"nsa"ebLona on ?owQtL Aytytanahu a.nd SUAtenl PAS-93 (L974) pp 1805-J-809
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VI. E , .3 Probl-ens and of Control-Led Fusion * by Robert G. Mill-s

Rapid Progress has been made in understandl-ng rnagnetically confined
plasma, ttre bpproach to fusLon power that seems closesi to real-izatLon. The
way now seems cl-ear to the fabrication of the large experimental machines
that will- be necessary to establish scientifl-e feasibillty and pave the way
to experimental reactors. A nunber of important problems remain to be resolved
before controLl-ed thermonuclear fusion can become a reality, but the goaL is
closely rnatched to our need to find a way to produce Large quantities of
power whlle conserving our resources and environment. Reasons for the current
optimisn wiLl- be reviewed and one formul-ation of a complete porrer plant will
be presented.

* AnwLca-n Socie-tq od MechawLca,(. Engine.ent (New york Lg74)
IIA/NE-10.

Paper No. 74-

VI.E .4 Divertor Operatl"on in the Princeton Reference Deslen Model Tokamak
Reactorr* by F. H. Tenney

Projected operation of the pol-oidal fieLd divertor is described for
the Princeton Reference Deslgn Tokamak Reactor. A relatlvely co1-d pLasma
bl-anket will forrn outside the separatrix and wl-lL constltut. " th.rr.l- 

"orr,1nection between the hot plasma and the exhaust chamber. The plasma blanket
is expected to be a good absorber of slow neutral-s. Sinple one-dirnensional
models of the diverted plasna provide estl-mates of the plasma density
distribution and particle flux to the walls. Recycling of particJ-es with
the dlvertor waLls may amount to ten times the particle-throughput of the reactor.
The magnetic fieLd configuratlon is also discussed.

*^ 
J.. o6 \qol^4 MailA 54, 43 (r.974) also pnoeeed,Lng,s od the con[enence on

Sun(ace E((ectt in Coffi.olted Thenmonuc,(.e.o,n Fution-Oeviie,s and RLa"e.tont,
H. weidersich, M. Kamnesky, K. M. Zwil-sky, eds. (North-Holl-and publishing
Company, Amsterdam, L974) pp 43-47,

VI. E 5 The Problems of Dtvertors * by F. H. Tenney

The divertor concept was developed to solve three probleurs that were
envisioned for a steady-state magneticalJ-y confined fusion reictorl namely, how
to maintain a steady flow of materlal- out of the confined plasma and into the
vacuum pumPs while maintaining a very low neutral- pressure between the pJ-asma
and the waLLs of the vacuum vessel, how to malntain a high plasma edge tempera-ture' and how to reduce the flow of impurlties from the walls into the r."-tittgplasma. In such a fusion reactor the pJ-asna is to be confined in a special
magnetic field which cLoses on ltself in such a manner as to define a set of
nested, closed (toroidal-) nagnetic surfaces that do not intersect any materialwalls' The divertor, by vlrtue of its or^m coils, produces a limiting nagnetic
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surface of the confining fiel-d, called the separatrlx surface, outslde of which
the magnetic surfaces do intersect material- wall-s. Plasna that passes out-
ward across the separatrix sur.face, called the scrapeoff plasrna, can flow
easily along the diverted magnetlc fiel-dLl-nes to walls distant from the reacting
plasma. The scrapeoff p1-asma constitutes the bounding medium for the
plasma inside the separatrix surface.

The nature of the scrapeoff-;i;;r. will- be affected by (a) the path length
of the diverted magnetlc field l-lnes as measured from near the separatrLx
surface to where they lntersect a material- wal-l-, (b) the distance between
the separatrix surface and the materLal- wall-s, and (c) the pumping speed of
the volume lnto which the scrapeoff plasma fLows. This (dense) scrapeoff
plasmas, fl-owing at sonic (subsonlc) speeds, are anticipated for divertor
deslgns characterized by short (long) diverted field lines and high (Low)
pumplng speeds. The thinner the scrapeoff pJ-asma, the more readily a neutral
lmpurity atom from the walls can penetrate to the separatrix surface and thence
into the reacting plasma. On the other hand, the thin scrapeoff plasma will
be collected fron the ends of the dlverted field lines before it can interact
strongl-y with the walls en route.

The buil-dup of l-mpuritles wlthin the reacting pl-asna ls one of the maJor
concerns for fusion reactors. Rapid collection of inpurlties wil-1" ltmit
fuslon reactors to a rapid, short-pulse mode of operaiion and wiLL reduee the
efflciency of producing power.

There has been l-lttle experience with divertors. Earl-y experience with
the divertor on the Model C SteLLarator indicated a reduetion l-n the lmpurity
content of the discharge pl-asma by two order.s of nagnitude.

oTnawtactioytA 
06 the AmwLcan Soci-e.tq L974 WintQlL Mee.LLng (American Nuclear

Society, Hinsdale, Illlnois, L974) L9, p, 7

vr.E 6 MATT-LO2', Vacuum Problems Associated with the onal De

of Tokamak Fusion Reactors by G. Lewin and F. H. Tenney

' The design and operation of D-T fusion reactors based on the tokamak
configuration is described with special emphasis on the vacuum aspects. Parti-
cular reference is made to the reactor study of the Princeton P1asma Physics
Laboratory. Vacuum requirements of two other reactor studies based on the
theta pinch and the mirror configuration are briefly mentioned. Problems
arising from the radioactivity of the tritium and the high, locaIIy variant
temperatures are discussed.
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7 MATT-1088, Two-Enerqv-Component Toroidal Fusion Devices., bY H. L.
Furth, D. L. Jassby, R. M. Kulsrud, C. S. Liur M. N. Rosenbluth,
RutSrerford, F. H. Tenney, T. Johnson, J. Killeen, A. A. Mirin,
Rensink, and C. W. Horton, Jr.
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InJectlon of a supertherrnal lon courponent into a toroidal pl-asma

can raise the fusion power density to levels consldera6ty trtgtrer than those
attainabl-e in ordlnary one-component plasmas. As a result, energy break-
evpq il"D-T can be attained in bulk plasnas with nr-values as low as
10-"cm -sec, at temperatures of :5 keV. The optinal- energy of the super-
thermal ion component is ln the range 100 - 200 kev; LnJection-energy re-
quirements can be reduced by adlabatic qompression prlor to or durLng the
reaction phase. The appropriate ratlo F of fast-lon pressure to bul-k-p1-asna
pressure ls about O.5. The stability of two-comionent tokamak plasnas has
been examined, and is found to be favorabl-e for parameters of practical
interest.

VI.E 8, Enhanced F Val-ues for the TCT *by E. A. Frieman and F. H. Tenney

Previous calculatiorrsf of the ratio F of fusion energy produced
to the injected beam enerqy il.arTCI were based on the slowing down test
particle calculation Cf, Siirukhin-, We here report on a more detailed
numerical calculation of F based on an analytic solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation for an isotropic source of beam particles. The assumption
is also made that beam-beam interactions are negligible, The major new
effects in the present calculations are (1) electron and ion velocity space
scattering effects, (2) corrections to the drag coefficients and (3)
comections to the reaction rates resulting from the relative velocity
between beam and background ions.

The results indicate that a significant enhancement of F over
the previously reported values exists over a wide range of injected beam
energy % and background plasma temperature.

l\uXL A^. Pht?,s. Soc. 19, 878 (rg74)

VI.E 9 Finite Ion Tenperature ,*byH.to y

Extending previous treatments that have assumed cold target iorr",1'2
we investigate the influence of finite target-ion temperature on fusion
energy nultipl-ication Q for two-energy-component plasmas with and without
energy clanping. The increase in relative velobity, on the average, between
beam and bulk ions results in reduced drag on the beam ions. A more
significant effect is substantial change in fusion reactivity. For D and T,
with T. - To, e is substantially increased over the cold-ion case provided
that ifijection energy W s 130 keV; the improvement factor increases with
decreasing.W and can reach 40t, for example, at W = 60 keV, T" ] Tr.= 5 keV.
For W : 130 keV, Q decreases slightly. In the case of energy"clarnfring, the
cross-over W - 80 keV. These results are especially significant at the end
of a clamped, low-W burn, where additional fusion energy from the thernalizing
suprathermal population is obtained.

*
Bu.LL Am. Pltq,s. Soe. Ltt, 877 (L974)
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vI.E 10 Transport of Neutral Impurity Atoms Through a Plasman *by J. C.
Gilligan, U. of Mich; S. I.. Gralnick and W. G. Price; Jr.

The transport of neutral atomic oxygen in a multispecies, isotropic,
spatially homogeneous plasma is considered. This problem is typical of a
large class of neutral transport problems which are governed by a linear
Boltzmann equation and which are amenable to numerical solution by techniques
developed for neutron transport studies. ft is possible to use these
techniques for the solution of complicated problems involving several
impurity species, an inhomogeneous plasma medium and complex geometries.

The one dimensional, time-independent, d,iscrete ordinates (S-N),
code, ANISN has been adapted for solution of the follotring problem. A slab
model is used to approximate conditions occurring in the boundary region
separating a hot plasma from its surrounding physical boundaries. The
analysis yields the spatial distribution of ionization sites of the atomic
oxygen and examines the several energy transport mechanisms between the
background plasma and the neutral species

*
Rrr?! Am Phut . Snn. 'r s - Rd? tr q?41
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VI.E 11
Tokamak,

MATT-1102, Neutral Wall Ioad Distributions in a Circular Cross Section
by W. G. Price, Jr. and D. L. Chapin

The distributions of the angular and scalar flux and current around
the wa1I of a circular cross section tokamak are calculated by numerically
solving the integral form of the neutron transport equation. The effect of
the toroidal geometry is taken into account while investigating three dif-
ferent isotropic plasma source distributions - uniform, peaked, and shifted.
The results of the caLculations for a typical large scale tokamak design
indicate a strong dependence of the scalar flux and the current (of Dt
neutrons) on the wall position, resulting in "hot spots" on the waIl. The
calculations also indicate a marked variation of the angular flux of DT
neutrons with the wal1 position, which may be an irnportant consideration
in wall sputtering and tritium breeding evaluations. The angular distribution
is used as a source condition for the neutron transport code AI{ISN, to in-
vestigate the effect on the flux and tritium breeding ratio in a fusion
reactor blanket.
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VI E 12 MATT-I036
Libraries,* by W. G.

LIBMAK: A Program to Manipulate ANTSN-Type Binary
Price , ,Jt'.

LIBMAK is a program written to manipul-ate ANISN-type binary l-tbraries.
Input data may be taken frosr old librarles or card decks in AREAD (FIDO)
format. Commands are available to create, revise, comblne, list, and punch
material data stored in ANISN binary form.

vr E 13 tM-272
W. G. Price, Jr.

Consequences of Tritium Release to the Atomosphere, by

The radlol-ogical consequences of an acciden-tal reLease of tritiurn
are estimated. Flrst, conversion factors from atmospheric concentration to
dose are computed. Second, equations for atmospheric dispersion of
pollutants are reviewed. Finally, potential doses due to tritium loss from
a !'typicalt' DT-burning pLasma physics. experlment are estlmated. Even in the
r^rorst case, these do not seem to pose a great hazard.

VI.E 14
D. J. Dud

DT Fusion Reactor Abtivation and Afterheat *by
ziak, J. D. Lee, J. R. PoweJ-L, D. Steiner and W.

W. G:. Price , Jr. ,
F. Vogelsang

It is generalLy recognized that DT fuslon provides the only near-
term practical basis for fusion power syste{s. Since each DT reaction produces
a 14 MeV neutron which must be captured in an energy-producing, tritiun-
breeding blanket, there is certaln to be a large amount of neutron-induced
transmutation of nuclides ln the blanket. This paper extracts pertinent
activation, afterheat, and hazard potential figures fron a number of recent
fusion activation studies. Fusion power will not be t'clean", but its radio-
isotope problems will be significantly less than those of fission systems.

*
TnansacLLonA 06 the AmwLean

Society, Hinsdale, Ill-inois,
Nuelenn Soc. 1974 WLnten MeeLtng (Amer. Nucrear

L974) 19, p. 459
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An Accelerated Spgctral Synthesi iS", *by w. G. Price, Jr

Spectral synthesis, the representation of the energy dependence of
the neutron flux by a combination of overlapping trial modes, has received only
limited application to the analysis of fast reactorsr because the savings in
computationat effort achieved via synthesis have not been sufficiently dramatic
to compensate for the occasional disconcerting failures of the nethods.
This Note develops an approximation procedure combining spectral synthesis
with Wielandt's method which recovers the large savings in computation time
expected with synthesis methods. Such a scheme is illustrated by apply-
ing it to calculate the flux in a fast critical assembly.

*
Nuc,L, SaLence 6 Engtt. 55, 98 (L974)
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